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PREMIUM ANALOG MIXERS WIri 
FIREWIRE I/0 OPTION. UP TO 19 

ANNELS DIGITALLY STREAMED TO 

YOUR MAC OR YC. 

Dangerously fast deployment.That's the 

basic idea behind Mackie's arsenal of desktop 

production tools. Because when that deadline is 

looming and you're deep in production, the last thing 

you need is gear that's gonna slow you down. From 

our expandable desktop control surfaces to Tracktion 

software and Onyx series mixers, everything is easy to use 

and built for speed. We also design our gear extra tough, 

so nothing konks out under pressure. Of course, all this 

wouldn't mean jack it it didn't sound fantastic—which 

it does. Take a clandestine trip to your nearest Mackie 

dealer for a look at our latest desktop audio ordnance. 

WEAPONS OF MASS 
PRODUCTION. 

CODE NAME: TRACKT.T.ON v.2 (NEW) -11 

MINIMUM LEARNING CURVE AUDIO AND 
MUSIC PRODUCION SOFTWARE. 

MACKIE 
www.mackie.com 
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SONAR-4 
ff In this business, we don't care what a program says it does, we care about how it sounds—And let me tell you, 

SONAR 4 sounds great. One example that I'm absolutely floored with is the MPEX Time Scaling for correcting 

jvocal tracks. It's as if the vocalist just nailed the take, you can't hear the processing and I couldn't find any artifacts. 

Terry Howard Producer/Engineer 

Ray Chai/es, Norah Jones, Duran Duran, Michal McDonald, Slash, Percy Mayfield, Ellis Hall, Jimmy Scott 

3 Grammy Nominations in 2005 foi Genius Loves Company: 

Record of the Year, Album of the Year, Best Engineered Album 
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SONAR 4 offers world-class functionality at every level of the application—from access to leading algorithms 

like MPEX 3, POW-r, and Windowed Sic; total flexibility in configuration; accurate visual display of waveform 

information; smooth responsive metering with configurable ballistics; and under the hood processing power. 

SONAR 4 ensures your projects retain their professional polish from inception to final delivery. 

Learn more about SONAR 4's precise engineering technologies at www.sonar4.00m/precision 



< Box 
WHY WE ARE SO GREAT. AND 
HANDSOME. BUT MOSTLY JUST GREAT. 

"I don't know karate, but I know ka-razor." — James Brown 

Exactly. 

Except in this instance the razor of ka-razor fame might be 

accused of belonging to Occam and so it goes: simplicity is the 

watchword of the day. At least today. 

That is: scratching your left ear without having to get dressed up 

to do so. So whether it's personages from the pantheon of great 

production like JACK JOSEPH PUIG, MALCOLM BURN, or 

JIMMY DOUGLASS, or trenchcats who cut their teeth on making 

do with making great sound without the sometimes necessary 

millions behind them like Studio G's JOEL HAMILTON, ALEX 

OANA, or FUGAZI's IAN MACKAYE, this issue is chockfull of 

what might arguably be called the wisdom of the age of trying to 

do it all a little bit better, faster and cheaper. Call it the science of 

old dogs and new trickery or new dogs and old trickery, THE EQ 

GUIDE TO GETTING IT and its ONE HUNDRED tips from all the 

aforementioned and sundry staffers, is a kitchen sink factotum 

that'll help you do almost all of what you'll need to do—from 

tuning your room (thanks to BOB HODAS) to getting high (thanks 

to LES CLAYPOOL)—to get it happening in studio. 

And if that's not enough we've also got the THIEVERY 

CORPORATION stealing everything that's not been nailed down 

in their effort to share and show how much complexity went into 

simplifying their very simple sound. Toss in our eight searing 

product reviews and you've got a February to remember. 

Enjoy yourselves. We did. 

PS. I'm sorry. I almost forgot to introduce myself what with 

Mitch having done such a good job of it last issue. My name is 

Eugene. and I'm an audioholic. 

Cheers, 

The BRND STF1ND 
If you could magic wand away one element of the 
current recording set up, what would it be? 

Mitch Gallagher, 
Editor 
While I prefer to have as little 
gear :in the studio as possible. 
I'd most like to get rid of the 
room itself. With the spaces 
most of us deal with, it's 
almost impossible to get them 
acoustically perfect 

Craig Anderton, 
Editor at Large 
Anything with moving parts. 
especially motors and fans — 
solid-state storage and passive 
cooling all the way! The result 
would be a quieter. more 
reliable, more environmentally 
friendly studio. 

John Krogh, 
Technical Editor 
Cables. Even in modest 
recording setups, there are 
too many cables — TOSlink, 
coax S/POIF, USB KVM 
switching, USB hubs, 
Ethernet, MIDI, XLR and 
1/4' analog — it never 
stops. Besides creating 
clutter, cables can quickly 
turn your setup into an 
unwieldy beast. 
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Live lets you focus on what really matters: your music. 

ReeigUe 

• re' Real-Time Music Production for Mac OS and Windows 

ElMil 
Audio 4—• MIDI 
Studio 4-4 Stage 

Recording 1--x Remixing 
Sampling 4-4 Sound Design 

Composition 4—) Improvisation 

One Interfacé 

version 41. 

Ableton Live is the only music-production solution that allows you to spontaneously compose, record, remix, 

improvise and edit your musical ideas. Live brings your acoustic, electronic and virtual instruments together 
in a single audio and MIDI production environment with unparalleled ease of use. 

Available Now. Download the Live Demo at www.ableton.com. 

1111111=--
ableton 
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Propellerhead Reason 3.0 
Music production software 

6i x 
BY KEVIN OVENS 

We scooped the world on this in last issue of EQ and the world was glad for both the leg up and 

Reason 3.0 ($T1i1A), a pretty major update TO its flagship music software system. Claims for the new 

version, up to and including the better-than-sliced-bread boast, nimbly take Reason " from the studio 

realm to the stage," and feature the Combinator, a new module that lets users build chains of Reason 

instruments, effects, patterns, and so on, and save them as combi patches. Other new features include 

1-step loading of customizable instruments, out-of-the-box compatibility with most major control surfaces, 

an expanded soundbank, an optimized browser, and the MCIass mastering suite. Cool. 

Propellerhead, www.propellerhead.se 

Native Instruments NI 
Komplete Care 2005 
Update package 
NI Komplete Care 2005 ($279) is a flat-fee, all-inclusive 

update package for the NI Komplete 2 bundle. KC 2005 

subscribers will receive all major Komplete 2-related product 

updates released in 2005. Each new product version will be 

shipped at no additional cost and at the earliest possible 

date. Komplete Care customers also receive a " Care Card" 

with a unique serial number that qualifies them for special 

offers. For like haircuts. And stuff. 

Native Instruments, 

www.natIve-instruments.comikomplete-care.info 

M-Fludio Ozonic 
FireWire audio/MIDI interface 

The FireWire bus-powered Ozonic ($599.95), outside of having one of the cooler 

outerspacesonic names, is an audio interface/MIDI controller that has a 37- note, 

velocity-sensitive, synth-action keyboard with three zones and assignable aftertouch. 

Which is to say: it's completely outerspacesonic. Its complement of AO assignable MIDI 

controllers includes a joystick, eight knobs, nine sliders with drawbar mode, nine buttons, 

pitch and mod wheels, and sustain and expression pedal inputs. 

M-Audio, www.m-audlo.com  
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Buzz Audio MPE1.1 
V. ono parai i letric equalizer 

The MPE1.1 ($1,250) is an outboard EQ that's based on the EQ section of Buzz's new ARC1.1 and has a variable highpass 

filter, high and low shelving sections with selectable tunings, and two sweepable mid-band sections with continuously variable 

Q. Other highlights include a real choke (inductor) for the low shelf section, and selectable " tight" or " broad" high shelf curves. 

The MPE1.1 can be fitted with optional Sowter input and output transformers. 

Buzz Audio, U.S. dist. by Atlas Pro Audio, www.atiasproaudio.com  

AMS-Neve 1013 OPA and 1013 DPD 
Microphone preamps 
AMS-Neve is bringing the way-out wild hi-fi vibe of yester year 

to the ago of NOW How? By pumping the coveted 1073 

sound of the 1970s to a whole new generation of audio 

engineers with the release of two new preamps. The 1073 

DPA ($2,799) features two 1073 class-A preamps in a 1U 

rackmount box; the 1U 1073 DPD ($3,399) also features 

two 1073 pres but adds professional AID converters, and 

supports digital sampling rates of up to 192kHz. 

AMS Nove, www.ams-neve.com  

Primera 
BravoPro 
Professional 
crane C 1V 
puJlishinc syster 11 

 I 

Designed for hands-free, automated production of up to 

100 CDs or DVDs per job, the BravoPro (CD 

Publisher $3,495; DVD Publisher $3,995) uses 

an advanced robotic mechanism that both destroys your 

enemies, as well as automatically transports discs into 

the built-in 52x CD-R (or optional OVO-R) recorder. Well, 

mostly just the latter, but after recording, the discs are 

transferred to an integrated, full-color printer with up to 

4,800 dpi print resolution. BravoPro ships with Mac- and 

PC-compatible duplication software and can burn, print, 

and transport up to 50 discs per hour. 

Primera, vnbvw.primera.com 
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Tool Box 

Rcon Studio Time 
Time scale modification plug-in pack 
Are you ready for Studio Time ($ 119)? Its a 

DirectX-compatible plug-in pack that includes Acons 

StudioTime and StudioPitch time scale modification tools. 

StudioTime lets you slow or speed up material from 50-300 

percent of its original duration, and StudioPitch makes it so 

you can shift the range from one octave down to one octave 

up while preserving the original tempo and timbre. Both 

plugs support multichannel formats (up to eight channels), 

as well as 8-, 16-, 24-, and 32-bit sample formats. 

Acon Digital Media, www.acondigitial.com 

e 

Acon StudioTime Help 
()teal media 

Percentage: 186 4 % 

500 300 0 

Duation change: From MOO:01:237 to 00:00:02: 31:6 

Tempo change: From 120.00 BRA to 6430 BPtil 
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StudioPitch Help 
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Third v 
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® Up 
0 Down 
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RudioWarrior Acoustic Strummer 
Rcoustic dreadnought Reason Refill 
Designed specifically for Reason's NN-XT sampler, Acoustic Strummer ($129) lets 

users strum or pick guitar chords — and control their timing, feel, and intensity — using a 

MIDI keyboard. Acoustic Strummer lets you map as many chords as your keyboard can handle 

from its half-gig library of 24-bit acoustic samples. Sounds include individually sampled open 

strings and fretted notes, hammer-ons, wood slaps, string scrapes, plinks and sweeps above the 

tuning pegs, muted notes, and harmonics sampled at the 5th, 7th, and 12th frets. 440 harmonics 

will be available as a download for registered users. 

AudioVVarrior, www.audlowarrior.com  

DVD with over 2 hours of instruction on Cubage SX 3 

A 

Cubase SX 3 TUTORIAL DVO 
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• High ClUallty video leacelutton 
• 28 In•deptn videos toi•Iling over 2 hours 

• Thorough knowledge usped• appreciate 

• Ititoti•I sessions by Cubase Guru Stevie hoer°, 

• No . nstallatIon iegulicd, runs from DVD 

• Easy to use graphic user interface 

• Easy to navigate sine," 

• Mac & PC compatible 

RSKVideo 
Cubase 8X3 
Level 1 
Introductory level 
tutorial DUI) 
Designed to get novice arid first-time Cubase users up and running 

quickly, Cubase SX3 Level 1 DVD ($39) is the first In a new 

series of tutorial DVDs The disc contains 28 professionally shot 

videos for a total of over two hours of instruction. Topics 

include MIDI and audio setup, new projects, VST connections, 

recording audio, looping, audio and MIDI editing, and the 

mixer. Instruction is also included on using key commands and 

macros, preferences, workspaces, and managing audio. The 

DVD is compatible with Mac OS X and Windows 

98/ME/2000/XP. Level 2 and Level 3 volumes for experienced 

and advanced users will be available soon. 

ASKVideo, www.askvIdeo.com 
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THE ONLY. BETTER 
EQUIPMENT 

is attached to the sides of your head. 

4 Your ears are what ere. The a. is making sure the sound that gets to them is as pure, rich and detailed 
as possible That s Shure M studio microphones arc for. The KSM44 provides a bright full presence 

tiff critical studio tracking. The K 2 gives you the most artieulate reproduction of the original sound source. 

Shure KS, dio microphones are the result of 40 years of pioneering studio technology. 
So while we can't replace your ears, we can help you hear better. 

www.shure.com 

:)2004 Shure Inc 

511111111RIE 
It's Your Sound' 



Tool Box 

Steinberg 
Virtual Bassist 

VSTi 
Using licks and phrases based on (stolen from ... in a 

good way) performances by top studio players, 

Steinberg's completely cool Virtual Bassist 

($249.99) offers a variety of bass samples in genres 

ranging from rock to reggae to metal to hip-hop. The 

playable library includes a range of intros, fills, and 

variations that can be tweaked to taste using the MIDI 

Key Editor feature, and further shaped using Virtual 

Bassist's amp, cabinet, effects, and microphone models. 

The program also offers GrooveMatch, a tool that molds 

Virtual Bassist bass lines to any existing drum groove. 

Steinberg, www.steinberg.de 

Dram Digital Developments Hi Def 4T 
Memory Efit 
The first product from John (Dram's latest venture, Oram 

Digital Developments, is the Hi-Dot 4T Memory EQ 

($5,985), a digital version of Oram's Hi-Def EQ. The 

unit features a digitally controlled, pure analog signal 

path, as well as 105 memory slots for all control-panel 

functions. The 4T is made in the U.K. and ships with a 

two-year warranty. 

Oram Digital Developments, www.tridentaudio.co.uk 
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Sonoma Wire Works Sonoma I VST 
Effects plug-in 
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Sonoma 7 VST ($ 199) combines seven effects, count 'em, each of which can be enabled or disabled separately, in 

one plug-in. The effects are: Attaq (pictured), a wah effect with manual, envelope, and sequence modes; Tripwire, a 3-band 

compressor and distortion; Tempest, a modulation effect with selectable wave shapes; 4x4, a multi-tap delay with four discrete 

delay lines; Supertanker, which allows the selection of reverb type and tank size; Stamina, an optical style compressor; 

and Nonequal, a traditional British EQ. A fully functional demo is available for download at the company's website. 

Sonoma Wire Works, www.sonomawireworks.com 
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Waves' 
Ceinru tutu R e yeTittle n 

Continues 

Introducing IR-1 Version 2 

IR-360 
Surround Parametric Convolutio, 

Now create your own 
impulse response samples 

Version 2 of Waves' IR-1 Convolution 
Reverb now lets you capture your 
own impulse response samples from 
acoustic spaces and hardware deviccs. 

Winner of the 2004 TEC Award for 
Outstanding Technical Achievement 

Introducina www.Acoustics.net 

Introducing IR-360 

The world's only editable 
Surround Convolution Reverb 

The rieW IR-360 Reverb is the highly 
anticipated surround version of IR-1, 
the (wily convolution reverb that can be 
tweaked with familiar controls such as 
pre-delay, room size, and density— 
controls that don't just filter the sound, 
but actually shape the underlying 
sample itself. Need the sound of the 
Sydney Opera House in 5.1 but a little 
smaller? You got it. 

Introducing IR-L 

Convolution Reverb Light 

For streamlined use, IR-L is our light 
version. You get the same exquisite 
samples but without the extensive 
controls of IR-1 for efficient, 
simplified use. 

The download source for convolution samples Now IR Series HeverbS come with even more 
pristine samples of the most revered venues in the world, from London's Wembly Stadium to Manhattan's 
Birdland jazz club. Recorded under the guidance of renowned acoustics professor Angelo Farina, the 
samples feature new micing options for even more control. These samples—as well as samples contributed 
by Waves' IR Reverb users—are available at www.Acoustics.net, a new Waves website dedicated to impulse 

response sampling. 

(Headquarters) Azrieli Center 

Tel-Aviv, 67023 Israel 
phone: +972-3-6084000 
fax: +972-3-6084056 

(North & South America) 306 W. Depot Ave. 
Suite 100. Knoxville, Tennessee 37917 
phone: 865-909-9200 
fax: 865-909-9245 

14- Day Demo available at your Waves dealer and at www.Waves.com 

powered by 



Success Story 
COMPANY: DDMusic LLC 

CONTACT: www.duanedecker.com 

LOCATION: Woodinville, WA 

KEY CREW: Duane Decker 

by Mitch Gallagher 

Think that game soundtracks are all fun 

and, well, games? Well, they're not. 

Leastways not according to Duane 

Decker, who's been composing and 

producing game soundtracks for over a 

decade. As an in-house composer at 

Microsoft Game Studios and elsewhere, 

Decker created soundtracks for everything 

from pinball games and location-based 

entertainment to PC and Xbox games. 

He's also scored several AAA game 

titles, and commercially released the 

soundtracks for two games ( including 

the first game soundtrack ever 

released in 5.1 surround). 

But as game development shifted 

toward the film and television production 

model where music is contracted out, he 

saw the writing on the wall — it was 

time to go freelance. So he launched 

DDMusic, his own music production 

company. The move has had additional 

benefits. "As a freelance composer, I 

can not only continue to score game titles, but also branch 

out into areas that aren't available to an in-house composer," 

says Decker. 

Since opening DDMusic, Duane has worked on TV and film 

production music and advertising projects in addition to continuing 

to score games. " While there are some critical differences 

between the linear nature of film and non-linear nature of 

games, there are also similarities with regard to production and 

enhancing the emotions conveyed in the story line. Making the 

transition from one to the other is both logical and advantageous 

for producers and directors in both media." 

Decker already had a home studio rig in place when he 

opened DDMusic. " I have a passion for music technology. I 

designed and co-built my first synthesizer when I was in college 

and I spent several years as a Product Specialist for Kurzweil 

and Emu Systems. So I always tried to keep my home studio 

current, even when working in-house. I've been using ( MOTU] 

Performer since version 1 and continue to use Digital Performer 

because of its powerful integration of MIDI and audio. A 

MOTU 2408mk3 and two 24i interfaces provide I/O for the 

system. This yields 72 ins and 34 outs; more than enough to 

allow my system to be hooked up and ready to play at any 

time without repatching." 

A TC Electronic PowerCore provides additional plug-in power. 

Digital Performer is locked picture using QuickTime, which 
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streams the video to a separate TV screen. Soft instruments 

such as TASCAM GigaStudio, MOTU MachFive, and 

Spectrasonics Atmosphere find regular use, as do his trusty 

Emu E4K, Ely, and e64. A cadre of hardware synths are on hand 

if more polyphony or sounds are required. 

. Because he offers surround production, he upgraded to a 

Blue Sky 5.1 monitor system. A Mackie Universal Control 

Surface provides hands-on mixing, while a DrumKat DK-10 

allows for real-time entry of drum and percussion parts. For 

maximum productivity, studio layout was of paramount concern. 
"( laid out the racks in an ergonomic way so that the most 

used items are within reach and the rest reside underneath 

the desk." 

When the project calls for it (and budget allows) Decker 

records live players in commercial studios in Seattle. " While 

my studio can record one or two players at a time, it's more 

efficient to book a commercial studio to make the live recordings 

come to life." Secure FTP is the preferred delivery method for 

finished projects, although CD, DVD, and tape delivery are 

also offered. 

"It's great to be living in a time when the technology allows 

artists to create and produce high quality music on their own 

terms. It opens up the world of music to everyone who has an 

interest. The benefits of the arts reach beyond simply listening 

to music to touch our collective soul." 

Are You a Success Story? 

Listen up LO readers: Have you' 

into a profitable business? If so, we want to feature you as a Success Story. Send an 

entail letting us know why you should appear to eq@musicplayercorn. 



Still the Best 
Throughout our 20 year history, Steinberg has developed innovative 

Mac & PC software solutions that put your creativity first. Our legacy of 

innovation continues with the super powerful Cubase SX3, the feature-

packed Cubase SL3, and the affordable and capable Cubase SE. 

Cubase SX remains the most powerful, professional music creation 

and production system you can buy with remarkable new features like 

play order track, audio warp, in-place editing, and support for surround 

sound. Cubase SL provides you the perfect balance between price and 

performance. And finally, Cubase SE is your gateway to the coolest 

music production technology the world has ever seen, and it won't 

break your budget. Over one million musicians realize their musical 

dreams using Cubase. Visit a Steinberg dealer today to find out why. 
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Some artists toil for years in relative obscurity, hoping for that elusive " big break" from a major label. And then 

there's Rob Garza and Eric Hilton, collectively known as Thievery Corporation, whose success flies in the face 

of the conventional music industry wisdom (which is never usually that wise or conventional). But rather than 

wait for that Schwab counter moment of discovery, this Washington, D.C. duo started a label, Eighteenth Street 

Lounge (named after a favorite club-hang). And with virtually no distribution or backing, released the critically acclaimed 

Sounds From The Thievery Hi-Fi in ' 95, which helped lay the foundation for what would eventually be known as 

"down-tempo" or " lounge." Call it musical wallpaper, mood music, whatever. Thievery Corporation was there at 

the beginning. Often imitated, but never quite duplicated, Thievery's sound is a neo-post-modern pastiche 

of sounds, layers of sounds both found and appropriated, and deceptively simple production all aswirl in 

ways that scream " underground" and " sensation': 

"I think a lot of people who make electronic music are trying to copy other electronic artists:' says 

Garza. " Their influences come from other electronic musicians. But with us, we're going back to jazz, 

Jamaican, reggae, Brazilian, Indian, Hindu soundtrack, dub ... for us, these are the styles we like to listen to 

more than electronic music. It's a very different angle." 

While other artists turn to electronic-tinged textures to concoct their own brand of down-tempo, Thievery 

remains true to their organic ethos. "We're scared of using sounds that come off as too modern," Garza admits. 

"Take the '80s, for example. We always joke about the 'Axel F theme' from Beverly Hills Cop. I'm sure at the 

time, that song sounded cool and modern, but now it just sounds stupid. That's the danger with technology. 

It always has the novelty of being new, but in the end does it stand the test of time? That's what affects us 
— records that were produced 30 or 40 years ago, but that still sound cool." 

Arguably, it's the lack of following the constant ebb and flow of commercial trends that has kept Thievery 

Corporation's success relegated to underground status, which is just fine by them. "That's the way we like it," 

Garza quips. "We're always concerned about going above the radar too much. We like being in a zone, flying 

just below the radar, where people respect what we're doing. It hasn't become gimmicky or determined by 

a fad." 

"It helps that we're on a small label," adds Hilton. " I mean, it's our own label. ( laughs) We don't really have 

a marketing machine behind us, other than one very good friend in LA who tries to get the word out. We don't 

have to sell a lot of records, or as many records, I should say, to have a good career. If we were signed to a 

major label and trying to do this kind of music, we'd be considered a complete failure." 

But they're far from failure. Their latest record, Cosmic Game, is host to three marquee collaborations and 

is poised to exceed the critical and international commercial success of Richest Man in Babylon, which was 

released in 2002. This time out, Thievery enlisted the lyrical and vocal aid of Talking Heads former lead singer 

David Byrne, the Flaming Lips, and former Jane's Addiction front-man Perry Farrell. 

"Rob and I wanted to do something a bit different," notes Hilton. " We talked about exploring some of 

our ' rock' influences on this record. But of course with us, rock is a relative term. We knew the Flaming Lips 

from a couple of years ago, when we opened for them in Iceland. With David Byrne, we had done a remix 

for him, so there was a relationship there, and he was an obvious choice because we really respect him. 

And as we were starting to work on this record, we heard from a friend who was at a conference in L.A. 

where Perry Farrell was speaking and he went on and on about us. So things developed from there." 
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HI-FI BOVS 
On the heels of their popular sophomore effort, Thievery went 

into Cosmic Game with the recording jitters often associated with 

standing in the shadow of previous success. According to Hilton: 

"We thought it was going to be a lot harder, because we were 

thinking, How do we follow up Richest Man in Babylon?' But then 

we got into the studio, and ideas just started to flow. For us, we 

sort of follow the path of least resistance in the studio. It's a very 

intuitive process. For instance, if bass and keys were working, then 

we went with that. Often times I'd pick up the bass and Rob 

would play a keyboard, and see what happened. But we never 

struggle at it, because as soon as you start struggling, whatever 

comes out isn't going to sound great, I think. At this point in our 

career, we feel very secure in our music making abilities to the point 

where we know we're capable of coming up with grooves and songs, 

so the process was easier for us." 

In keeping with their laid-back demeanor, Garza and Hilton 

took an approach of experimentation as opposed to working out 

arrangements in preproduction. There was no worrying about ticking 

clocks and bottom lines. Consequently, they were free to let ideas 

bubble up and develop on their own. "We usually sat around playing 

and programming a beat or different grooves, and that's how our 

songs happened," Garza explains. " We tried to go in every day of 

the week, and even if we didn't come up with a song a day, we made 

it a point to come up with something — a loop, at least. 

"It's like a work ethic, which is important — mentally we 

already had the intention of committing our time to creating new 

music. It's like that cliché, 95% of success is just showing up." 

Committed though they were, they had no preconceived 

concept of the shape their record would ultimately take. With cuts 

recording technology 
Thievery Corporation's 

Consulate studio, 

where the bulk of 

Cosmic Game was 

recorded, resides in a 

four-story brown 

stone. Decidedly 

low-tech, the 

Consulate is more 

about creativity than 

cutting edge recording 

technology. You won't 

find racks of high-end 

outboard or specially 

designed acoustics. 

For this record, 

Hilton and Garza 

relied on their engi-

neer, simply known 

as " Stone," who 

jokes about the 

Consulate's design. 

"Our ' isolation 

chamber' is a 

framed in bathroom 

with carpeting on 

the walls. We do 

have a little problem 

with reflections in 

that room, but if 

like Perry Farrell's " Revolution Solution," the Lips' " Marching the 

Hate Machines ( Into the Sun), and the harder-edged "Warning 

Shots," which features Sleepy Wonder and Gunjan, the die was cast. 

Themes developed, and Cosmic Game hardened into a reggae 

dub-style protest record. 

"We set out to make some new (Thievery) music," recalls Garza. 

"And when it came time to put down lyrically what was on our mind, 

those themes are what surfaced. Interestingly, the people we 

collaborated with were feeling the same way as us, so when we 

heard their tracks. We were pleasantly surprised that they were on 

the same wavelength, lyrically. 

"These are all artist who we respect immensely, especially 

lyrically," he continues. " So we didn't want to inhibit what they 

were going to do in any way. We didn't give any of them any lyrical 

direction. We pretty much gave them free reign to do whatever 

they wanted. When we got the files back with their vocal tracks, 

we were sort of scared to hit Play, because we didn't know what 

we were going to get. But when we heard Perry on ' Revolution 

Solution' and the Lips on ' Marching the Hate Machines', it tied in 

with our own feelings and mood for this record." 

So by happy accident the D.C. kings of lounge ended up with 

a politically charged record that still manages to retain a relaxed vibe 

complete with the Corporation's trademark VVurlitzer piano riffs, 

diggable bass, dusty beats, and dubbed out delays. There's talk of 

adding Cosmic Game to modern rock radio playlist rotation, and even 

taking it on tour with a live band. But as with all things Thievery, 

these things will be determined not by boardroom committees or 

forced decision, but by whatever natural forces seem to guide them 

on their path of least resistance. 

you face the singer 

into the corner, it's 

not a problem." 

According to Stone, 

everything was recorded 

into Logic running on a 

1GHz dual-processor 

G4 outfitted with a 

MOTU 896 FireWire 

audio interface and a 

Universal Audio UAD-1 

card. On Logic, Stone 

relates: "We end up 

using instruments and 

effects that come with 

Logic simply because 

they work so well 

within the program. For 

example, we use the 

EXS24 sampler - it's a 

seamless integration 

with the program. It's 

easy to use, sounds 

great, the filters in 

particular . . . we also 

use the EVP88, not in 

place of a real 

Wurlitzer but for a 

different- sounding 

tine-type piano. Of 

course, the tape 

delay gets heavy use, 

with many, many layers 

of automation." 

For tracking, 

Consulate's mic closet 

consists of an AKG414, 

Shure KSM109, and 

Octava M319. A Peavey 

VCL2 compressor gets 

frequent use. And for 

mic preamps?Thievery 

depend on their trusty 

Mackie mixer with 

XDR preamps. 



Sweetmeat: 
Imitated, But Never Equaled 

Twenty-five years ago, Sweetwater was founded by a recording studio owner who 

needed the same things you need today: quality gear at great prices, expert advice before 

the sale, and first-class tech support and service after the sale. He assembled a staff 

of audio professionals who could provide top-notch service to recording professionals 

like you. Over the years, continued growth, dozens of industry awards and ( above all) 

customer loyalty have shown that "The Sweetwater Difference" has made a difference 

in the way engineers and producers huy gear. 

A quarter century later, other audio retailers have figured out that presenting themselves 

as " professionals" is a good idea. And if imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, well, 

we're flattered. But Sweetwater Sales Engineers, tech support staff and service experts 

remain the yardstick by which all other dealers are measured. So no matter what you need 

for your studio — from cables to consoles or anything in between — count on Sweetwater 

to be your first and best source of information, great prices and total support. 

SWEETWATER HAS WON 
DOZENS OF INDUSTRY AWARDS 
INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING: 

Music & Sound Retailer Awards 
• Best Customer Service 
• Best Sales Staff 
• Best Recording Retailer 
• Best Software Retailer 
• Best Keyboard Retailer 

Several Music Inc. REX Awards 
for Retail Excellence 

Inc. 500 List 

Dealer of the Year Awards 
• Focusrite 
• Grace Design 
• PreSonus 
• Universal Audio 

• Waves 
and many more 

ln addition to our retail operation, we also have a state-of-the-art recording 

studio that's a gear proving ground and training center for our Sales Engineers. 

CALL US TODAY FOR THE ANSWERS TO YOUR AUDIO QUESTInfile! 

(800) 222-4700 
www.sweetwater.com 

Fax ( 260) 432-1758 • 5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
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The devil is in the details. And the details both large and small 
are obscured under more detail — most of which can help, 

some of which may hurt. 
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by everybody who's anybody in modern music to help you dig your way out of 
the morass of music production ephemera. Everybody complains about the 

rain. We're just doing something about it. 

GETTING IN 
ITCHING TO GET YOUR 
PROJECT STARTED? 
YEAH. WE BET YOU ARE. 

AND YOU CAN. RIGHT AFTER YOU DO WHAT WE TELL YOU. YUP. DO WHAT WE TELL 
YOU AND NO ONE WILL GET HURT. 

TRIP THE TUNING FANTASTIC 
BOB HODAS (rhymes with YODA's) knows more about tuning rooms 

than any one individual has the right to. He's analyzed and corrected studios 

fur everyone from Sony Music Entertainment to Abbey Road Studios and his 

most recent projects include an acoustic renovation of The Record Plant's 

SSL-4 and Flea's home studio. He had wanted us to call this "6 Cheap Sirloin 

Tips" but we decided that while they were free they were in nn way cheap. 

BUILD YOUR ROOM AROUND THE BEST SPEAKER/LISTENER SETUP 

FOR YOUR SPACE. Why are you in this business? Audio! A studio should be a 

listening space, not a gear showcase. Clients will not come back to you if you have 

the coolest gear but their CD does not translate when they take it home Many 

of a room's serious bass problems can be solved just by getting the speakers and 

listener in the right position. Finding the proper positions can be difficult and time 

consuming even with good measurement gear, and the process Is too tong TO explain 

here. An inexpensive alternative ($ 100) that can achieve, at a minimum, a 75% 

solution is RPG Inc.'s Room Optimizer program. IT can help calculate the proper 

speaker placement for rooms with parallel walls (your basic home studio). 

2« SYMMETRY. If you don't set your speakers up symmetrically in a room, they will wind up with different frequency responses due to speaker/boundary interference. Your 

speakers are fairly omnidirectional below 200Hz. So a lot of low energy is coming off the back and sides of the speaker. The signals that bounce off the walls and ceiling are 

going to mix in with the direct speaker signal. This delayed bounce will cause comb filtering. The time delay and thus, frequency of interaction is dependent on the speaker 

distance from the walls. If the left and right speakers are different distances from the walls, the cancellations will occur at different frequencies. Different frequency 

responses means that the speakers will sound different and also mess with your imaging. Bass is the foundation of building any mix so it has to be correct, and boundaries 

significantly affect a speaker's bass response. Symmetry also applies to your equipment setup. Low frequencies are sensitive to gear placement. For example, if all of your 

gear is piled up on the left side, the left speaker will have a very different bass response than the right. So try to distribute your gear evenly around the room. 
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PUT YOUR SPEAKERS ON 

STANDS, NOT ON THE CONSOLE. 

At this point I want to mention the 

evils of console reflections. The 

console and worktable are subject 

to the same reflections as your 

walls. Now I realize that you can't 

do this if you have one of these 

all- in- one workstation pieces of 

furniture, but you should be aware 

of these tight reflections bouncing 

into your face. If you have the 

freedom, move the speakers back 

on stands. Use the mirror again 

for this. If you sit at the console 

and can see the tweeters in the 

mirror, you're in trouble. Move those 

speakers back so you see no 

reflection in the mirror ( usually 

about 8" behind the console). 
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3_ FIND AND TREAT YOUR FIRST ORDER REFLECTIONS. High frequencies will act the same as the bass described in Tip #2. 

The difference is that they are more directional and above 400Hz will be subject to simple geometry. This means that you can use a 

mirror to find the reflection points. Invest $30 in a 2'x2' plastic mirror. Have a buddy sit at the mix position while you place the mirror flat 

against the walls and ceiling. Move the mirror around until your buddy sees the left and then the right speaker reflected in the mirror. 

Have your buddy slide side to side across the console to cover the entire mix area when looking in the mirror. Mark these areas so you 

can treat them. For the side walls and ceiling an inexpensive solution is a 6 lb. density, 2' compressed fiberglass, such as Owens Corning 

705. The fiberglass should be covered with a fabric that is acoustically transparent. Go to a fabric store and pick out something with a 

very open weave. You should see some light pass through and if you hold it over your mouth you should be able to easily blow through 

it. Only treat the areas where you saw the speakers, or slightly larger, and don't over do it. An over-damped room will sound like the life 

has been sucked out of it since you will disproportionately damp the high-end reverb time. 

5. BASS TRAPS CAN HELP OR HURT YOU. There is no rule of thumb for 

bass traps. Many times trapping a corner is just what you need to control a room 

bump, but I've also seen corner traps put big holes into a room response. 

Sometimes you would do better to cut the corner off with a hard surface or leave 

the corner as is. In some cases the trap should be in the ceiling and in 

some cases on the back wall. I personally believe in measurement and 

experimentation to get the best results. I don't think you can do it just with tones 

so I'll recommend renting an ATA and a flat microphone ( don't use your 

favorite vocal mic). Experiment with treatments and do some listening too! The 

ears are the final judge in all of this. 

GET A LEG UP ON IT. There are probably certain setup 

things you do with any sequencer each time you use it. SO 
why do them every single time you start a certain kind of project? 

Outside of bad home training? Use a program's "template" 

feature, and if it doesn't hoe one, then just save certain 

basic projects according to type 

B. PRE-PATCH. Nothing kills inspiration like waiting for the 

engineer to set up the recording chain (or taking time to patch 

things in yourself, if you're wearing the artist and musician 

hats) Su plan ahead. If you're going to be overdubbing electric 

guitars, set up any Dls, re-amping boxes, tuners, and so on, 

ahead of time, so all you have to do is ping in and hit record. 

CO. 

6 GATHER AS MUCH KNOWLEDGE AS YOU 

CAN. This space is too short for any in-depth advice. 

The NARAS Producers & Engineers wing just published 

a guideline for setting up 5.1 mix rooms. While not 

perfect, there is a lot of good information in there. Read 

the articles on my website at www.bobhodas.com. I am 

way behind on getting current articles up there but I'll 

be putting more up as we get into the new year. Read 

your trade mags. You may get frustrated by conflicting 

opinions in the studio design trade the deeper you 

get into this, but hey, it's not a perfect world. 

12. POWER IIP OLDER GEAR PERIODICALLY. 

We all have them: Those pieces of older gear 

we once loved, don't use, but 

can't bear to sell. However, 

if you want them to contin-

ue to oxist, power them up 

trnm time to time, work the 

controls. plug things into the jacks, you 

know: do the do. Moving parts like to move, and 

corrosion can build up in connectors unless they 

get some exercise. 

SCRATCH OUT A PASSWORD/AUTHORIZATION CODE FILE. 

If you lose a password or authorization code for your software, don't 

expect much sympathy from the manufacturer. Create a file that 

contains all this crucial information, along with info like passwords 

to user update areas, then place this file in a folder that contains any other needed files ( like 

HTML files used to register software). Make this folder " Copy Protection Central" with all the 

data you need to install and authorize software. Save this to CD, and buy a USB thumb drive 

that's dedicated to holding this data. Print out the file of pass-

words as an additional safety measure. You'll be glad you dld 

11. DO SOME DRY RUNNING During a 

mix or recording session with the client 

sitting over your shoulder is not the time to 

learn how a new piece of gear works. Take 

time in between sessions to practice with 

it — run a variety nf tracks ( drums, guitar, 

vocals) through that re- issue " vintage" 

compressor at different settings, feed a 

guitar cab with a direct " reampable" signal 

while repositioning a new microphone, or 

whatever, and be sure to record the results 

so you have an audio record of how things 

sound at different settings. 

RUN 
AND 
GET 

BACK UP 
If you have a piece of hardware with an internal fuse, you know 

that it will go at the worst possible time. Make life a little easier 

by attaching a replacement fuse inside the case, so that when you 

open it up to access the fuse, there will 

already be one there. If the equipment 

doesn't run too hot, you can just tape the 

fuse tu the side with duct tape. If you're 

concerned about the fuse coming lose and 

wreaking havoc, then drill a hole, attach a 

dummy fuse holder with a screw, and insert 

the replacement fuse into the holder. 
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ALEX OANA'S TRIBUTE TO 
THE PAINFULLY OBVIOUS 
Well when they say -somebody has got to say it,- pretty often it goes unsaid. 

Call it the fear of the obvious, the fear of the redundant, or the fear of the nose 

on your face. ALEX OANA ( Mudvayne, SPY MOB), it could be said, is 

absolutely fearless in this regard. Forthwith his FIVE tips on stuff you probably 

know ( but can't hurt to be reminded of). 

KNOW YOUR BANDS. Not frequency bands either. Get to know the artists 

as well as you can. Collaboration is about people — the better everyone knows everyone 

the more honest everyone can be in the process. If you're on an out-of-town session, 

stay with the band. Share toothpaste. 

THE BUCK STOPS HERE. Going back and forth over decisions can be a huge 

time- suck. Figure out who the producer is to avoid any power struggles. One person 

calling the shots can streamline any process. Stiff upper lip, soldiers. 

15. I MIX ALONE. Mix the song until you love it, without anyone looking over your 

shoulder. Then email an MP3 to all the band members, A&R, and so on. Have the band 

elect one member as the liaison to communicate their wishes to you. Tell the A&R to 

get a real job. 

1 6_ COMPUTERS MAKE MUSIC. The biggest blessing and curse is the ability to 

endlessly rework a song. Make sure it's a good song in the first place — that'll save time! 

1'i AND TO CYNICALLY SIMPLIFY, REMEMBER TO: not get creative, develop 

presets for your recording, mixdown, and mastering phases so you can get through a lame 

project as quickly as possible, and if the band is no good and you're not looking forward 

to the session, get someone else to do it. These might make me sound horrible, but 

they are eminently practical. 

MUM 

GET.. 
OUCH! 

CUSTOM 
CABLES! 

Do you have a piece of gear that 

depends on some weird cable 

that's made by the manufacturer 

and no one else? Buy a 

replacement, now, and put it 

in a safe place. 
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9 REPLACE BATTERIES. A battery that's 

11111 leaked all over your gear will likely ruin it, 

because the chemicals inside batteries are highly corrosive. If they just 

attack the battery connectors, that's bad enough; but if a PC-mounted bat-

tery (e.g., for backup) leaks over the board, that board will die a premature 

death and will be almost imposible to fix. When equipment iàn't going to 

be used for extended periods of time, remove the battery. Your gear will 

thank you for it. 

20 IF YOU'RE NOT GOING TO PAINT THE TOWN, AT LEAST PAINT 

YOUR PLUGS. Buy a set of enamel paints with a wide variety of colors at a 

hobby store, and put a dab of paint on each end of your patch cords. Ideally, 

each cord would have its own color. This makes it s00000 much easier 

should you need to troubleshoot which connections are going where. 

21. SO HOW OLD IS THAT BATTERY? With battery-powered gear 

(including remotes), write the date you replace a battery on a removeable 

sticker, and affix it to the outside of the gear ( preferably somewhere near 

the battery compartment). This gives you an idea of how often batteries 

need to be changed, but more importantly lets you know if a battery is 

really old and should be replaced just to make sure it doesn't leak or 

cause other problems. 

22. GOT PDF? A lot of companies post their manuals online as PDF files. 

Download these and save them to a CO. Not only will this let you get rid of 

the paper version if you need to save space, but the document will probably 

be searchable — great when you need to look up a specific term to remind 

yourself of how it works. 

23. REALIZE THAT NONE OF THESE TIPS WILL HELP YOU. AT ALL. 

JACK JOSEPH PUIG (John Mayer, GREEN DAY, Goo Goo Dolls, NO DOUBT) 

says " none of these tips matter. They matter but they don't matter. There's 

a balance. A perfect example is I once did a session in a studio I had never 

worked in before and I wanted to prove to myself that it didn't matter what 

gear I used, but that the real talent was in being creative, breaking the 

rules, thinking out of the box and trying something you may have thought 

would never work. We were tracking drums and I told the assistant to grab 

the first 12 mics on the left and put them up .. . it 

ended up being the most amazing session and 

the song went on to be a massive hit. The SM57 

is the most commonly used mic on a snare drum 

or guitar amp. But it's more about what you do 

with that microphone. These tips are important, 

if they inspire you to go down creative 

paths. Hopefully your interpretation of 

these tips will inspire you and that 

is what really ends up making 

the difference." 
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Millennia 
Music & Media Systems 

Adventure for Mark Mancina includes 

collecting guitars. With over 100 guitars in 

his collection, Mark says, "One of my favorite 

acoustics is a McAlister Terz. We just did a 

session with it using the TD- 1. What a sound!! 

I've had guitars made for different movies 

(Speed, Training Day, Tarzan... many others). 

I can always count on Millennia gear to give 

me the detail that these instruments deserve. 

The recordings always hold up — even in a 

large orchestral setting. I love having the 

best of both worlds. In film scoring you 

need it. Great mics and outboard gear — 

the TD- 1 supports that relationship. It's 

my 'go to' piece." 

Finally, a no-compromise analog recording 

channel priced within reach of small studios 

and home recordists ($ 1,495). Millennia's new 

TD-1 is all about pristine sonic performance, 

extensive signal path routing, and "go to" 

versatility. 
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gig bag and leather handle 

Hand made in Northern California, 

employing REAMP , Speaker Soak', Twin 
Topology', Millennia's acclaimed I IV-3 mic 

preamp, pliant DI, multi- impedance bridging, 
fully parametric NSEQ, three audio transformers, 
nine outputs, and military build quality.. .TD-1 is 

destined to explore uncharted sonic territory. 
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Grammy and multiple award winning composer, 
producer, conductor, songwriter, performer.... 

Mark Mancina 
, a 

www.mil media.com 
530-647-0750 
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JETTING IT UP 
YOU'VE GOTTEN ALL OF THE BACK STORY TAKEN CARE. ALL 
THE HOMEWORK'S BEEN DONE. NOW ON TO THE SETUP. 

HAVE A GOOD 
VARIETY OF 
PRE-AMPS AND 
MICROPHONES 
ON Fun sum 
even if they're not all Class A pieces, they'll all add character to your 

tracks and add dimension to your recording. Having tube gear helps! 

ROBBY TAKAC'S 
7 CENTS 
We love saying his last name around here. 

Ws like firing a machine gun. Or singing 

that Billy Joel song. Anyways Takac, taking 

some time off from The Goo Goo Dolls and 

opening his three-room facility called 

Chameleonwest Studios in downtown 

Buffalo. NY is going to help us with our Tip 

Travelogue. He helps with Tips 24 through 

30 and all we have to do is mention that his 

joint has three Pro Tools rooms with a small 

o.d. studios, and with each featuring NEVE, 

TRIDENT and a variety of outboard Pres, Ells 

and compressors. And what of The Goo Goo 

Dolls? Well, they're going to pitch a tent 

with a remote system in an old Masonic hall 

in Downtown Buffalo to record through the 

Summer of ' 05. Gotta be nice. 

25. Drum rooms are simply pleasant-sounding cavernous 

spaces. These cavernous spaces exist all around us. Don't feel 

restricted to tracking in a studio room; explore other places for 

remote recordings. Room microphones on your drum set are your 

key to a " pro" drum sound. Use your room sounds!! 

26. Great guitars, amps, and microphones are a must. 

27. Crappy guitars, amps, and microphones are another must. 

28. Amp Farm, AmpliTube, and Sansamp are useful on just 

about everything but guitars 

29- Bass amps are generally a phase-wrestling match reserved 

for the mix room; a good D.I. is always best to track with. 

30_ GET A REAL DRUM TECH  

  J 
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IT'S ALL WHERE YOU PUT IT. Miking a guitar amp? 

11111 Feeriment with whore you put the mic in relation to 

speaker. Closer to the center gives more bass and a " looser" sound, while rniking toward thÉ 

edge of the speaker sounds "tighter" and has a bit less low end. 

32. GET A DIGITAL CAMERAS AND USE IT. They're really handy. Done a groat mic setup? Shoot it, and you'll find it 

much easier to duplicate the setup in the future. Set up a 

piece of hardware and want to remember the control settings? Sure, you can write down where 

the dials point — but a few shots of the front panel might be easier. Recording an instrumentalist? 

Take a picture. Then, when Guitar Player interviews you and asks " Hey, what guitar was The 

Edge playing when you recorded U2?," you'll remember. Digital photos are the best, because you 

can store them in the same folder as other project data. 

3: AVOID OPTION ANXIETY. It may feel satisfying to marvel at racks full of 

gear, but having too many choices — whether it's umpteen varieties of tube 

compression, duplicate types of plug-in effects, soft synths, sample libraries, 

microphones, or whatever — can become overwhelming and prevent you from 

actually getting anything done. If you suffer from option anxiety, limit yourself to a 

small subset of tools to work with. Do this at the beginning of a project, before things 

get out of hand. Chances are, you'll find creative ways to get more from less gear. 

3F- HUNTING FOR UPDATES. These days, it's not uncommon to have a bunch 

of incremental " bug fix" updates for every piece of software in your virtual studio. 

Hunting these down online after you've already downloaded them can be frustrating 

and time consuming. So keep all update installers in a single location, and back 

this up to CD-R. If the computer crashes, or you migrate to a new machine, pop in 

the disc, run the installers, and get on with your life. 

3s BACKUP FOR THE TERMINALLY LAZY OR PRESSED FOR TIME. You 

probably have separate drives for your system and data ( if you don't, you should — 

consider that another tip). And admit it, you probably get a little lax on backing up 

from time to time. If you don't have the time to burn to a CD or DVD, then at least 

create a folder land preferably a partition) on your system disk called " Safeties." 

Copy the file(s) you want to back up over to this folder. Although this isn't as 

secure as having your backup in a separate physical location, at least if your data 

drive fails, you'll be ablo to pull a ropy off the system drive. 

37. DON'T TOUCH ... OR SHOULD YOU? Manufacturers tell you never to 

touch a CD drive's laser lens. So I'll tell you the same thing. But I'll also tell you 

that wiping the lens with a soft, lint-free cloth has bailed me out a few times when 

my CD drive said "CD? What CD? I don't see a CD ..." 

LIB BUM 

• In »BBB 

311111111» Banana 

THAT 
@#S ce/o A 8t 
COMPUTER 
Having problems with mysterious freezes, long bootup times for 

some programs, and general instability? Better make sure there 

isn't any cracked software on your hard drive. Aside from the ethical 

considerations, remember that cracked software by definition 

leaves out some of the original code. This can come back and bite 

you in various ways. 
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TAL HERZBERG ( Black Eyed Peas, NELLY, 

Johnny Lang, CHRISTINA AGUILERA, Counting 

Crows), the Pro Tools guru of all mankind, between 

crafting genius and throwing us out of his place, 

gave us some must-do tips. Ignore at your own peril. 

3i ASSET MANAGEMENT: When I talk about data management I'm really talking 

about asset management. This includes track and playlist management, clear labeling 

of all production elements, disk management, and data backup. Consider this 

Engineering 101. If your assets are damaged or non- retrievable it doesn't matter if 

you're the world's greatest sound engineer or mixer, you're failing the very tedious 

and initial mission of data retrievability. 

39_ BASIC PROPER BACKUP PROCEDURES ARE: Always keep AT LEAST one 

(preferably TWO). And an additional Running Copy of the main data drive (updated daily 

using backup software). 

40. THE RIGHT STORAGE MEDIUM? Acceptable storage mediums include cloned 

drives, data tape, and CD/DVD. 

41. COMPING: When we're dealing with comping (creating composite performances 

from multiple takes), we live and die by our ability to seamlessly crossfade between 

audio segments that we are cutting between. Pro Tools offers a wide pallet of 

crossfade forms, and knowing how to choose the right crossfade for a given cut between 

two takes dictates the seamlessness of the transition. When I'm comping between 

multiple vocal takes, I'll use one kind of crossfade between vowels and a different 

kind between consonants. Other examples are: Use wider and longer crossfades 

when dealing with low frequency instruments such as bass and keyboard pads, 

versus short crossfades when dealing with percussive instruments such as drums 

and percussions. 

EASY STREET & HOW 
TO FIND IT JIMMY DOUGLASS 

(Timbaland, THE NEPTUNES, Mary J 

Blige. MISSY ELLIOT, Justin 

Timberlake) gives you highly detailed 

directions, scribbled on the back of a 

napkin, to the avenues of ease. 

42 SIMPLE MICS, SIMPLE MIKING TECHNIQUES, MINIMAL EQ. 

AND COMPRESSION. And if you must marry the effects you love on 

something, go back arid record it on a separate track because where its ends 

up being mixed may not have the plug-in or gear you used to get it. 

4 i GETTING THE BEST PIANO SOUND IN THE WORLD: Start 

with two U87s and go through the Neve pre amps on the board. Put 

each mic through an 1176 and a Pultec EQP1A. Run back and forth to 

move the mics around the various holes in the piano to see what 

kind of sound's coming out of the top and bottom. I get the optimum 

sound near one of the holes. This is my roll n' roll sound that I really 

like. I use the 1176s and just do basic compression going in. For the 

EQ I use something I picked up from the British guys a while ago... on 

the top mic I add a little bottom, at around 60 to 100 cycles. On the 

bottom mic I cut the low end and add a little top end... about 7 to 10k. 

This gives me a psycho acoustic illusion because the low end is now bright 

and present whereas the high mic is now a little warmer and richer, not 

brittle, so it smoothes the high lo, left right thing. I play with the compression 

on both sides to see which one I need. And that's what I do if I have time 

to really play around with the piano and get an amazing sound. I would 

also set up two U47s in the room. Place them far away left and right 

room, and then super compress those as well. When possible put them 

on separate tracks, and blend them later to taste at the mix. 

'TTIAle IT ON 
IT'S MARVIN GAYE TIME. THEY'RE LOOKING AT YOU. YOU'RE LOOKING 
AT THEM. SOMEONE'S GOING TO BREAK FIRST. SINCE IT'S 
YOUR JOB, WHY NOT MAKE THAT YOU, WISEGUY? 
YEAH, YEAH: START IT UP. 
44_ DELAYING TACTICS FOR THE DIRECT APPROACH. 

Taking a direct and miked signal from the same source? Don't forget 

that the miked signal will be delayed a bit, because sound had to 

travel through the air to hit it. Remembering that orne-foot delays 

sound by aboutlmilllisecond, nudge the direct sound a little bit 

late to compensate. 

45. REVERB DIFFUSION: GOOD FOR DRUMS. Percussion 

sounds get along best with reverb if the diffusion setting is relatively 

high. Otherwise, you'll hear discrete echoes that can give the 

dreaded "marbles bouncing on a metal plate" sound. 

46_ TIME SURE FLIES WHEN YOU INTERNALIZE. If your 

synthesizer or digital keyboard part isn't sitting well in the mix, 

use the instruments' internal EQ or effects to help shape the 

sound to suit the other tracks. 

4r HYPE THAT VOCAL PERFORMANCE. When you feel a singer is really starting to hit a 

groove and that the next take might be the one, bump up the volume in the singer's headphones 

a tiny bit — like one dB. This will hype the sound just a tiny bit, and might bring out an even 

better performance 

48_ WARMING UP THE OLD STUFF. Run any vintage keyboard or any sampled vintage 

keyboard through a tube amp such as a Fender Twin or through a tube preamp before going to 

tape. This will add warmth to digital samples and will make a real vintage keyboard part 

sound more musical. 

THE RIGHT 

METER FOR THE 

RIGHT JOB. If 

I. your metering has 

a choice between average and peak settings, use 

peak when recording drums, percussion, acoustic 

guitar, or anything with strong transients. These 

instruments have a relatively low average signal level, but high peaks that can 

distort if you're not careful. 

24 EC FEBRUARY 2005 www.eqmag.com 
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PREMIUM ANALOG MIX: 
.. .. • • • 

• • 

Mackie's new Onyx series premium analog mixers 

don't just raise the bar. They completely change 

the game. That's because once equipped with 

the optional FireWire card, Onyx mixers let 

you plug in up to 16 mics and record them 

as individual tracks directly to your Mac or PC 

through a single FireWire cable — all while EQing and 

mixing a live show. 

And what about sound quality? Glad you 

asked. Built upon our new flagship Onyx 

mic preamps, warm " British"- style 3-and 

4-band Perkins EQ, and premium analog 

Pct 

EQ 

circuitry, the Onyx series easily 

makes the best-sounding 

analog-to-digital interface at 

anywhere near its price. 

To get you going, we also bundled a 

fully licensed copy of our acclaimed, 

"no-fuss"Tracktion music production 

• 
• 
• 

•• • • • • • • • •;  ;•  

: '..."  . 

software so you 

can be up and 

running on your 

latest smash-hit in no 

time at-ált— 

ONY>: 

• 

. . : E   

Sure, you can opt to spend your cash on dedicated 

FireWire I/O boxes, outboard studio mic preamps and 

British-style EQ processing, as well as mixer and recording 

software. Or you can just visit your local Mackie dealer 

and check out a much simpler Onyx solution. 

Onyx: it's superior sound quality, single-cable FireWire 

connectivity, and a powerful recording application 

all packaged into a premium illegagigetT 

analog mixer. 

N 

info(a.̀mackie.com C 425.487.4333 (Outside U.S.) 800.898.3211 ( Toll tree within U.S.) 

• • . 

MriCKIE. 
www.mackie.com 
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5 0 CHOOSE METER DYNAMIC RANGE APPROPRIATELY. 
If your meters have adjustable dynamic range, use a really 

In high dynamic range for tracks so you can see if there's 

any low-level noise or crud. Use a lesser dynamic range for your master bus so you can 

see what's going on in that all-important top 10-20dB of the dynamic range. 

51 . THE CHEAPO HARDWARE CONTROLLER. Haven't checked out the joys of 

using a hardware controller? Don't forget that a lot of gear in the typical studio can 

generate MIDI control signals suitable for realtime control over a sequencer, plug-in, 

and whatever else. For example, a synth usually offers more than just a mod wheel, 

like foot pedal control, one ( or maybe more) assignable data slider, and so on. These 

will provide at least some degree of realtime control until you move up to a serious 

hardware controller. 

5:i DOUBLE-CLICK TO DEFAULT. Quite a few software programs have " knobs" that 

will return to their default positions if you double-click on them. 

DON'T DRIVE MORE THAN NECESSARY. Enabling lots of drivers within a host 

program for multichannel sound cards wastes a lot of computer resources. If you're 

recording a stereo instrument and don't need more inputs, turn off the unused ones. 

Ditto for outputs. 

WHEN TO PUSH "EJECT" WITH 

DIGITAL TAPE. 

,,111111111111._ 

II 

111111M. 

If you still use digital tape like ADAT or DAT, 

always eject a tape at the beginning, the end, or in 

a space between 

songs. Should 

any tape damage 

occur while 

threading or 

unthreading, 

your song will 

be spared. 

'JOEL HAMILTON IS NAILS 
PI Working out of Studio G in Brooklyn, with everyone from 

Sparklehorse, Frank Black, and Ludacris to Swiss 

4, strongman Rouie Mossiman, Hugh Mosakela and Lubricated 

Goat, Hamilton takes neither crap, nor prisoners. 

Forthwith his... 

MALCOLM IN 
THE MIDDLE 
MALCOLM BURN'S work with 

DANIEL LANOIS, EMMYLOU HARRIS 

and now THE STRING CHEESE INCI-

DENT has marked him as the go-to 

guy for SPARSE. Steph Jorgl corrals Burn for his Tip take on 

taking it easy. 

THINK SMALL. The current trend is to record a lot of tracks and 

then when you go to mix, deciding what not to use in the mix. When I 

first started recording in the late 1980s, I was given the opportunity 

by a couple of people to work within a very limited format. It was a 

1" 8-track Studor machine, with a rack of fine pre amps, a very nice 

Neve 12-channel broadcast board, and a grab bag of microphones. It 

really taught me the principle of simplicity. 

56, OLD DOG, OLD TRICKS. I was recording this band called Crash 

Vegas in the late 1980s. We'd already filled up seven of the eight 

tracks and we still wanted to do a vocal and some background vocals. 

But we only had one track left to work with. I didn't know what to do. 

Then one of my mentors — who came from the 4-track world — said, 

"In the old days, we would bounce the bass and the tambourine track 

together." And I said, "Yeah, but what if you want less tambourine later?" 

And he said, "Well, that's easy. You just cut the top end out, because 

that's really not going to effect the bass. And the same goes for if you 

want more bass." It was this kind of pragmatic minimalist approach. 

The experience sort of led me to believe further in this certain 

mentality that it is a good thing to commit yourself to something and stay 

with it, rather than come back to it a second or third time. That way, you 

come up with a real piece of work, rather than a bland kind of mix — which 

is unfortunately what I've heard a lot of in music. To be honest, I think 

that things have improved over the last few years, but there was a 

point in the mid- 1990s where every rock record was mixed by like two 

people. And all of it sounded the same because they were all using the 

same EQs and the same compressors. That all didn't go down very well 

with my revolutionary nature. 

Even with the band I'm recording now, The String Cheese Incident, 

their manager was like. Why are you only using 24 tracks? We have 

TOP 10 THINGS TO NEEDLESSLY COMPLICATE YOUR LIFE 
411tPUTTING 2 MILLION 

ICS ON ANY GIVEN 

SOURCE Nothing makes a 

simple rock recording really 

get unmanageable quicker 

than overprinting every single 

sound. Use your judgement. 

Will you really use the CB 

mic through the distressor 

and the LA2A on this roots 

rock band? Was that decision 

for the band or you? 

HAVING CRAPPY 

WIRING I am constantly 

amazed at what passes for 

wiring in a "studio." Wiring 

is easily the most boring 

thing to buy for the studio, and 

yet it makes an ENORMOUS 

difference in the sound of 

your room. A good patch-

bay, well done with decent 

wiro, will get all the souk: 

goodness you hoped for 

from your new snazzotron 

2000 to the listenei! You can 

always patch up 30 feet of 

cheap mic cables to the 

pre-fader insert point on 

your console if you miss the 

wheezy, squeezed grain of 

the old wiring you had... 

PRINT WAY TOO HOT 

TO TAPE. Fur some reason, 

every engineer I know 

(including me) goes through 

a renegade cowboy phase 

where doing things TO THE 

EXTREME becomes the 

norm. If you think that 

transient information is 

just for suckers, then by all 

means keep on rockin' the 

crap out of the JH24's output 
electronics. But when you 

chill a little and hear how 

punchy the snare gets, and 

how much oomph the kick 

drum has when it is not 

pasted to tape, you go " oh, 

wow. - Tape is an amazing 

thing, and should be pre-

served at all cost for many 

reasons, but use it wisely. 

GET REALLY SCARED 

ABOUT Ell COMPRESSION, 

OR REVERB. Amazing how 

certain clients come in and 

you would swear their big 

brother used to beat them 

with an 1176 when they 

were kids. Maybe it was an 

ECI, or a Lexicon 480 bit 

them when they were 

young.... People have all 

sorts of hang-ups about 

certain techniques used to 

make them sound good. Used 

with good judgment, and 

good taste, under the right 

circumstances, these things 

actually HELP them, and you, 

get a good mix happening. 

Try to be as diplomatic as 

possible, and show how 

good it can he If you make 

someone look great, they 

always come back. 

USING ADVERTISING 

AS A GUIDE FOR USAGE. I 

see so many people using 

the mic that is " FOR THE 

BASS" and it sucks. Listen to 

what something gives you 

when it is at the edge of 

acceptable parameters. That 

seems to be whore "charac-

ter" really lives. I swear that 

is what makes something a 

classic or not, how it 

26 EQ FEBRUARY 2005 
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52 inputs..." And my answer was, " I'll tell you why — because we're 

only going to I tracks for drums If we have 6 vocals—we're going to 

comp them together and put them down to one track. And when we go 

to mix the record, it's gonna sound done. That's why." I'm still immersed 

in that same simplistic mentality that is far more concerned with creative I 

decisions than technical nonsense, 

5 COMPRESS? OR NOT? I'm a firm advocate of using good, 

clean analog pre amps and going straight to tape. And I don't use a lot 

of compression or EQs while recording. 

BEST = LEAST. With SCI we're using the RADAR format. I'm still 

a huge fan of tape — that's the format I prefer. But the location we're record-

ing at is a beautiful house in the middle of the hills. So it wasn't practical 

to drag a tape machine all the way up here. The RADAR functions very much 

like a tape machine. It has a 24-channel transport, you can arm tracks that 

you're recording.... You don't have to stop recording to punch someone 

in on another track. It doesn't distract me from what I consider the ultimately 

important thing in the song: the performance. 

LEAST = FEWEST. One thing that I've got an opposition to 

these days — not just in music, but in the modern world — is this empha-

sis on having lots of options. My attitude is that I firmly believe I'd rather 

have one piece of equipment that does its job passionately than 10 things 

that it does not do very well. A computer is a multi-tasking format. And 

there's this whole corporate push to get people to multi-task. But this 

multi-tasking is not something I want to be involved in. I want to use one 

machine that does one thing and that is: record music really well. 

A great guitar only does one thing: it's a great guitar. So why have 

a recording environment that's any different. I don't get it. 

FUTURE SHOCK. I'm fairly worried about the way things are 

ung now hecaLLSil, I rilee'al, everybody's got Pro Tools.., everybody's 

ut ari Mbox, My concern is that the aesthetic Is getting lost. I find 

that one of the places where a strong aesthetic still exists is with 

rap music. It's the one area that I find kind of exciting in that they've 

gone the other way. They don't try to fill every track that's 

available. Instead they'll do like five tracks, and a couple with 

vocals. I mean that's where the rock and roll still exists for me. 
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MR. MACKAYE S RULES 
OF ORDER 
IAN MACKAYE ( Rollins Band, FUGAZI, Minor 

Threat, THE NECROES), producer, player and founder of 

DC's seminal DISCHORD Records has been recording with 

DON ZIENTARA at INNER EAR STUDIOS fur the better part 

of the last 25 years. Notoriously direct, MacKaye's advice on getting the 

sound that's informed everyone from BLINK 182 to GREEN DAY was not 

much different. 

6 1 _ DO NOT LAUGH AT YOUR BANDS. When we were 17, we started recording 

with Don because he was the first guy to take us seriously. We were in one other studio 

before then and the guys at the board were laughing at us WHILE we recorded. Yeah, 

we weren't great, but we were serious. AND we were paying them. 

.,. DO TRY ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING. When we started recording with Don, all 

he had was a half- inch 4-track reel-to-reel and a homemade board. The control room 

was a boiler room. We only had the most basic separation schemes, and would run 

two snakes up the stairs into the backyard. HR from the BAD BRAINS did all the vocals 

in the backyard. You could hear neighborhood kids asking him "what are you doing 

mister?" The fidelity wasn't there but it was PUNK, and good songs and power were 

there and what mattered 

6: RECORDING VOCALS IN A VOCAL BOOTH IS CREEPY. 

I was having a real hard time recording vocals on this one song, 

"the Argument." I started thinking that recording in a booth 

was not really working for ale. So I tried it 

just sitting at the board 

It's awkward but 

singing live is 

awkward some-

times 8!)(1 

worked. So that's 

what Ido now. 

IN THE STUDIO & HOW TO DO THEM...EVERY SINGLE TIME. 
reacts to being abused or 

used for something the ad 

would have never led you 

to. There is a lot of useful 

information about your gear 

that lives just south of 

"acceptable usage." 

LET AN INEXPERI-

ENCED BAND DICTATE YOUR 

PACE. This will negate any 

Of the hard-earned lessons 

you have learned about 

when and how to do things 

every time. Stay focused. 

Try not to let the guitarist 

standing over your shoulder 

psychically make you keep 

pushing the guitar faders up. 

TALK ABOUT A 

FOUR-MINUTE SONG FOR 

30 MINUTES. What a nasty 

trap to fall into Forget 

about getting a great take 

by analyzing the snare part 

for 30 minutes solid. Why 

not hand out brochures 

about "what rock sounds 

like" as well? Doing 

another take nt the song 

with a few little key points 

in mind takes four minutes 

(dull). It is easy to got caught 

up in a very academic 

discussion disguised as 

"important" to the session. 

In my experience, this leads 

to boringly dutiful takes. 

OVERTHINK THE 

PROCESS OF RECORDING AT 

LARGE. I talk to people all 

the time about this. People 

analyze every tiny little 

aspect of recording, and 

then play me some sterile, 

crappy, one-dimensional 

recording with no character 

and certainly no life. Have a 

plan, but don't be afraid of 

deviating as the situation 

calls let the music dictate 

your every move, rather than 

the neurotic pianist or the 

spastic guitarist or the 

drunk drummer. 

HAVE LOTS OF PRE-

CONCEIVED IDEAS. If you 

can't shake what you 

THOUGHT would work, it is 

hard to get to what ACTUAL-

LY does work! Be prepared 

to do things you never 

thought would be good, 

because every single ses-

sion is different. Start with 

your way ul doing things, of 

course, but be ready to back 

track and re-evaluate your 

position. When yuu can't do 

this anymore, get a Zildjian 

jacket and a fanny pack with 

yell tape on it and start 

blaming -kids these days." 

DON'T MAKE A 

DECISION. Don't decide 

anything. Let every one of 

these "easy-to- go-along-

with" things carry you into 

a world of hell, where the 

sounds are pretty lame, 

and the process is no fun 

for you or the client. 

Making decisions requires 

experience and know-hew, 

two things that cannot be 

purchased at your local 

retailer. Try and he dutiful to 

the band Or client but be hue 

to your own goals as well. 

After all, they are Paying You 

to make them sound good. 
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ACTION ADVENTURE AUDIO 
Movies without music are slideshow curiosities. Pretty pictures 

minus the sound and the fury. Which is why they invented JEFF 

RONA (Philip Glass, Finns Zimmer, Brian Eno). With fingers in 

everything from the design of new electronic instruments and 

music software to his film work ( Traffic, Black Hawk Down, The 

Thin Red Line), Rona, with writer Steph Jorgl, covers the waterfront 

of making music for the movies. 

HOW TO MIX A FILM SCORE When vou mix a film score, vou want the orches-

tra on a set of tracks, the bass and the percussion on a set of tracks, your synths on 

a set of tracks, and your high percussion and your low percussion split up on anywhere 

from 8 to 32 tracks. When I deliver these stems, they should just be able to put their 

faders in a straight line and hear my mix exactly as I heard it, That way, if a helicopter 

is drowning out the percussion, they can bump it up. Or if a guitar or other solo instru-

ment is making a line of dialogue hard to hear, they can pull it down a little bit. So I 

print in stems using an environment 1 set up in Logic. 

75 ... WELL When Flans Zimmer asked me to write some music for Black Hawk Down, 

1 made just one limitation for myself for the project: no synths, no samplers, only Logic, 

no outboard mixers, and no outboard effects. I would write the music entirely inside 

of Logic. It was the first time that I had done a virtual studio project. And it was 

probably the first big movie to have music done entirely without any physical 

instruments. The music never passed through an external wire. I just mixed it inside 

of Logic, generated a 24-bit music file, then put it on an iPod and took it over to the 

music editor's room and off it would go." 

76 WHAT TO USE TO DO WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE: For the movie Traffic, 

I wrote a ton of [ Cycling '74] Max apps that ended up creating a lot of the textures and 

rhythms in the film score. I kind of built this DJ system inside of Max using Max and 

the virtual Virus software instrument. But with a lot of projects, I'll sketch something 

out in Reason. I can be on my laptop at my dining room table, building some rhythms 

and bass lines. Then I'll solo each track, bounce it out and import the whole lot into 

Logic. Then I'll start chopping, flipping, flanging, and stuttering, and then start 

organizing it. After that, I'll put it up to picture and look at ways to have elements move 

in and out, or to stop, start, or shift around. Sometimes I'll pitch shift something. You 

can come up with your own ways of taking one whole system of working — like in 

Reason — and going in a direction that it couldn't go once it's in there in Logic. 

77. USING SOUNDTRACK AS A SAMPLER: I've been using Soundtrack a lot. It's 

so quick, dirty, easy, simple, stupid, great. I'll know the tempo and key that I want and 

1 have one Mac lightpiped to the next, so I'll just put together combo platters. I'll mix 

a tabla with a guitar and together they'll create this cool thing. And I'll build a little 

sampler of ideas — two- or four-bar ideas. Then they all port over to logic and get 

chopped up into bits. I use it like a live sample library, like a sample library that doesn't 

exist until 1 click on a button. I find it very useful. 

uilETTING IT DONE 
THIS IS THE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL PLACE. 
THIS IS THE MAGICAL SPACE WHERE EVERYTHING IS SUPPOSED 
TO BE FIXED. THIS IS " IN THE MIX." 
. THE FREE WINDOWS SPECTRUM ANALYZER. To analyze how a song's energy is distributed over the 

audio spectrum, open Windows Media Player and go View> Visualizations > Bars and Waves for three 

spectrum analysis screen options. There's also an oscilloscope view. (Note that to see visualizations, you need 

to check " Digital Audio" under Playback Settings at Tools > Options > CO Audio.) None of this is calibrated; 

still, it's useful to see how your music compares to commercially available CDs. And if the bars stay at the top a 

lot, you know there's a ton of compression being used. 

80. SENDS: DON'T JUST SET AND FORGET. A 

person commented after hearing a mixes that used 

a lot of delay on voice, that the delay never seemed 

to "step on" the vocals or muddy things up. This is 

because we like to vary the send control in real 

time to pick up just the 

end of phrases, so that 

when the phrase stops, 

the echoes continue — 

but just before the vocals return, the 

send goes back down. This is an ideal 

application for a control surface, but 

the patient among you can draw in 

curves for the send level. 

FIXIN 
DOUBLE 
VOCAL 

ÍR 

iii1111111111" 
With doubled vocals, sometimes the overdubbed vocal will " fight" the original vocal on an 

occasional word or two. Rather than recut the doubled vocal, copy the same section from 

the original (non-doubled) vocal. Paste it into the doubled track, but delay it by about 20-30 

ms. Short segments (a few words) will sound fine; longer segments will sound echoed. 

This may work, but won't sound as much like two individual parts being played. 
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TECH NICOLOR 
SOUND SERVICES 

in the fast-paced world of mixing episodic television, workflow is everything. 
That's why the professionals at Technicolor Sound Services chose the 

Digidesign ICON integrated console. ICON empowers them to take 

Pro Tools sessions from the edit bays and immediately begin mixing — 

with access to all parameters right at their fingertips. Plus, with the 

ability to perform last-minute edits to audio and automation, they've 

got the flexibility to keep up with the rapid demands of their 

production environment. 

oet, 

M5 Studios 
Malibu, USA 

DIGIDESIGN 

Technicolor Sound Services, Burbank, CA 

"The ICON provides us speed, efficiency, 

and creativity in a fully integrated package." 

Larry Benjamin ei Ross Davis Mix Engineers 

dLii glide sigr err 

Visit www.digidesign.comiicon to learn more about the ICON integrated console. For niore information on 

Technicolor Sound Services, visit wwwlechnicolor.com. For ICON inquiries, email ICONinfo@digidesign.com. 

Resolution 
London, UK 

Unit Eye 
Ojai, USA 

Sound Inn 
Tokyo, Japan 

goo  
SAE 

Hamburg, Germany 

Fully modular, state-of-the-art console control • Pro Tools I HD Accel DSP and I/O resources • 192 kHz sample rate support 

Industry's finest plug-in options • Automatic Delay Compensation • Integrated video and delivery • Total session recall 
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81_ SPEAKER SWITCHING. Set up two or more monitor systems so you can 

easily switch among them during mixdown. That way, you don't have to wait until 

you think you've finished a mix and burned it to a test CD, only to realize it doesn't 

translate to other systems. 

82_ MONO GOOD. When you start mixing, pan everything to center, and sort out 

the levels and EQ. Then deal with the stereo placement. You'll find that if the mix 

works in mono, then it will work even better in stereo. Also check the overall mix in 

mono to make sure there aren't any phase cancellations going on. 

83_ DOUBLE YOUR (METERING) PLEASURE. Want to monitor peak and 

average levels at the same time on your master bus? If your metering doesn't allow 

this option, there's a simple workaround, assuming your host has assignable buses. 

Assign all the tracks to be mixed down to a bus, set its level to 0, and adjust its 

metering to average (RMS) response. Now assign that bus to your master bus, 

and adjust its metering to peak. Arrange your window so the two sets of meters 

are close together, and you'll be able to see what's happening in peak- land and 

average- land at the same time. 

84_ PARALLEL EFFECTS WITH DAWS. Even if you don't have an effects matrix 

like BIAS Vbox, don't worry. Make two copies of the track you want to process, 

then add one line of effects to one of the copied tracks. If the effects have wet/dry 

mix controls, set all of them to wet ( processed sound) only. Next, add a parallel 

line of effects to the other copied track, again with all effects set to wet only. 

The original track serves as the dry signal; use the DAW's mixer to set the correct 

mix of the three tracks. 

85. PRESET MANAGEMENT FOR EFFECTS. Preset files take up virtually 

no space at all — typically a couple kilobytes, if that. Because there's no 

penalty in saving lots of them, any custom preset I use in a song gets saved 

under the name of the song. I find it's easier to remember a sound that's 

associated with a song rather than just giving it a name like 

"BrightTelePreset" or whatever 

86. WHY TWO MEASURE LOOPS ARE BETTER THAN ONE MEASURE 

LOOPS. When you create loops, avoid one-measure loops and do at least two-measure 

loops. Make the second measure a variation on the first measure. That way, if you 

want a loop to keep repeating and sound the same, just split the loop in half, and 

copy the first measure repeatedly. When you want the variation to come in, use the 

full loop so it plays through the second measure. 

87. LATENCY AS A TOOL. When it comes time to mix, increase the latency on 

your computer a bit, say from 5 to 10ms. This will let you use more plug-ins during 

the mixing process. 

SLTTING Um H 
END GAME. THIS IS WHERE YOU WAVE YOUR PROJECT GOODBYE IN 
THE FULL BLOOM OF KNOWING THAT WHEN YOU SEE IT AGAIN IT'LL BE 
ALL GROWN UP. 
WHY MASTERING LOVES PRESETS. When mastering 

with a digital audio editor, if possible, save the setup you 

use ( plug-ins, levels, etc.) as a preset. Then if the client 

wants to make some changes, you can make a few tweaks 

rather than having to start over from scratch 

THE GOLDEN YEARS 
JOHN and J GOLDEN are the 

pore et fits dynamic duo of adventurous Left 

Coast mastering. Yeah yeah, Bernie 

Grundman's good but for bands like CALEXI-

CO, PRIMUS and SONIC YOUTH, Golden's is 

the choice for making the most of mastering. 

But they're FED up. And to that their 8-point 

MAKE YOUR MASTER-
ING GUY HAPPY GUIDE 

uz- COMPRESSION? NO00. People 

will want to know if they should give us 

a mix with or without compression. 

And mixers are under pressure to 

make the mix sound competitive with 

a mastered version of something and so 

they compress. Don't. When we say 

"compression" we mean bus compression 

over the whole mix that when once 

done can never be undone. Give us 

one without. And one with if you can't 

help yourself. 

89 ALWAYS THINK 24 BITS. 
Save your final mastered versions in 24-bit resolution, even 

111111 if the target playback medium is a standard 16-bit CD. 

Then apply dithering to the 24-bit file to 

create the best-sounding 16- bit file 

90. 
MAKE A MOCK UP. A mock-up CD-R of 

the correct sequence of the finished product 

will save us time and you money. 
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SONY" 

The most diverse, dynamic, 
and eclectic collection of sample 
libraries available. Mac or PC. 

Sony Sound Series': Loops & Samples libraries comprise one of the 

industry's most comprehensive cross-platform collections of royalty-
free music and sound in the sample library industry. 

This extensive catalog of more than 125 libraries offers an ideal solution 
for making Original music quickly and easily. Our sounds integrate 
seamlessly with any application that supports WAV files- PC or Mac. 

These libraries contain loops and sound design crafted by the most 
talented artists in today's diverse world of contemporary music. Use 
them to compose new songs. To score films. To expand mixes. For 
songwriting, remixing, sound effects, and sonic exploration. 

Sony Sound Series: Loops & Samples makes it easier than ever to add 

a professional soundtrack to your productions, from wedding videos 
to training films, and beyond. 

Audition Sound Series libraries and find a dealer near you at 
www.sony.com/mediasoftware 

2004. Sony Pictures Digital Inc. All rights reserved. Sound Series IS a trademark Of remstered trademark of Sony Pktures Digital 

Inc. All other trademarks are the property of thew respectrve owner, www.sony.comimediasoftware11.800.577.6642 
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93. LEAVE MIXES UNFADED. And if needs be, include an example of a fade you do like because if the 

mixes have the ends faded out when we bring up the volume, the fade is shot and we have to refade. 

DON'T SEND IN YOUR MIXES IF YOU KNOW THEY HAVE PROBLEMS. Avoid the "fix it in the 

mastering" phase. 

16. LESS IS MORE. You want more detail out of your mix? Try not having four layers of guitars there. 

)7_ CHOOSE FORMATS. CAREFULLY. GOD SPEED YOU BLACK EMPEROR mixed to half-inch after they 

had recorded to analog 24-track. But it had major problems with tape hiss. It was louder than the music. 

They should have mixed down to digital format or recorded it digitally. We had to 

use various forms of EQ to get rid of the hiss. If you want that tape CALL 
saturation sound, well, we have ta 

machines in the studio "A H EA 
and we can do that. A minimum of two weeks. 

D. 
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Boulder, CO USA tel 303.443.7454 fax 303.444.4634 email infoegracedesign.com www.gracedesign.com 

• fully balanced, transformerless design • fast, musical transimpedance architecture 

• 10-60dB gain with 10dB trim control• two color, bi phase LED peak indicator 

• extended gain ribbon mic input available • highZ instrument input 

75Hz high pass filter • five year limited warranty 

Presenting t , a single Sefiihig of the critically 

acclaimed Grace Design microphone preamplifier circuit. This 

compact and affordable module is designed to transform plain 

project studio tracks into stellar, high fidelity recordings. 

the model 101 uses the same fast, musical transImpedance 

amplifier architecture as our venerable models 801 and 201, but 

is packaged to be priced within the reach of any recording engi-

neer, musician, or recording studio. 

Regardless of budget, the model 101 Is an invaluable, powerful 

tool for any recording setup. With an integrated high impedance 

input, the model 101 is the ultimate DAW input tool, bass Dl or 

live stage instrument preamplifier. 

Whether using it on your favorite large diaphragm condenser 

mic or plugging in an acoustic guitar, the model 101 will help 

you achieve results previously available only to big budget stu-

dios and Grammy winning engineers. 
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At any volume, everywhere 
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RELIABLE 
Genelec, the benchmark in active reference monitoring, 
offers the most complete line of active reference monitors 
for professional audio, no matter what type of audio you 
are producing. 

The new pathbreaking 8000 MDETM Series deliver powerful, 
extended resolution and realism - from electrical signal to 
acoustic event. With extended frequency response and 
lower distortion across their entire bandwidth, the 8000 
Series offer monitoring precision with no tolerance for error. 

Combined with Genelec's 7000 LSETM Series subwoofers, 
accurate reference systems can be easily integrated into 
nearly any environment, whether you are working in stereo 
or surround. 

Contact us for system specification arid a demonstration 
using the complete range of Genelec 7000 and 8000 Series 
monitoring solutions in your room. 

www.genelecusa.com 

International inquiries: Genelec Oy, Olvitie 5, FIN-74100, lisalmi, Finland 
T +358-17-83881, F +358-17-812261 Email genelec@genelec.com 
In the USA: Genelec Inc., 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760 
T 508.652.0900, F 508.652.0909 Email genelec.usa@genelec.com 
In China: Genelec China Rep. Office, SOHO New Town, 
88 Jianguo Road. D-1504, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100 022, China 
T +86 10 8580 2180. F +86 10 8580 2181 Email genelec.china@genelec.com 

( 8000 Series 

8030A's shown in optional silver finish 

GENELEC® 
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DISCLAIMERS ARE A GOOD THING. If 

you're like many studios, you archive the 

work of your clients as well as provide 

them with backups. But make sure you 

give them a form letter stating that this 

is done as a convenience, that you don't 

guarantee your archives will always be 

accessible, and that it is ultimately the 

client's responsibility to ensure that all 

backups are functional and to create 

additional safety backups. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR TAX DEDUCTIONS. If you're running your home 

studio as a business, file a Schedule C, and have clients come in from 

MN time to time, be on the lookout for additional deductions. For example, 

if your studio has a bathroom and you have to replace the hot water heater in your house, then the 

percentage you claim for the studio can also apply to the hot water heater. Same with a lawnmowing 

service if you're trying to keep your house (and studio) looking nice. Caution: Consult with a qualified 

accountant or attorney before taking any deductions to ensure that they apply to your situation. 

"THE KEY TO 
HOME RECORDING 

IS MARIJUANA," 
LES CLAYPOOL states 

unequivocally, then 

waffles a bit. " Actually, 

experimentation is the 

real key. Of course, 

you can anti will 

make mistakes, but 

you learn from ' ern. 

Just go for it!" 

If . You Liked Us Before... 

s 
Ne‘‘ recording channels designed from 
the grounip to deliver warmth and 
clarity you want in your tracks! Add some 
color to youdocks - and drack! 

JUIEIVIEEK 
If it sounds right, it IS right! 

PMI Audio Group 1945 W 169th St Gardena, CA 90247 tel: 877 563 6335 fax: 310 323 905 1 
watipmev.joameek. corn Joemeek is a registered trademark of PMI Audio Group 2004 PMI Audio Group All Rights Reservec 
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Hearing is believing, 
so listen to this: 

GC PRO 
ACCOUNT MANAGERS 

New England: 
PK Pandey 
508.341.3499 
pk@gcpro.com 

New Jersey: 
Steve Jacobson 
201.294.5366 
steveQgcpro.corn 

New York: 
Blue Wilding 
917.297.7675 
blue@gcpro.com 

Georgia: 
Jason Block 
678.641.0244 
jason@gcpro.com 

Florida: 
John Sawyer 
954.629.6346 
john@gcpro.com 

Texas: 
Adrian Peritore 
512.632.0581 
adrian@gcpro.com 

Rocky Mountains: 
Walt Beery 
720.308.7011 
walt@gcpro.com 

Pacific Northwest: 
Steve Palermo 
206.953.8885 
stevep@gcpro.com 

Northern California: 
Shaun Robinson 
415.999.0045 
shaun@gcpro.com 

Southern California: 
Donovan Stark 
909.318.0285 
dorRivan@gcpro.com 

"It's nice to finally have a console that seamlessly blends the 
analog and digital studio worlds. The AWS 900 sounds wide, 
open, and punchy like an SSL should. We are loving it!" 

- Jimmy Jam & Terry Lewis 

Legendary production team — Janet Jackson, Gwen Stefani, 
Mary J. elige, Usher, many more. Owners of five AWS 900's. 

"With the AWS 900, we get the features and sonic quality 
found on large format SSL consoles, as well as complete 
integration with Pro Toole. This is the perfect  console fôr  

today's recording studio." 

- Ann Mincieli 

Grammy nominated engineer for "The Diary of Alicia Keys". 
Other credits include Mariah Carey, Dru Hill, and Yoko Ono. 

"I think this board is going to revolutionize the entire recording 
process. The AWS 900 will enable facilities like ours to 
produce materials on par with the million dollar studios at a 
fraction of the cost — and that's good for everyone." 

- Alonzo " Zo" Lee Jr. & Shamar "Sham" Daugherty 

The "Trak Starr" — credits include Chingy's multiplatinum debut, 
Ludacris, Britney Spears/Madonna. AWS 900 owners. 

Ready to make a serious upgrade to your studio? GC Pro has the winning combination of 
expertise, excellent pricing and extraordinary service you need. From SSL's revolutionary 

AWS 900 Analogue Workstation System to the world's finest outboard gear, high-end mics, 
and sophisticated DAWs, GC Pro is your one-stop solution. 

Music • Post • Live Sound • Lighting 

2005 Guitar Center; Inc. All rights reserved. 
All images and trademarks are property of their respective holders. 

EP PRO 
www.gcpro.com 



Do \\Je Dig Distortion? 
Tube warming trends continue 

Last month we talked with noted tube designers about the 

common perception of tube warmth. This month let's dig into 

why tubes are perceived as warmer, and the effects different 

types of distortion have on our perception. 

Myth # 1: The main reason tubes sound warmer is 

because they have more distortion than solid-state 

components. More importantly, tube distortion 

emphasize even harmonics, making things sound 

more musical. 

Doug Feam: The even-order harmonic distortion in tube amplifiers 

(especially in triodes) is generally considered more musical 

since, in good designs, the primary distortion product is the 

second harmonic. The second is one octave above the original 

sound. This adds body and fullness to the sound. It's the harmonic 

that is dominant in most musical instruments. 

Aspen Pittman: It's easy to measure that tubes are higher in Total 

Harmonic Distortion (THD) than solid-state. But the difference 

between 0.01% THD and 0.001% THD may be difficult to perceive. 

On the other hand, it's difficult to measure dynamic 

distortion quantifiably but you can definitely hear it. 

Solid-state electronics exhibit much more dynamic 

distortion than tubes. That's part of why tube mics 

make recordings sound more lifelike. 

Key to this discussion is that digital recording 

significantly increased the dynamic range, allowing 

us to better hear what was coming into the 

system. Digital recording gave us the means of 

hearing differences we didn't hear before, such as 

the fact that tubes are dynamically truer than solid 

state. Dynamic distortion refers to the accuracy or 

transparency of a circuit over time, particularly 

critical regarding the transient at the beginning of 

a sound. Accuracy in reproducing dynamics can 

make the difference between something sounding 

full and 3-dimensional or flat and 2-dimensional. 

Hutch Hutchison: To me, distortion sounds like 

distortion. There are countless types and some 

sound cleaner or more realistic, some sound old or 

vintage, some are useful as an aggressive effect, 

and many that aren't pleasant. We can get any of 

them with any technology. Tubes are quite linear 

and tend to suggest simple low feedback designs 

and tend to use transformers and high-quality 

components. The key word is " simple" and that 

shouldn't be underestimated for capturing the 

inherent warmth in live music. 

It depends on the circuit topology. A simple 

single inverting gain stage, with little local feedback, 

whether tube or solid state generally will have 

by Lynn Funton 

predominantly even harmonic distortion and more importantly low-order 

distortion. However in real life, many products have two inverting stages 

in series or push-pull, which tends to cancel even harmonic distortions 

and tends to make symmetrical odd-order distortions predominant. 

Perhaps the biggest reason that many presume that tubes have 

more distortion is that most designers using tubes tend to use 

fewer gain stages and less overall negative feedback to reduce 

gain, distortion, and noise. One of the unfortunate usual properties 

of negative feedback is low distortion until the clip point is reached, 

then the distortion is not only odd-order, but also abrupt so that it is 

perceptibly high-order and unpleasant. And once past clipping, 

the negative feedback is no longer " valid" and may cause some 

instability or typically a longer time to recover. Raw audio has a 

huge dynamic range, and clipping is almost inevitable so how a 

circuit clips is important. Perhaps it is a good thing that low 

feedback tube circuits gently increase THD as the signal gets louder, 

which not only adds to our " loudness cues" in hearing but probably is 

similar to some of the volume related distortions that our ears exhibit. 

I am uncomfortable with the stated generalization because 

there's such a variety of tubes, FETs, and BJTs, [transistors). In 

general, tubes are the most linear of those raw choices for voltage 

gain and offer the biggest voltage swings and 
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respectable slew rates. This is why tube circuits 

are okay with less negative feedback, and why we 

can design with fewer gain stages — one should 

never underestimate the potential benefits of 

keeping it simple when it comes to music 

reproduction. Wasn't it Einstein who said, 

"Make everything as simple as possible, but not 

simpler"? The real challenge is designing simple 

audio paths that include the array of features 

expected today without stepping on the sound. 

Oliver Archie Audio tubes were designed to have 

mostly even-harmonic distortion. They also have a 

rounded curve that imposes a slow rising of distortion 

when overdriven. Transistor-based circuits produce the 

same amount of even and odd harmonics, and have a 

sharp cut-off regarding distortion; if they're overloaded 

the full amount of distortion kicks in at once. 

Mitch Margolis: It's true that a single stage of 

single-ended common-cathode audio-triode 

vacuum tube audio amplification, operated at an 

optimum quiescent current point with all negative 

feedback removed, including cathode degeneration 

resistors, will have more measured distortion then 

a monolithic op-amp set up to provide the same 

amount of voltage gain as the tube stage. But 

don't forget these points: 

1 . The single-ended zero-feedback tube stage 
, distortion will be predominantly 2nd, 3rd and 
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perhaps a trace of 4th overtones, which are musically benign, 

versus the smaller measured but more dissonant higher-order 

harmonic distortion content of the op-amp and its associated 

class-B output stage. 

2. The op-amp's inherent internal distortion mechanisms are 

vastly greater in number, as is the fundamental complexity of the 

semiconductor-based circuit elements comprising the op-amp 

itself. Many of the op-amp's distortion mechanisms are stronger 

then the tube's, and are kept under control only by the application 

of heavy-handed amounts of negative feedback. 

3. The onset or build-up of these low-order distortion products 

in the tube amplifier tends to happen gradually over the top 2/3 

of the available stage dynamic range, depending on associated 

circuit design details. Below about 1/3 modulation depth of the 

tube's space current, the tube is a spectacularly linear beastie, 

and is nearly impossible to beat for simplicity and low-distortion 

voltage gain without much feedback! 

This " soft-knee" distortion-onset is the domain of low-feedback 

circuits built out of amplifying elements whose innate linearity 

permits the amp designer to use more moderate amounts of 

negative feedback. This, in part, accounts for the sonic " bloom" 

effect that tube gear can deliver versus the sudden abrupt crunch 

produced by hard-clipping a high-feedback solid-state design as 

the drive level rises. As a result, some listeners report that the 

artifacts produced by the circuitry in a 
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given tube amp are complementary to the 

musical program material flowing through 

it. The gear plays along, during louder 

musical passages, to a certain degree, in a 

modest and musically pleasing way. 

4. Conversely, there are some forms of 

early simple discrete solid-state single-ended 

microphone amplifier design that do have 

appreciable amounts of 2nd-order harmonic 

content, and are popular for that and other 

reasons. For example, the venerable Neve 

1073 or Universal Audio 1108 modules are 

quite capable of some of the harmonic 

generation behavior of single-ended tube 

gear, although without the extreme dynamic 

range that tubes can provide. 

5. Bluntly stated, there is a great deal not 

happening to the flow of charged particles 

inside the confines of a vacuum tube that is 

happening to the charges flowing within a 

semiconductor crystal lattice. The vacuum 

tube, when used in audio production appli-

cations, remains as the most simple and 

basic structure for control of current flow, 

and as such is relatively free of unwanted 

residual behavior from parasitic mecha-

nisms, especially when compared to a typical 

bipolar transistor used as a voltage amplifier. 

THE FACTS: 

1. Tubes emphasize even-order distortion, 

which sounds more pleasing to our ears. 

2.Tubes distort in a smooth, gentle 

fashion compared to solid-state devices. 

, 3. Tubes are capable of great linearity 

and dynamic range. 

MYTH # 2: Anyone can distinguish 

the warm sound of tubes from the 

hard sound of solid-state. 

Oliver Archut: I have to disagree, I gave 

a V72t (transistor version of the V72) to 

people to test and they came back to 

me and told me all about the warm 
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Myths Revealed 
beautiful tube sound .. . the unit looks like a V72 so it must 

sound like it. 

Doug Fearn: In many circumstances, well-designed solid-state 

amplifiers can sound as warm and pleasant as tube amplifiers. It 

seems that the primary practical benefit of tubes is realized 

when the tube amplifier is interfacing with a transducer (e.g., 

with a microphone or loudspeaker). Since the transient output 

level of many microphones at a typical placement is very high 

(over a volt peak-to-peak in many situations), almost any mic 

preamp will run into high levels of distortion on those initial peaks 

at the start of percussive sounds. If a solid-state preamplifier 

clips those transients, a burst of odd-order harmonic energy is 

equitek 
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added to the transient, which tends to " cloud" the sound. Often 

this effect is subtle. It could even be desirable if the goal is to 

add attention-grabbing energy to the sound. Tube preamps 

under the same conditions will add even-order harmonics, 

which most often make the sound " bigger." 

Hutch Hutchison: Many can easily distinguish good sounding 

gear from bad, hard from soft, warm from cold, but there are 

plenty of examples from both tube and solid state of each 

extreme. Maybe we recognize certain aspects that are typical of 

each technology. For example, we might associate the sound of 

zero-cross distortion, plus low THD at nominal levels, plus hard 

clipping with solid-state, but that doesn't mean all solid-state 

has those traits. Similarly, we may 
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associate the opposite with tubes, only 

because of what we have been exposed 

to. Certainly some of the ways that 

people characterize a Tubo " sound" has 

more to do with the transformers and 

simple topologies, plus more attention to 

premium passive components. 

There is also some market-driven 

aspect where designers try lo meet the 

expectations of potential customers. For 

example, while we can build a tube-based 

recording product that sounds like 

solid-state, we recognize why people 

come to us for tube gear and particular 

sounds. Manley also builds tube-based 

audiophile gear that's designed to be clean 

and " straight-wire-with-gain" as is practical. 

In that market, tube gear competes with 

solid state for transparency and often wins. 

Mitch Margolis: The sonic differences 

can be discerned most readily when a 

comparison is made between the two 

types of systems as they are driven closer 

to clipping or overload. 

If the two systems have, at low levels, 

truly equal bandwidth and rise times, flat 

frequency and phase response, equal 

distortion types and amounts, and equal 

noise floors, then it will be more difficult 

to distinguish between them by listening 

alone. The differences will become more 

evident as the whole dynamic range of 

the two systems are explored and 

compared. Or when someone taps on each 

chassis, and the tube-based system is 

revealed by microphonics! 

THE FACTS: 

Ultimately the sound of a circuit 

depends on its design. Solid-state 

circuits can provide tube-like behavior. 

Tube circuits can compete with 

solid-state for transparency. 

2. The differences between tube and 

„ solid-state become most apparent when 

\\the circuits are driven to distortion. 
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The Art of Recording: 
Meet Mr. Freeze 
It's not just for refrigerators any more 

The " freeze" option in sequencers and DAWs has become a ... 

uh ..." hot" topic. The reason why it's important is because of 

the rise of a new generation of software virtual instruments that, 

although they sound wonderful and have a fistful o' functions, 

suck computer resources faster than SUVs eat gas. 

And the problem isn't confined to instru-

ments — high-quality, " mastering"-type 

audio processing plug- ins also stress 

CPUs to a level that if they were human, 

would cause them to take to the streets 

in protest. Even if you have the latest 

multi-GigaHertz pet brain from Intel, AMD, 

or IBM, a project that's loaded with 

plug-ins is asking for trouble, particularly 

with low system latencies. What's more, 

soft samplers often cram their samples into 

RAM, leaving less for system functions. If 

they instead stream samples from disk, 

then they're placing more demands on 

the hard drive. Dilemma . 

The freeze function is designed to 

preserve the audio that results from 

using these plug-ins, while dramatically 

reducing CPU resource consumption. It's 
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Fig. 1: In Ableton Live 4, the MIDI track ( 2) is 
playing back a loop on the Arturia MiniMoog 
V. The Audio track 13) gets its audio from the 
MIDI track's instrument, and records this to a 
hard disk track. 

a clever trick, but interestingly, the ability 

to freeze has been available since long 

before companies decided to make it into a 

"one-click" operation. So let's examine how 

the freeze function works, how to freeze 

with just about any host, and "à la carte" 

freezing for customized freeze functions. 

WHY AM I FREEZING? 
Simple: It's February, and the window's 

open. Seriously, though, you want to do 

the freeze thang because your computer's 

audio is showing signs of overload: 

Gapping, crackling, and maybe even a 

complete audio engine meltdown. 

The freeze process takes advantage of 

the fact that, thanks to high-speed/density 

hard drives, modern hard disk recording 

programs can run dozens (even hundreds) 

of audio tracks without breaking a sweat. 

So, the freeze function implements a 

two-step process: Convert the soft synth's 

output to a hard disk audio track, then 

"disconnect" the soft synth from the CPU. 

Different programs handle this differently. 

For example, some programs can't really 

do anything with the frozen track, while 

others let you move it, or perhaps let you 

by Craig Rnderton 

change signal processing being applied to 

the track, even though it's " frozen." 

Those with older host versions that 

don't freeze, or even newer programs 

that don't have a freeze option, can 

nonetheless enjoy the benefits of unloading 

soft instruments from the CPU — and still 

be able to edit them later if needed. Here's 

the general procedure. 

1.If audio processing plug-ins follow the 

soft synth, decide whether to freeze 

these too, or insert them in the frozen 

track later so you can edit their settings 

and process the frozen audio. If the 

former, leave the processors alone. If 

the latter, bypass any instrument track 

processing plug-ins. Hoewever, if the 

signal processors consume a lot of 

resources, you might consider freezing 

the instrument/processors combination. 

2. Solo the soft synth (this usually requires 

soloing the audio track that the instrument 

plays through, as well as the MIDI track 

driving the instrumentl.With a multi-timbral 

synth, decide whether you want to freeze 

each instrument separately, or a mix of all 

the instruments. If you want to freeze 

individual instruments, solo the MIDI track 

feeding an instrument, freeze it, then 

move on to the next instrument. 

3. Play back the soloed track all the way 

through the song, and adjust its level to 
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The Rrt of Recording: 
Meet Mr. Freeze 

Fig. 3: Cubase has a freeze function that, when applied, causes frozen tracks to be grayed out. 
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the maximum level short of distortion. 

4. Bounce the soft synth to an audio track. 

If there's no obvious bounce function, 

then send the synth output to an audio 

track and record it. Another possibility 

is to assign the synth out to a bus, then 

use that as an input to a track that can 

rocord the bus out. 

5. Play back the bounced or recorded track 

to verify it sounds the way you want. 

6. If you didn't freeze processing along 

with the instrument and want to 

process the frozen track, copy the 

processor from the original track and 

insert it into the bounced track. If you 

can't copy it, then save the processor 

settings as a preset, insert an instance 

of the processor into the bounced track, 

and load it with the preset parameters. 

Now that our processor-leeching soft 

synth track is a lean, efficient hard disk 

Fk 2-Her 1, 

-10 63 

audio track, we need to disconnect the 

instrument from the CPU. Bypassing/muting 

the instrument isn't good enough, 

because most programs assume that you 

want the instrument to play back instantly 

if you disable bypass or mute, so they 

leave it -attached" to the CPU. Sonar 

versions prior to 4.0 (which added freeze) 

Can use the " archive" function to discOnnecr 

the instrument, but in most other cases 

you'll need to do the following. 

1.Save the patch and any samples for the 

soft synth whose output you bounced. 

2.If possible, write-protect or lock the 

MIDI track that drives the synth. You'll 

need it again if you want to do additional 

editing. Note that MIDI tracks consume 

virtually no computer resources, so don't 

worry about leaving them intact. 

3.Remove the instrument plug-in from 

its track. > 
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4. Document which instrument you used, 

which patch, and which MIDI track drives 

it. Your host program may have a 

"notepad" function for this, or you may 

be able to save this information in a 

track (e.g., as part of the name). You'll 

want this info if you change your mind 

later and need to edit the track. 

TIME TO THAW 
If you want to thaw (" unfreeze") the track 

and do additional editing, re-insert the 

soft synth into its audio track, load the 

appropriate patch (and samples, if 

applicable), and make sure the companion 

MIDI track is assigned to the instrument. 

Mute the " frozen" hard disk audio track you 

bounced previously (or delete it altogether 

if you're feeling brave, as you're going to 

be changing it anyway), make your tweaks 

to the soft synth's MIDI track, and if need-

ed, freeze again after doing your tweaks. 

A REAL- WORLD EXAMPLE 
Ableton Live 4 0 currently doesn't offer a 

freeze function, but you can still freeze 

with ease. Assuming you have an 

instrument set up in conjunction with a 

MIDI track and the instrument is producing 

audio, start the freeze process by inserting 

an audio track. Set its "Audio From" field to 

the track playing back the instrument (e.g., 

if the MIDI track is named 2 MIDI, set 

Audio From to " 2 MIDI"). Mute all other 

tracks, then record the instrument output 

into the new audio track ( Fig. 1). When the 

track is recorded, you can remove the soft 

synth. The new audio track has essentially 

"frozen" the synth track. 

A potentially simpler approach is that 

many host programs now offer what's 

called a "one-click" freeze, because all you 

have to do is click on a freeze button, and all 

the work is handled for you automatically. 

For example, Fig. 2 shows a track being 

frozen in Sonar 4. Click on the Freeze 

button, and Sonar does the rest. Fig. 3 

shows what happens when you freeze a 

track in Cubase: It's grayed out in the 

VST Instruments window and the Mixer 

so you're aware that it's frozen. 

Even if your host program has a freeze 

function, sometimes you might want to 
do à la carte freezing — like freezing the 

instrument without processors, or with 

selected processors. In any event, now 

you know enough to adapt the concept 

to your own needs, so I guess the 

appropriate signoff is — stay cool I 
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EFFECTS, GUITAR AMP PRO 
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Rppie Logic Pro 1 
R new breed of native-based DR\V 

should comes as no 

surprise to anyone, but 

for long-time Logic 

users, it may be a bit sad to 

see the latest rev of Logic is 

now an entirely Apple-branded 

program. Gone is any mention 

of Emagic. Starting with Logic 

version 7, now dubbed " Logic 

Pro," the program is officially 

brought into the Apple Pro 

Application fold, which includes 

other media-creation heavy 

weights such as Final Cut Pro, 

DVD Studio Pro, and Shake. 

Whether this actually makes 

any significant difference to 

Logic aficionados is a matter 

of opinion. Putting emotional 

attachment to our studio 

tools aside, however, the 

new branding is more than 

just a mere switcheroo of 

manufacturer names. There 

are tangible, impacting 

changes (both pro and con) in 

this new version that are 

clearly the influence of Apple 

design. For example, the look 

and feel of Logic is now very 

much like that of Final Cut. It's 

more refined — there's more 

"3D-ness" with an emphasis 

on darker grays, smaller 

iconography, and similar fonts. 

In a word, elegant. 

More than just a facelift 

and Ul tweak, though, Logic 

Pro 7 represents a major leap 

forward in DAW development. 

On technological and inspira-

tional levels, there are fea-

tures that no other program 

can touch. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Where to begin? Logic Pro 7's 

feature set boasts numerous 

enhancements on existing 

features, as well as all-new 

instruments and effects that 

will certainly win fans among 

musicians and engineers 

alike. Apple's website 

(www.aoole.com) does a great 

job of enumerating all of the 

big-ticket items, so rather than 

regurgitate these ad nauseum, 

I'll concentrate on the highlights 

(as I see them), and why they 

matter to project studio 

denizens such as myself. 

• Project management 

enhancements. The Project 

Manager now lets you 

organize and archive all 

project-dependent audio 
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files into a single project 

folder/location. This includes 

any impulse responses, 

EXS24 samples, and 

QuickTime videos referenced 

in the session. Forget about 

tedious, time-consuming 
backup sessions, or hunting 

down random audio loops and 

files. Project Manager makes 

it painless and effortless. 

You can also create a 

project folder at the start of a 

project and have all imported 

media automatically copied or 

moved into this folder in the 

background while you work. 

In practice, this works very 

well, and allowed me to move 

projects from one machine to 

another without any of the 

usual hassle involved with 

migrating sessions. 

• Channel Strips. One of 

the major benefits of working 

with hardware effects 

processors and synthesizers 

is the ability to store loads of 

sophisticated multi-effect 

routings, along with EQ, 

compression, and more, as 

presets, so all you have to 

do is load and go. Right out 

of the gate the presets are 

designed to sound great. 

In most software studio 

environments, combining 

and working with groups of 

effects isn't nearly as 

convenient. The process 

goes something like this: 

First, insert all the necessary 

effects, then set wet/dry 

levels, tweak specific plug-in 

parameters, and then ... well, 

we all know the drill. This 

tedium can be avoided, 

thanks to Channel Strip 

preset management. 

Any combination of 

plug-ins inserted on an 

audio or software instrument 

channel can be saved as a 

Channel Strip preset. To get 

you going there are hundreds 

of factory presets, which 

employ Logic's included 

effects, and of course, 

you're free to create your 

own — and yes, you can mix 

and match among third-party 

and Logic effects. Having 

this kind of recallability is a 

huge time saver, and helped 

me get the kinds of sounds I 

was looking for much faster 

than if I had to build effects 

chains " from scratch." 

Many of the Channel 

Strips sound fantastic and 

were clearly designed by 

folks who know how to coax 

professional results from 

Logic's plug-in stable. One 

gripe: You can't recall Audio 

channel Channel Strip set-

tings on Instrument tracks, 

which means if you come up 

with a killor preset for elec-

tric bass and you want to use 

it on a sampled electric bass 

sound, you'd have to re-

insert each plug-in, copy and 

paste their parameter set-

tings, and then save it as an 

Instrument Channel Strip. 

There ought to be a way to 

recall effect-only configura-

tions on Instrument tracks. 

Hopefully this will be 

addressed in a future update. 

That said, the benefits of 

Channel Strips far outweigh 

this minor inconvenience, 

which comes nowhere close 

to being a deal breaker. 

• Apple Loops support. For 

the uninitiated, Apple has its 

own loop format, Apple 

Loops, which includes 

embedded tempo, key, and 

other information such as 

instrumentation. In Apple 

Loops-compatible programs, 

most notably Garage Band 

and Sound Track, loops auto-

matically sync to song tempo. 

The underlying technology 

works very well and is virtually 

artifact free, so long as you're 

making changes within 

sensible limits — slowing 

tempo more than 30 BPM 

may start to sound strange, 

depending on the material. 

With version 7, Apple Loops 

support has been added to 

Logic, giving its loop-related 

YOU CAN NEVER HAVE ENOUGH HI — MATCH ED, SHOWN HERE, LETSYOU -STEAL' 

A SONG'S Ea CURVE AND APPLY ITTO YOUR OWN MIXES. EVIL? PERHAPS. BUT 

TRY IT AND YOU'LL BE HOOKED. 

feature set a much -needed 

shot in the arm. 

You can still work with 

audio loops as you would 

in previous versions, but 

Apple Loops offer some 

distinct advantages. For 

starters, they're searchable 

by a variety of predefined 

criteria (" Electric Guitar," 

"Relaxed," " Distorted," 

"Intense," and so on). 

Searches are performed 

from within the Loop Browser, 

and when you click on a 

loop, it automatically plays in 

the right key and tempo. 

When you find a groove you 

like, simply drag and drop it 

onto a track. 

Apple Loops can be audio 

or MIDI data, and when you 

drag a MIDI loop onto an 

instrument channel, the track 

data along with the software 

synth/sampler and any 

effects associated with the 

loop are automatically loaded. 

If you drag a MIDI loop onto 

an audio channel, the loop is 

automatically rendered as an 

audio file. Very cool. 

You can't turn a MIDI 

sequence into an AL, but you 

can convert your own audio 

samples into AL format using 

the Sound Track Loop Utility 

(free download from Apple), 

which does a respectable job 

of auto-detecting tempo, and 

can even batch-process whole 

folders of loops. You're free to 

assign tags for mood, style, 

and whatever else, and you 

can even add user comments. 

Unfortunately, user com-

ments aren't included in the 

search routine. This wouldn't 

be that bad if it were possi-

ble to edit or create your 

own tag criteria, or at the 

very least be able to search 

by sample library title, but 

you can't. This makes it vir-

tually impossible to search 

for, say, an entire collection 

of samples from a particular 

library within a specific fold-

er on your hard drive. Thus, 

making the Loop Browser of 

questionable use if for those 

of us with third-party sam-

ple collections. This is a big 

oversight on Apple's part, 

but I'm hopeful that it will 

be addressed in the very 

near future. 

• Global tracks. As their 

name implies, Global tracks 

are used to view and edit 

general song parameters 

such as key signature, 

tempo, and markers. Some 

tracks are extensions of 

existing functions. For exam-

ple, the tempo track picks up 

where the Tempo Operations 

window leaves off, allowing 

you to make tempo changes 

in a more musically intuitive 
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Apple Logic Pro 1 
fashion by inserting and dragging automa-

tion points. This isn't anything ground 

breaking, but what's cool is that you can 

create up to nine tempo alternatives, 

which can be a big help for composers 

trying to work out timings for their cues. 

Replacing the Reclock function of 

previous versions is the Beat Mapping 

track, which can be used in a couple of 

ways. First, beats and barlines can be 

dragged with the mouse, making it possible 

to apply a beat/bar map to performances 

that weren't originally recorded to a click. 

Additionally, the Beat Map track can gen-

erate timing information from an audio or 

MIDI file to create a beat map. This works by 

analyzing an audio track's transients or by 

following a MIDI guide track. 

This sorta-kinda works. I tried generating 

a map based on an 8-bar stereo drum 

track, and while Beat Map's analysis did a 

good job of finding clear transients, the 

resultant tempo map was constantly 

changing within each beat, even though 

the performance was generally solid. 

This made it impossible to add a sam-

pled loop and have it follow along with 

the live track. 

I had much better luck by manually 

dragging beats and barlines. My only gripe 

here is that beat markers can't be overlaid 

on top of an audio track's waveform display, 

which makes it difficult to line up beats 

with transients within an audio file. File 

this under Missed Opportunity. 

• New instruments. Two new instru-

ments — Sculpture and UltraBeat — have 

been added to Logic's already formidable 

arsenal of software instruments. These are 

two serious noisemakers worthy of their 

own reviews, but I'll cut to the chase. 

On the basis of physical modeling, 

Sculpture models the vibration of a variety 

of materials (strings, glass, steel, wood), 

with a full complement of synthesis 

parameters for molding these raw models 

into organic-synthetic hybrid textures. 

Describing sound is like dancing about 

architecture, or something like that. 

Suffice to say, Sculpture is nothing short 

of awe inspiring, and I'm sure film 

composers, ambient electronic artists, 

and sound designers will be mining its 

sonic palette for years to come. 

Next up is Ultrabeat, which is part 

pattern-based beat box and part drum 

synth. It uses sample-playback and 

analog-modeled synthesis for sound gen-

eration, which can be combined for each 

of its 25 voices. On the synthesis side, 

you'll find a healthy set of features includ-

ing ring mod, bit crushing, FM, multi-

mode filtering, and more. 

A good cross-section of well-pro-

grammed kits organized by style are on 

hand, along with factory drum patterns, 

plus you can add your own grooves and 

samples. We're not talking multisampled 

drum kits, mind you. It's strictly a one-

sample-per-note affair. But this doesn't 

limit Ultrabeat's usefulness, and besides, 

the included EXS24 sampler offers an 

impressive collection of multisampled 

kits, so between the two, your drum 

source needs are covered. 

Ifrou're serious about a career 

in audio recording. Come to a 

school that is as committed 

to your success as you are: 

The Conservatory o 
Recording Arts & Sci 

At the Conservatory you'll work with 

industry-leading equipment in a wo 

class studio. You'll study under seasoned 

instructors who 't "been there" and bou. 

what it takes to succeed And upon 

graduation, you'll get a foot in the door 

with an internship at a major company in 

the audio 'wonting industry. 

Conserneittny graduates ham gune un lu 
engineer gold records, earn Grammy 

awards, and make music with the world's 

top recording artists. If you're willing to . 

put in the work, we can help you make 

your mark in the business, too. 

Tafind out more, call the Conservatory 

al it00-562-6383 today. 

Our students don't just learn 
audio recording,:They Live It. 

• •••• 

Conservatory of Recording 
Arts & Sciences 
2300 E. Broadway Rd. I Tempe, AZ 85282 
1205 N. Fiesta Blvd. I Gilbert, AZ 85233 

800-562-6383 
www.audiorecordingschool.com/mix.htnil 

Nationally Accredited by ACCSCT 
Financial Aid availably to those who quality 
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Music Awards 

2004 
SPECIAL INNOVATION 

"I can see it becoming as much a 
standard studio tool as a Lexicon reverb 
or an Eventide multi-effects processor." 

Sound On Sound review July 2004 

This baby lets me test 40 mic-

pres without breaking a sweat. 

It's a dream come true!" 
Mark "Spike" Stent Focusrite. 

Any mic 3re anc 
comoressor in history 

Introducing The Liquid Channel. The most revolutionary 
channel strip in existence, fusing totally unique analogue 

design with cutting-edge digital processing. 

Infinitely expandable and remote controllable. 

THE LIQUIDCHANNEL 

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, CALL TOLL- FREE 1-866-FOCUSRITE OR FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, SIMPLY VISIT www.ffliquid.com 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: FOCUSRITE. the FF logo, LIQUID CHANNEL, LIQUID TECHNOLOGY, UOUIDCONTROL, EVERYONE NEEDS LIQUID and the UQUID CHANNEL Logo are trademarks of Focusfite Audio 

Engineenng Ltd. DYNAMIC CONVOLUTION is a trademark of Sintefex Ltda. NI other product names, trademarks, or trade names are the names of thee respective owners. which are in no way associated, connected 
nor affiliated with Focusfite or its UQUID CHANNEL product and which have not endorsed Focusrite's UQUID CHANNEL product. These other product names, trademarks, and trade names are used solely to identify 

and descnbe the third party products the sonic behaviour of which was studied for the LIQUID CHANNEL product, and to accurately describe the functionality of the Liquid Channel Product. The Liquid Channel 

product is an independently engineered technology which utilises the patented process of Dynamic Convolution to actually measure examples of the sonic impact of original analogue products upon an audio stream, 

so as to electronically emulate the performance of the original product studied. The result of this process is subtective and may not be perceived by a user as producing the same effects as the original products studied. 



Fipple Logic Pro 
• Distributed processing. I've saved the 

"how cool is this?" feature for last. 

Distributed audio processing allows you to 

expand the DSP capacity for Logic by 

offloading calculations for software instru-

ments and effects to additional gigabit 

Ethernet-equipped G4s and G5s connected 

via Ethernet. In essence, extra machines 

can be added to your music production 

system as dedicated DSP " farms." 

How it works is, any machine running 

a small application called Logic Node 

(installed with Logic Pro; distributable 

to as many machines as desired) that's 

networked to the primary Logic computer 

shows up within Logic's Audio 

Preferences as a " Node" machine. Within 

the program, each audio and instrument 

track has its own Node button, so when you 

want to move a track's plug-in processing 

over to a node machine, you simply enable 

the button. 

Officially, node computers must be a 

single processor G5 or better, but I was 

able to use my 1GHz dual processor G4 as 

a node without any problems. It was truly 

a joy to behold a spiking CPU perfor-

mance meter drop to acceptable limits 

when I offloaded several DSP-intensive 

synths and effects. Hats off to Apple for 

pushing the envelope of native-based 

DAW functionality. 

WAIT, THERE'S MORE 

There's a lot to love about Logic Pro 7, and 

I feel like I've just scratched the surface. 

What I've covered here are, in my view, 

the stand-out features that directly affect 

productivity and help inspire musical 

ideas. And while I cited several significant 

shortcomings, allow me to take a step 

back and put things into perspective. 

Logic Pro has all of the great features 

mentioned above, and many, many 

more — convolution reverb, analog mod-

eling synths, vintage Hammond B3 and 

Rhodes clones, multiband compression, 

and the list goes on. It's an entire suite of 

pro-quality music making tools bundled into 

one program that costs less than a grand. 

7" 1=1 ci /err 
... it's a control thing 

No other professional DAW on any platform 

offers as much for the price. Bottom line: 

Whether you're into recording band projects, 

producing electronic dance music, 

remixing, or scoring for film, Logic Pro 7 is 

a powerful, professional, self-contained 

environment capable of taking you from 

the idea stage to final mix in a way that no 

other program does. 

STRENGTHS: 

• Wealth of included software instruments and 

effects 

• Supports Apple Loops 

• Distributed processing 

MI Channel Strip preset management 

LIMITATIONS: 

II Plug-in delay compensation on audio and instrument 

tracks only — not bus or aux tracks 

• No sample- level editing resolution in the Arrange 

window 

• Loop Browser doesn't allow searching by user-

defined criteria 

wireless DAW control 

2-way RF for wireless, through-the-wall communication with your DAW 

Presets for Pro Tools®, Digital Performer', Sonar", Cubase® and other DAW apps 

Easy setup, fast access to your most often-used functions 

«. Remote control of transport, mutes, solos, punches, markers, loops and more 

«. Onboard metering, time display, track info, footswitch jack 

«. Compatible with Mac® OS X and Windows® 2000/XP 

FRONTIER 

www.frontierdesign.com 
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www.sony.com/mediasoftware SONY 

I Center Yourself 

ACID' Pro 5 software, the industry's leading 

loop-based music creation tool, now includes 

an extended set of features and functionalities 

that make it more powerful and versatile than 

ever before. With Media Manager" technology, 

Groove Tools, VST and ReWire" support, and 

Native Instruments" Xpress Keyboards VSTi 

soft synth bundle, nothing else comes close in 

helping you realize your musical visions. 

ACID Pro 5 software 

ACIDplanet.com 

Our ever-expanding collection of Sound Series": 

Loops & Samples libraries offer an endless 

selection of royalty-free music and sound. The 

Premium Series debuts with arhythmiA, created 

by Nine Inch Nails drummer Jerome Dillon 

and sound designer Keith Hillebrandt. Diverse, 

'dynamic, and eclectic - use Sound Series: Loops 

& Samples to compose, score and mix. 

ACIDplanet.com is the Internet's leading 

community of digital musicians. ACIDplanet" 

artists compose original music, remix major 

label artists, and collaborate on a wide range 

of audio and video projects. And the new 

ProZone" gives you even more reasons to come 

to ACIDplanet. Vibrant and alive, ACIDplanet is 

the place to be. 

Put yourself at the center of technology, art and community with ACID Pros software, Sony Sound Series: Loops & Samples and ACIDplanet.com. 

LIKE NO, OTHER' 

Exclusively at Authorized Sony Resellers: the ACID Pro 5 software bundle includes Sound Forge Audio Studio - software, a $69.95 value based on MSRP. 

Go to www.sony.com/mediasoftware for a list of Sony Authorized Resellers nearest you. 



by Craig Rnderton 

The company 
that pioneered 

the virtual studio 
has made it far 

easier to integrate 
external hardware. 

Steinberg Cubase SX3 
Now with more stretching than a voca class 

must admit, sometimes 

when I check out the 

Cubase user forums, I 

want to slap some of those 

people upside the head. 

First up: The people who 

go on about how much 

Cubase sucks — then you 

realize they're using a 

cracked version. Second: 

Those who like to debate 

whether Cubase is a " pro-

fessional" application. 

True, Steinberg painted 

themselves into that corner 

when they created Nuendo as 

a " pro" application. So what 

did that make Cubase? But 

Nuendo is a post-production 

solution, while Cubase is for 

making music. Does that make 

Cubase any less " professional"? 

I guess only if you make 

unprofessional music. 

Rant off; back to the 

review. Cubase VST was 

ahead of its time by pioneer-

ing the virtual studio con-

cept, and made decent com-

puter audio a reality with 

ASIO audio drivers. In fact, 

Cubase was well on its way 

to becoming an audio power-

house when the audio 

engine's chief architect, 

Mark Badger, died of natural 

causes at an early age. Not 

only did the music industry 

lose a cool guy, but Cubase 

started lagging in audio just 

when the industry was tran-

sitioning from MIDI to hard 

disk recording. 

Cubase never really caught 

up until Cubase SX appeared, 

which was more stable than 

VST and had a revamped audio 

engine. SX2 solidified those 

gains — but still left out some 

important elements, like 

acidized file support. 

THEN THERE WAS 

THREE 

Now we have SX3 ($799.99, 

upgrade from SX2 $ 1491, which 

remains cross-platform for XP 

and OS X, and still uses the 

Syncrosoft protection dongle. 

The biggest two changes: 

SX3 is aces for anything 

involving time-stretching; and 

interestingly, the company that 

pioneered the virtual studio has 

made it far easier to integrate 

external hardware. 

Like last issue's reviews on 

Acid 5 and Sonar 4, we'll let 

Steinberg's web site 

(www.steinberg.net) give you 

the specs and we'll cover the 

new stuff. 

THE TOP TEN NEW 

FEATURES 

• It's a track ... it's a playlist . 

.. it's a way to define regions, 

then try out different orders of 

these regions. If you like a 

particular order, " flatten" it to 

rearrange all the track data to 

follow the playlist you created. 

Remixing, anyone? And yes, 

you can create and audition 

multiple play order tracks. 

•This is like Ableton Live's 

"elastic audio," and it's a 

welcome addition. Use warp 

markers to bring out-of-time 

beats into rhythmic correctness, 

or the reverse — the 

screen shot shows moving a 

rhythmically perfect snare hit 

a bit behind the beat to give 

it more " feel." You can now 

generate warp markers from 

hitpoints, too. 

• Dtag " acidized" files in, 

and SX3 stretches ' em to fit 

tempo (very well) and pitch 

(about as well as can be 

expected). But unlike Acid or 

Sonar, there's no way to edit 

slice markers to compensate 
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for poorly acidized loops. 

You can, however, use 

warp markers to at least 

clean things up a bit. The 

screen shot shows an 

Acidized file, REX 2 file, 

and AIFF file time-stretched 

with SX's " hitpoints" fea-

ture — all living together in 

temporal harmony. 

MIYou don't have to open up 

a separate Key Editor screen 

any more for MIDI — click a 

MIDI track's Edit In Place 

button, and the track turns 

into a mini editor, complete 

with controller pane and 

optional toolbar for various 

MIDI editing functions. 

Earth-shaking? No. 

Convenient? Yes, particularly 

when you're lining up MIDI 

data with audio. 

• If your external gear 

responds to MIDI continuous 

controlltes or sys ex, you 

can create " panels" within 

SX3 that send out messages 

to control your gear:Better. 

yet, automating the panel 

Delay Controls 

.0 0 .0 0 

F 

o CD 

.'.11.1ninly Controls 

0.0 .0 
harrenyt >rsrternmyt 3 

,1>Lstes 

Glee 

controls automates the 

external gear. Making panels 

is not intuitive, but with 

MIDI controllers, the 

process is fairly simple. 

The screen shot shows a 

panel I whipped up in 

about 15 minutes to control 

several crucial DigiTech 

GNX4 parameters. 

• Sure, you could always 

integrate external hardware 

processors with software, 

if you had a multi-channel 

audio interface — send an 

output to the effect, then 

bring the effect out back 

into an input. SX3 takes 

things one step further, 

by having any external 

unit show up just like any 

software plug-in insert 

effect. There's latency 

compensation too, although 

you need to enter the 

value manually. 

Ill A small but useful 

change, Volume Envelopes, 

allows altering level without 

having to resort to automa-

tion tracks. These 

envelopes " travel" with 

events as well 

Ill You can now have politically 

correct " tracks of color." 

Track colors are reflected in 

the clips, as labels in the 

mixer, and as background 

for track names in the 

Inspector. You can also 

"colorize" individual clips; 

this overrides the track 

color. Another useful 

ergonomic tweak: The 

workspace function now 

remembers scroll bar and 

zoom settings. > 

:'''1111111e" 
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Steinberg Cubase SX3 

C Freeze Instrument OpticinS 

O Freeze Instrument Only 
• Freeze Instrument and Channels 

• Unload Instrument when Frozen 

• " Freeze" instruments with or without 

pre-fader insert effects — you can save 

RAM by freezing the instrument, yet still 

tweak effects during mixdown. Of course, 

you can still freeze audio tracks too. 

II That innocent-looking " Move Controller" 

button in the Quantize Setup menu is 

extremely helpful, as it will move controller 

01( Cancel I 

data associated with a note along with the 

note when it's quantized . . . no more 

dragging, re-drawing, or swearing is needed 

to get the controllers and notes to line up. 

Gnd Quest» 
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Presets 

Store 

Remove 
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SO WHERE 

DOES THAT LEAVE US? 

There are quite a few other additions, one of 

the most notable being the Studio Connections 

a 

functionality designed in conjunction with 

Yamaha. I didn't have anything to test it 

with, but I'll take their word that it works. 

And SX3 also supposedly works with 

Windows XP 64-bit Edition so it can access 

4GB of RAM ... not that I have a 64-bit OS 

for testing, and I bet you don't either! 

There are also two new instruments, 

one optimized for single-note lines ( bass, 

"When I started RIT, almost 2 years ago, I didn't have any knowledge of computer 
editing/recording, signal processing, consoles and outboard gear or even the recording 

process. It was a shame for me, because being a musician myself, I realize now how 
important it all is! 

Now, thanks to my education at RIT, not only have I worked with Steve Val, Eddie 
Kramer, Paul Gilbert, Jeff Peters, Yardbirds etc., I also know what I need to attain my 
own personal musical goals Thank you guys at RIT." 

- Enrico Sesselego 
RIT Graduate 
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Hands On! Experience 
Saturday, February 26 2005 10:45 am 

For reservation, call 1-800-255-7529 ext. 151 

RECORDING INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

/JIM/ 
irielirsï" 

CALL USA/CANADA: 800.255.PLAY 
INTERNATIONAL. 323.462.1384 
6750 Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood CA 90028 
Fax: 323.462.6978 WWW.MI.EDU 
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Power Tools 
for power players 
One performance. Get it right. 

Pros demand the best from the tools they use. 

Power Tools... by Radial. 

cè' 
-t• so o sse 

Radial JD7 Injector , ggested list $849 us 
Guitar tieaks rejoiLe! Drive up to 7 amplifiers at the sanie 

time without changing the original tone of the guitar and do 
it without buzz or hum caused by ground loops. Record a dry 

track with the built-in Dl and send the signal back to the 
1D7 and re-amplify it to 7 amps and effect pedals. Addictive. 

Radial J48 Active Dl - suggested list $ 199 US 

For great sound without choking, look no further than the 
Radial 148. Features a 48V phantom supplied active drive 

circuit with a unique DC-to-DC transformer isolated switching 
power supply to provide amazing headroom while 

eliminating hum and buzz caused ground loops. Radical. 

Radial JDI Passive Dl - suggested list $ 199 US 
Jensen lransformer equipped, the Radial JDI has become the 
standard passive DI in the business. Exceptional noise rejection 
eliminates troublesome ground loops and virtually zero phase 
distortion at any level makes the JDI a must have for studio 
and stage. Available in single, stereo or 6-pack. Magic. 

Radial X-Amp Re-Amplifier - suggested list $ 199 US 
Ever wish you could go back and change the sound of a pre-
recorded guitar track? Now you can with X-Amp. When 
tracking, record a spare dry track and play it back through the 
X-amp after the guitarist has gone home. Two outputs lets you 
drive amps and pedals to create thick new textures. X-plosive. 

Radial JPC Stereo Dl - suggested list $ 199 US 

Designed specifically for PC sound cards, DVD players and 
all those cool consumer devices that cause nothing but 
havoc, the JPC is 100% transformer isolated to eliminate 
nasty ground loops and equipped with a 48V active drive 
circuit for long cables. Easy to use. Great sounding. 
Indispensable. 

Radial JDV Super Di - suggested list $449 US 
There is no finer DI than the Radial JDV. 100% discreet 

Class-A topology with a feed forward design that sounds 
so true, it'll make the hair on your arms twitch. Dragrm 

Control pick-up load correction, A or B inputs, 4 
instrument amp outputs, hi- lo filters and amazing 

headroom combine for the most powerful Dl ever 
made. Unbeatable. 

Radial...The world's finest direct boxes 

1638 KebetWay,Port Coquitlam BC V3C 5W9 te1:604-942-1001 email:info@radialeng.com 

Radial 
g i iriE. ri n g 



Steinberg Cubase SX3 
lead, and so on), the other for pads. Both 

are very capable, if unspectacular, instru-

ments that add value to the package — as 

do two new effects. Another useful 

feature: Dummy plug-ins, so that if you 

open a project in a different environment 

that lacks a particular plug, SX3 puts in a 

"placeholder" (but remembers the original 

settings for when the proper plug-in is 

available again). 

Cubase SX3 is in large part about 

exceptional time-stretching options and 

hardware integration. The time-stretching 

is indeed impressive, because you can 

choose so many ways to stretch — as 

well as just resize a piece of audio to fit 

the desired length. And, you can do the 

equivalent of " freezing" a time-stretched 

piece of audio using the high-quality 

Prosoniq MPEX2 algorithm. You can't 

unfreeze again, nor can you stretch 

after freezing. But as you start mix-

down and the song is set, this is a 

great way to improve a loop's audio 

quality. Excellent. 

The flexible stretching also gives 

some serious audio-for-video mojo when 

you need to line up tempos and hits with 

picture. If you can't make things fit with 

SX3, it probably can't be done. 

Finally, the hardware integration may 

not seem that important, until you start 

bringing outboard processing back into 

the picture because SX3 makes the 

process a whole lot easier. It's worth it. 

POWER VS. PATIENCE 

Cubase SX3 is one powerful mutha, but 

the price is that it sometimes seems 

you have to execute more steps than 

should be required. Panel construction 

could have a smoother workflow, as 

could stretching. Because the stretching 

options have evolved over several ver-

sions, the user interface for them feels 

unfocused, rather than leading you 

through the process. 

The additional power also demands 

plenty of pixels. With a standard 1028 x 

768 monitor, some windows simply 

Rt iew gigs 

won't fit — I couldn't find one important 

tool until I realized I had to move the 

window so it would be visible. 1152 x 

864 resolution is better, but the real 

story here isn't so much about SX3; 

today's host software just about 

demands a dual monitor setup. 

SX3 has continued along a path that 

maintains its rep as an app that pretty 

much does everything you need, as well as 

some things you didn't realize you needed. 

Overall, SX3 is without a doubt the most 

stable and comprehensive version of 

Cubase yet. I suppose I could get worked 

up about loose ends in SX2.2 that will 

never be addressed by an update to that 

version now that SX3 is here. But when 

you look at what SX3 delivers, it's hard to 

begrudge Steinberg the upgrade fee. 

In any event, Cubase fans can keep the 

faith, knowing that their application of choice 

is pulling together rather than unraveling. For 

me, the bottom line is that it was a pleasure 

to do this review. For a complex host 

program, that's quite a compliment. 

The world's most advanced 
power conditioner. 

Wan 

.40.011 
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nab. 
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Furman Series II with SMP: 

S'MP 
SERIES MODE PROTECTION 

LINEAR FILTERING TECHNOLOGY 

• Dramatically reduces AC line noise and contamination 
- Improves audio performance and video clarity 

- Eliminates more noise than any other brand 

• The highest level of AC protection available 
- Automatic over-voltage shutdown 

- Superior AC surge and spike protection 

AVAILABI. F ONLY FROM THE LEALJER IN POWER PURIFICATION 

A FULL RANGE OF SOLUTION ';' 

Cd '11  

Power Conditioning 

-  
Power Sequencing 

Voltage Regulators 

MIN» 
Headphone Monitoring 

MINIM!  

Graphic Equalizers 

For Furman's full product listing visit 
us at www.FurmanSound.com 

FORMA 
Furman Sound • 1997 S McDowell Blvd Petaluma, CA 94954 • Phone: 707.763 1010 • Fax 707 763 1310 • www.FurmanSound.com 
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TOOLS OF INSPIRATION 
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IT'S HOW YOU FEEL. 
Searing leads. Earthshaking bass lines. lmmersive and seductive 
pads. There's never been anything quite like that true, fat analog 
sound. Until now. 

Introducing the Alesis ION and MICRON analog modeling 
synthesizers. We started with an unprecedented amount of raw 
processing power and a no-compromises attitude, and came out with 
the most stunningly realistic virtual analog sound available. We don't 
mean "wannabe" analog. Try " I- can't-believe- it's- not" analog. 

ION is for Invention Imagination 
Analog artistry . Thirty endless 
analog knobs, for flawless 
precision and effortless 
tweakabIlIty. Sixty-nine buttons 
to leave no parameter out of 
reach. And a high-resolution 
graphiL display, sb there's no 
aspect of-themurni-trtst:rn- - 
can't see, shape, and sculpt. 

'MICRON 
MICRON is the feisty kid binthei 
with BPM on the brain All of Ion 
brawn, but a style all its own 
Powerful sequencing and 
arpeggiation. A full-blown analog 
drum machine. Real-time phrase 
capturing Limitless splits and lay f 
All in a portable package that lets 
you bring the beat to the street 

Alesis ION & MICRON Analog Modeling Synths 

IT'S HOW YOU THINK. 
Your own musical vision is what matters. Bring it to life with three 
morphable oscillators, twenty types of filters, multiple LFOs and 
envelopes, and a rich complement of multi- effects. Start from scratch, or 
tweak over 500 presets from some of the best sound designers in the 
industry. Plug in a mic for mind- bending results from the 40-band 
vocoder. 

Yesterday, analog modeling of this quality was just a dream. Today, it's 
within your grasp. Because not only are these the world's most powerful 
analog modeling synths, they're also the world's most affordable. 

Aiesis Everybody Listens www.alesis.com 



by Craig Rnderton 

Type: Analog mixer with optional 

digital FireWire interface 

Platforms: Windows XP Mac OS 

X.3.5 for digital I/O 

List price: $1,539 (optional FireWire 

card $499) 

Contact: www.mackie.com  

Inputs ( all 1/4" phone jacks except 

as noted; all references to stereo 

use two mono jacks, one left and 

one right): 16 XLii mic ins with 

phantom power, paralleled by two 

instrument jacks and 14 balanced 

line ins; 16 TRS inserts, XLR 

talkback mic for internal/external 

talkback system; four stereo aux 

returns, two RCA tape inputs 

Preamp: 60dB gain 

Low cut filter: -18dB/octave rolloff 

starting at 75Hz 

EO: Four bands for all 16 input 

channels, all with ± 15dB 

boost/cut controls. Low shelf 

(80Hz), sweepable low mid ( 100Hz 

- 2kHz), sweepable high mid 

(400Hz - 8kHz), high shelf ( 12kHz) 

Aux buses: Six mono buses 

Other channel strip controls: 

Phantom power switch, solo button, 

mute button, panpot, 60mm fader, 

four signal level indicators, three 

assignment buttons (submix 1-2, 

submix 3-4, or main mix) 

Outputs ( all 1/4" phone jacks except 

as noted; all references to stereo 

use two mono jacks, one left and 

one right): XLR main outs (with 

mic/+4dB output switch and main 

insert jacks), stereo outs, mono out 

(with level trim), six mono aux outs, 

two stereo sub outs, stereo control 

room outs, RCA tape outs 

Digital connectivity: Optional 

FireWire board for mixer 

FireWire board resolution: 24 bits, 

44 1/48/88 2/96kHz 

Supported hosts: Windows XP 

(ASIO/WDM) or Mac OS X.3.5 Core 

Audio hosts 

Bundled software: Drivers for 

Windows XP, cross-platform 

Tracktion DAW software 

Tested with: Apple dual 05 Mac 

Mackie Onyx 1640 
Split personality, or master of discuise 

The 
Onyx 1640 is an 

analog mixer that 

fulfills traditional 

mixer functions, whether for 

studio or live use. No! Wait! It's 

not really a mixer, but an audio 

interface for your computer 

with a whole lot of inputs, EQ, 

sends, and mic pres. Okay, it's 

both . . . or is it? 

The traditional mixer is at a 

crossroads. With all the talk 

about a mixerless studio, it 

seems that mixers are an 

endangered species. But for 

live use, trying doing anything 

without a mixer — and that 

goes for recording, where if 

you're, say, miking a drum 

kit, you need multiple ins 

and preamps you can send 

to different channels. And for 

those who like to record " live 

in the studio," a mixer is not 

an option, but a necessity. 

In a parallel development, 

audio interfaces are getting 

more complex. Initially just seen 

as card to get a few channels of 

audio in and out of a comput-

er, today's multichannel audio 

INSTALL THE FIREWIRE OPTION IN 

THE 1640, AND YOU CAN SEND 

AUDIO VIA FIREWIRE INTO YOUR 

MAC OR WINDOWS COMPUTER, AS 

WELL AS RECEIVE TWO CHANNELS 

BACK FOR MONITORING 

THE ONYX LINE REPRESENTS 

A NEW CONCEPT IN MIXERS, 

AS IT COMBINES AN INTER-

NAL ALL-ANALOG SIGNAL 

PATH WITH OPTIONAL 

FIREWIRE I/0 

interfaces often communicate 

with your computer via tJSB 

or FireWire. They've been 

sprouting lots of I/O, displays, 

and even controls. 

ENTER THE ONYX 

The Onyx lives in the mixer 

and interface worlds, thanks 

to an optional FireWire card 

that installs in the mixer and 

talks to your PC or Mac. 

With the Mac, you don't 

need drivers; with the PC, 

use the drivers supplied on 

CD-ROM (as compensation, 

you can run more than one 

FireWire-equipped Onyx 

with PCs; Mac users will 

have to wait for OS X.41. 

There's no discernible latency, 

as the drivers go down to 

64 samples. 

When using the 1640 as 

a computer front end, 

FireWire carries direct outs 

from the 16 channels as well 

as pre-master fader left/right 

outs. Mackie thoughtfully 

provides a hardware gain trim 

control for the master out, 

making it independent of your 

house mix fader. There's also a 

stereo return to the mixer for 

monitoring the computer out. 

Remember that this can be 

happening while you're mixing 

in the DAW with minimal 

latency, which is impressive. 

However, you can't route 

DAW track outputs into the 

Onyx. As someone who doesn't 

like mixing with a mouse, I want 

to be able to feed DAW tracks 

into a Real Mixer and move Real 

Faders. But that's not what 

Onyx is about; it's a front end 

for your DAW, not a control 

surface for mixing tracks. 

Where a FireWire-savvy 

Onyx really shines is for live 

performance, when teamed 

with a laptop or stand-alone 

hard disk recorder. Being able 

to record a complete perfor-

mance, separated into individual 

tracks, into a computer while 

mixing a band's set is pretty 

appealing. Take the recorder 

back to the studio, do some 

judicious editing, mix it down, 

and voila — concert CD. > 

•.- . ...... . 
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Anthology (an tholfa jê), n. 
definition: The complete collection of all nine Eventide TDM plug-ins for an incredibly low price. 
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The  Eventide Anthology bundle includes: H3000 Factory", H3000 Band DelaysTM, Eventide Reverb, Octavox", H910, 

Instant PhaserTM, Instant FlangerTM, H949, and Omnipressor®. All for only $995* 

H3000 REVERS I I 
II OCTAVOX CL°CKW°RKS LELALiY 

*List price $ 1195. Combined list price if purchased separately $2875. Estimated US street price $995. Upgrade price for owners of two or more Eventide plug-ins $599. 

Eventide and Omnipressor are registered trademarks; H3000, Clockworks Legacy, H3000 Factory, H3000 Band Delays, Octavox, Instant Phaser, and 
Instant Flanger are trademarks of Eventide. 0 2005 Eventide Inc. 
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Mackie Onyx 1E40 
MIXER BASICS 

At this price, you might be expecting 

some cut corners. But the Onyx line is 

built in China, which takes advantage of 

low labor costs and an ever-escalating 

build quality. No, the controls aren't held 

on with nuts; they protrude through holes 

in the panel. And the faders are 60 instead 

of 100mm. But overall, the 1640 feels 

substantial, and is a serious piece of gear. 

One nifty hardware aspect is the 

"rotopod" construction, which allows you 

to rotate the section with the I/O. The input 

and output connections can face the rear, 

face the bottom (ideal for rack mounting, as 

the unit takes up only 12 rack spaces), or 

with an optional-at-extra-cost bracket, face 

the top of the mixer so you can do your 

patching without leaning over. Very clever. 

GOZINDAS AND GOZOUTAS 

So how do they fit all those input and 

output jacks on such a compact rear 

panel? They don't. The balanced analog 

direct outs (which parallel the digital 

Configure Hardware Drtver 

Cor•Aud. 

!Built-in Aurho Onyx Frevère 

t 

Clock Modes • 

Cin9 , Fre. 

Harter Pork* • ' si 

S4mInn• Re* , , 44100 ai 
48000 

96000 
st 

Buffer Sue 256 al 

Host Buffer Hultlpher 2 

MOTUS DIGITAL PERFORMER IS BEING CONFIGURED 

TO WORK WITH THE ONYX I/O. 

FireWire direct outs) terminate in two 

female DB-25 connectors. Ugh, but there 

is a mitigating factor: It's easy to patch 

into a stand-alone hard disk recorder 

because the pinout is compatible with 

TASCAM's DB-25 analog connectors for 

their DTRS recorders, so you don't have to 

settle in for an evening of soldering — just 

buy some off-the-shelf cables if FireWire 

outs aren't your only mode of operation. 

All inputs except for the first two have 

balanced XLR, balanced 1/4',' and TRS insert 

jacks.The others can switch between XLR 

mic and instrument (1 Meg input impedance). 

MINDING YOUR PRES AND EQS 

So the Big Questions are: "Are the mic 

pres any good?" and " How does the EQ 

sound?" As far as I'm concerned, there 

are only four kinds of mic preamps: Cheap 

ones that sound cheap, affordable ones 

that sound cheap, affordable ones that 

sound good, and big-bucks preamps that 

sound really good (assuming the rest of your 

gear can reveal these differences).The Onyx 

pres are of the affordable-that-sound-very 

good persuasion, and carry on the Mackie 

tradition of providing surprisingly good 

pres in their mixers. 

As to the four-band EQ, I was expecting 

not to like it because I can't imagine 

EQ FEBRUARY 2005 cuirnac; corn 



NOW - reduced pricing 

You've already heard 

about the best place 
to manufacture your disc 

You've more than likely already heard—from your fellow musicians, the 
BBB, and independent reviewers—that Oasis offers the most reliable and 
innovative CD and DVD manufacturing and marketing services. 

Now we want you to give us a call! 

• Are you thinking you can't afford the best? Now you can! Our dramatic 
price reduction earlier this year means you can now bring Oasis quality 
and trustworthiness to your project at surprisingly fabulous prices. 

• Are you being tempted elsewhere by a too-good-to-be-true 
sales pitch? When promises seem too good to be true in CD and DVD 
manufacturing, they are. At Oasis we don't over-promise. Not about 
delivery dates, not about total project cost. Maybe we lose some potential 
sales by being so straightforward, but for us it's a matter of pride. 

Look, your heart and soul went into this project. Now it's time to make 
sure the discs you send out into the world actually embody your original 
vision. That calls for the most quality-obsessed manufacturer in 
the business. 

That calls for Oasis. 

FREE: All-new 64 page Full-Color catalog! 

a cage 

:OASIS:] 

CD MANUFACTURING 

web oasisCD.com 
tel (888) 296-2747, (540) 987-8810 
email info@oasisCD.com 

Official CD & DVD Manufacturer: 
North American Folk Alliance 

Official CD Manufacturer: 
Wolf Trap Foundation for the 
Performing Arts 

DVD Manufacturer: 
Manhattan Short Film Festival 

BBB 
Oasis is the only national 
disc manufacturing 
company certified by both 
The Better Business Bureau 
and BBBonline 

Call us now at (888)296-2747 for our brand new new catalog! Full of the latest 
and greatest ideas for packaging and promoting your CD or DVD release. 
Absolutely no obligation, no hard sell ( unlike the rest of the industry, our sales 
staff doesn't work on commission), and it'll arrive in your mailbox FAST. 

MIMINI11111=111=11= 
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Mackie Onyx 1640 
midrange EQ without a bandwidth control. 

But the Onyx EQ is gentle, giving a solid 

lift or cut without the sound getting 

"constricted." Although this is more 

common with EQ designs that don't 

allow a lot of boost/cut, this design 

provides ±15dB of boost/cut. 

Although the upper midrange control 

tops out at 8kHz, due to the mid control's 

gentle bandwidth, anything over 8kHz can 

pretty much be handled by the high shelf. 

There's also an additional low cut filter, 

which rolls off at 18dB per octave below 

7 5Hz. Bonus feature:The hardware 
bypass switch takes the EQ completely 

out of the circuit. 

IS THIS THE START OF THE NEXT 

GENERATION ... 

. . or the end of the old one? Well, I'd 

say both. As a regular mixer, the Onyx is 

cost-effective and functional. Six aux 

buses is cool (given the price, I expected 

four), and the four crucial components for 

sound quality — mic pres, EQs, low 

MEET THE FRMILV 
The 1640 isn't the only member of 

the Onyx line. The 1220 ($6391 is 

similar to the 1640 but offers 12 

channels, four mic pres, 3- band EC!, 

two aux sends with pre/post 

switches, and four stereo line- level 

inputs. The 1620 ($919) is a little 

brother to the 1640 with eight mic 

pres instead of 16, four aux sends 

instead of six, and fewer I/O 

options ( no tape in/out, only XLR 

main outs, and so on). 

noise, and high headroom summing — are 

well-implemented. 

For live recording, the ability to send 16 

direct feeds (plus stereo master) to a DAW 

via FireWire is hot. However, I do think 

that the master out should have been 

available on SPDIF or AES/EBU for feeding 

into something like a MasterLink. Sure, 

analog works, but it is the digital era. 

As the centerpiece of a digital studio, 

the Onxy is halfway there: It gets inputs 

to your DAW, but can't mix the DAW 

tracks. Granted, that didn't seem to be the 

design goal and would have upped the price 

big-time, but I'd like the next generation of 

mixers to double as a control surface/stems 

mixer for a digital studio and do traditional 
live performance mixer functions. 

So, the bottom line is simple. If you're 

in the market for an analog mixer but want 

to go beyond the normal analog world into 

the world of DAWs, think Onyx. If you fit the 

target audience, nothing else will address 

your needs this efficiently — especially 

at this price point. 

Strengths: 

• FireWire connectivity 

II Good build quality 

• Very smooth-sounding EC) 

• Fine mic pres 

II Two switchable mic/instrument inputs 

II Six aux sends, two dual mono subs 

Limitations: 

• 60mm faders 

• D8-25 connector for analog recording outs 

SONIC CIRCUS 
Serious Studio Infrastructure 

The most comprehensive selection of recording 
equipment in the world. 

www.soniecIreus.com 
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Wha " ould You 

Do Without Your 

Hearing? 

Monitor Your 
Decibels for a 

Lifetime of Sound 

Sound Partners TM 
A hearing conservation program from 

I louse Ear Institute 
11. Advancing Hearing Science 

www.hei.org 
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PROFESSIONAL 

Hear the 

ifference 
Version 1.6 Softwi re now Indies E-MU Power FX 141111W 

All audio interfaces are not created equal. Your 

microphones, outboard gear and software all affect your 

sound, but you ultimately depend on your audio 

interface to translate your music between the analog and 

digital realms with the greatest accuracy possible. 

E-MU's Digital Audio Systems have caused shockwaves 

in the music industry by offering converters and audio 

performance previously only found in the world's most 

expensive systems (the same converters as the premium 

ProTools HD192 Interface costing thousands of dollars) — 

at a fraction of the cost. 

And that's just the half of it. E-MU's Digital Audio 

Systems also provide you with hardware-accelerated 

VST plug- ins ( over 600 presets) and zero- latency 

monitoring for spot-on timing. Best of all, E-MU's Digital 

Audio Systems work with all of your favorite audio and 

sequencing programs from Steinberg, Cakewalk, and 

more. Hear for yourself why E-MU's Digital Audio 

Systems have won accolades from customers and press 

around the world. 

The difference is clear. 

1,211. team 
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Greet grooves and sounds, expandability, 
unprecedented editability, and superb effects 
— all at a very fair price, 

by Craig Rnderton 

Type: Groove/loop oriented instrument 

plug-in 

Price: $299 ($99 web upgrade from 

Classic Stylus) 

Contact: Spectrasonics, 

www spectrasonics net 

Platform: Windows XP/2K, MacOS X 

10.26 

Minimum system requirements 

(multitimbral operation): 1GHz 

P4/G4/G5, 1GB RAM, BGB free disk 

space. DVD-ROM drive 

Copy protection: Serial number on 

installation, web site authorization 

Version reviewed: 1.08 

Supported sample rates: Up to 96kHz 

Plug-in support: Windows VST, Mac 

VST/AU/RTAS 

Tested with: Dual AMO Athlon, XP 

Pro, Creamware PowerPulsar 

interface 

Spectrasonics Stylus RMX 
This tweaker's delight adds real feel to 
grooves and loops 

THE CHAOS DESIGNER ADDS VARI-

ETY AND INTEREST, NOT ONLY CAN 

EACH PART CAN HAVE ITS OWN 

DEGREE OF CHAOS, BUT CERTAIN 

BEATS CAN BE EXEMPTED FROM, OR 

AFFECTED BY, CHAOS REGARDLESS 

OF WHAT'S HAPPENING WITH THE 

REST OFTHE LOOP 

Rs 
another killer groove 

poured out of my 

speakers courtesy of 

this virtual instrument, I started 

to wonder if Stylus RMX was 

really as great as it seemed — or 

had I missed some "fatal flaw"? 

So I went to the Sound, 

Studio, and Stage forum and 

asked if anyone had found prob-

lems with Stylus RMX. This 

comment from a forumite in Los 

Angeles pretty much sums it up: 

"I've been using it for a month 

1113111011E1 11111131211111 
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or so but I first saw Stylus RMX 

at NAMM last year. If, on my 

way back to my car, a spaceship 

landed and little green men got 

out dressed in grass skirts 

singing Milli Vanilli tunes in 

Russian, and someone asked 

me what the most unbelievable 

thing I saw at NAMM was ... I 
would have said Stylus RMX." 

THE STYLE OF STYLUS 

So what is it about this " drum 

library" that evokes this kind 

SPE( IRaS0\1( 

of response? First, it's not a 

drum library. Stylus RMX is a 

virtual instrument plug-in with 

a huge core library of sounds 

(7.4GB), but also has hooks for 

"SAGE Xpanders" (see sidebar) 

so you're not limited to what 

ships with version 1.0. As 

many of the stock drum 

sounds are processed and 

gravitate toward " remix' 

genres, the Xpanders open 

up Stylus's potential to 

accommodate any style that 

Spectrasonics sees fit to 

adapt to the SAGE 

(Spectrasonics Advanced 

Groove Engine) format. 

The library Includes a large 

number of " Suites," which are 

families of related loops called 

"Elements" (e.g., the entire 

loop, just the percussion, the 

loop without a kick, and so 

on). As you browse, you can 

play the elements from a MIDI 

keyboard. This is good not only 

for auditioning sounds, but for 

playing an arrangement into a 

sequencer. Triggering can be 

quantized ( like Ableton Live), 

or happen immediately. 

Also onhoard: The loops 

from Classic Stylus for 

backward compatibility, as 

well as " groove elements" — 

phrases of different instruments 

(bongos, congas, snare, 

tambourines, and so on) that 

are ideal for making custom 

loops out of multiple elements. 

In addition to being able to 

work with loops as self-contained 

THE EDIT SCREEN APPLIES SERIOUS 

PROCESSINGTO ANY OF THE EIGHT 

PARTS, WHICH CAN BE LOOPS OR INDI-

VIDUAL HITS NOTE THAT THESE PARA-

METERS ARE CONTROLLABLE BY A 

HARDWARE CONTROL SURFACE, OR 

AUTOMATABLE WITH A HOST 

SEQUENCER, TO ADD REAL-TIME 

EXPRESSIVENESS. 
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At B&H Pro Audio, a huge inventory and our velocity 

equals the right gear for your needs. Online, bhproaudio.com, 

puts your order on the fast track. 

For more about B8r,H Pro Audio, call us toll free at 800-875-6951, 
click to bhproaudio.com, or visit us at 420 Ninth Avenue, New York, NY. 

Check out all the in-depth product and technology information you can handle in our two-volume, 
1,500 page Pro Audio Hardware & Software SourceBook. 
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In the Professional 
world there can 
be no compromise. 

That's why the 
cable of choice is 

Mogami. We don't use 
a bunch of Consumer 

Marketing hype to try and 
justify why our cable is 

better. Just ask any recording 
engineer or studio owner and 

you'll find out why. It is simply the 
finest, most neutral sounding cable 

available, at any price. At one time if you 
wanted a Mogami Cable it was only 
available in bulk through Professional 
Channels. Finally, "The Gold Series" by 
Mogami, packaged and configured for 
Live Performance or Project Recording. 
No magic, no hype, just the best at a 
price you can afford. Visit your 
local music retailer and experience 
Mogami, "The cable of the Pros" 

NOW Available at a 
Guitar Center near you! 

1110G111111 
The Cable of the Pros 
Toll Free: 800-800-8808 
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FIG. 1. THE MIXER IS A FAIRLY STRAIGHTFORWARD WAY OF BALANCINGTHEVARIOUS PARTS, AS WELL AS USING 

EFFECTS SENDS. 

entities that you can trigger from a key-

board or sequencer in " groove menu" 

mode, you can also work with them in a 

"slice menu" mode (the loops use the 

Groove Control protocol, which is very 

similar to REX files in that they " slice" 

digital audio; see the July 2004 E0 for 

info on loop basics). Therefore, you can 

process these loops to a high degree via 

filtering, enveloping, signal processing, 

and much more, as well as change tempo 

without doing significant damage to the 

sound quality. Also in this mode you may 

use your keyboard to play each slice, but 

can also drag a companion MIDI file that 

triggers the slices into a MIDI track in 

your host sequencer. If you leave the 

MIDI file " as is" it plays back the groove, 

but of course, you can edit the MIDI data 

to modify playback. 

Still not flexible enough?Then create 

drum kits out of 10,000 individual hits, and 

drive the sounds via MIDI, just as you would 

with a standard drum module. And, unlike 

the original Stylus, you can create your own 

libraries from converted REX files, and/or 

loops from Groove Control products issued 

on Akai and Roland CD-ROMs. 

ARCHITECTURE 

The Mixer screen ( Fig. 1) should help 

make the architecture clear. There are 

eight " parts," which in " multi" mode 

can hold a complete loop (each can be 

treated as a groove, or as sliced audio). 

In " kit" mode, each part holds a single 

hit, or set of hits triggered by different 

keys. You'll find all the usual mixer 

suspects: Level, pan, four aux sends, 

mute, and solo. 

The Edit screen affects whichever part 

is selected. Yes, each part can have an 

envelope for the amp, filter, and/or pitch, 

while multi-waveform LFOs mutate the 

level, filtering, or pan. The " power filter" 

has multiple responses, as well as a tasty 

drive control when you want to rough up 

the sound a bit. Pitch, additional filtering, 

pan ... they're all there, plus sample start 

time and reverse. Want to automate 

these? Sure. Click on a parameter, hit 

MIDI learn, then tweak a control surface 

or play back a controller envelope from 

your host sequencer (Stylus RMX also 

supports standard VST automation). 

The only bummer is that the Mixer 

solo buttons aren't able to " learn," 

although as others report the function 

works, the problem may be unique to my 

particular combination of host and wrapper. 

Also, you can't use notes to trigger buttons 

or control extremes lie., flip between all 

the way off or all the way on). If I could 

trigger the mixer solo buttons with keyboard 

notes, that would be truly wonderful. 

The filter has a twist: It can impart 

woody or metallic qualities at high 

resonance. Turning a kick into a log drum 

is a good example of what this can do. 

The cutoff isn't too smooth — you'll 

hear the quantized gradations if you 

sweep with high resonance. Normally I'd 

complain, but the resonant qualities are 

cool enough that just shut up. 
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FIG .2. STYLUS RMX BAS A FINE SET OF EFFECTS, INCLUDING VARIOUSTYPES OF DYNAMICS, EQ, DISTORTION, 

PHASER, FLANGER, DELAY, AND REVERB. HEY — HOW ABOUT ADDING A RING MODULATOR? 
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Graprx 12-Band EQ 
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EFFECTATIONS 

If Stylus RMX stopped here, it would still 

be impressive. But actually, we're just 

getting started. 

The 24 effects are excellent and 

musically useful, but it's the routing that 

makes things interesting. There are 

inserts for each part, four aux buses, and 

master effects. Each of these has three 

slots for up to three series effects. In 

other words, you could have three effects 

on your kick, three different effects on 

your snare, route the kick and snare to 

any of four aux buses, each of which can 

have three effects, then process the whole 

mess with three more master effects. 

But there is a caution — when you 

start piling on the loops and effects, your 

CPU will complain, and Stylus RMX is not 

shy about chowing down on CPU cycles. 

You can always increase the latency a bit 

to free up some " performance headroom," 

or use a host's freeze function. Often, 

though, careful effects assignments (e.g., 

use buses instead of inserts if you want to 

process multiple parts with the same 

effect) can reduce CPU usage a lot. 

CHAOS DESIGNER 

Now we enter the realm of the seriously 

twisted. Chaos Designer adds vari@tions 

to a loop that affect timing, the order in 

which slices play, slice reversal, pitch, and 

dynamics. This happens in what sounds 

like at least a semi-intelligent way, 

although for my tastes, setting low 

probabilities of change produced the most 

satisfying results. The drag/rush timing 

option is particularly effective for changing 

"feel," while changing pitch is great for 

electronica weirdness. 

Now, not all chaos is necessarily going to 

sound cool, especially with higher probability 

settings. But if you hear some improvised 

chaos you like and the part is in slice menu 

mode, hit the Capture button, and Stylus 

RMX captures the last 16 loop iterations as 

MIDI data. You can then drag this into a 

host, and of course, edit it as well. Or, 

export some of this chaos as a separate 

MIDI file. You can use chaos with a part 

in groove menu mode, but it's real time 

only — no capturing. You'd have to capture 

it as audio, then edit the audio file. 

THE BEST 'TIL LAST... 

So far, we've acted as if all these editing 

operations — chaos, effects, filtering, and 

more — happened on the part as a whole. 

But I've been holding back a bit because I 

didn't want your head to explode. 

Stylus RMX has what's called an Edit 

Group mode, which is initially hidden 

behind a virtual panel so that casual 

users won't be exposed to megatons of 

explosive loop mutating power. Click on 

the panel, though, and the innocent-looking 

Edit Group appears. 

Here you select groups of notes to be 

affected individually — downbeats, back-

(4.) It I I 

4047/S V 
cardioid condenser 
microphone 

The rich, warm sound takes you back to 

the classic F.E.T. studio microphones. But 

there's nothing remotely old-fashioned 

about the technology behind that 

vintage sound. The AT4047/SV studio 

condenser's dual-diaphragm capsule 

design maintains precise polar pattern 

definition across the full frequency range. 

With a wide dynamic range, incredibly 

low self-noise and high SPL capability, this 

versatile microphone excels on vocals, 

strings, acoustic guitar, instrument ensem-

bles, small vocal groups and voiceovers. 

AT4047/SV. It's another in a venerable 

line of studio artists' dreams come true: 

the 40 Series, from Audio-Technica. 

audiotechnica 
always listening 

wwvv audio tPrhruca com 
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Get insideithe studio 

and beigil the board 

with thefiëople who 
:III lih made ii,hits for. 
I di 

Ray Charles I Ramones I Aretha Franklin 

Bob Dylan I Stevie Wonder I Madonna 

The Who I Frank Sinatra I arid mote l 

FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS New York City 
reigned as the place where the great records were made. 

Studio Stories takes you on a journey inside those magical 
moments of recording history when astonishing expertise, 
brilliant improvisation, and serious eccentricity combined 
to create classic records for the greatest pop, rock, soul, 

jazz, and folk artists of the 20th century. 

You'll see through the eyes of the producers, engineers, 
songwriters, and artists as they reveal how the mysterious 

alchemy of the recording process worked in New York's 
golden era of music, from the early days of magnetic tape 

to the arrival of the digital multitrack. Studio Stories 
explores the many ingredients that made the years between 

1950 and 1980 unique—artists performing live in large, 
vibrant recording spaces; engineers spontaneously creat-

ing new effects and techniques; composers writing parts 
on demand in pressure-cooker recording sessions; and, 

most important, recording studios that had life, character, 
and their own signature sounds. 

Whether you're a musician, an aspiring engineer, or a fan 
who enjoys learning about the creative process, this fasci-
nating book is sure to inspire, entertain, and enlighten you. 

ISoftcover. 192 pages. BIM photos throughout. ISBN 9-81930-817-6, $24.95 

goorkite--

stories 

BP0501 

Available at fine book and music stores everywhere. 

Or call toll free 866-222-5232. 

q
Backbeat Books 6600 Silacci Way • Gilroy, CA 95020 USA 
Phone: 866-222.5232 or (4081 848-8294 • Fax: (4081 848-5784 

E-mail: backbeateushorder.com • Web: MAY. backbeatbooks.com 

Distributed to music stores by Hal Leonard Cotp, to bookstores by Publishers Group West 

Spectrasonics Stylus RMX 

BEIGE Xpanders 
As we go to press, Spectrasonics announced five groove-controlled Xpanders for SAGE 

format. Each is distributed on a DVD-ROM and sells for S99 list. 

The Xpanders focus on additional grooves; the first five are based on Spectrasonics' 

Backbeat, Retro Funk, Liquid Grooves, Burning Grooves and Metamorphosis collections. 

Aside from Metamorphosis, the new packs go heavy on acoustic drum sounds, which 

should please those who feel Stylus RMX needs more of these. 

Of course, you can also expand Stylus RMX yourself ( assuming you have REX 

files available of the sounds you want to use, or have Propellerheads ReCycle to make 

REX files), as REX files can be converted and added to the RMX Core library. 

beats, upbeats, just the first 16th note of the 

loop — 23 options in all. These are mutually 

exclusive, so this feature can also exempt 

particular séctions from processing; for 

example, keep the downbeats and upbeats 

rock steady, but add chaos to everything 

else. Or, add rude distortion to four-on-the-

floor kick patterns, while leaving everything 

else untouched ... you get the idea. 

Whoa! Serious stuff — and in the right 

hands, pretty close to magical. 

WHAT'S NOT TO LIKE? 

So there you have it, a loop-based plug-in 

whose main mission in life seems dedicated 

to making loops sound like they're not loops. 

And it succeeds beyond all reasonable 

expectations. Stylus RMX also lends 

credence to the conspiracy theories that 

believe alien technologies have been 

appropriated for use here on earth, but 

that's a whole other subject. 

The original Stylus drew fire from some 

who felt the sounds were overly-processed, 

and useful mostly for hip-hop and perhaps 

electronica. As someone who works in both 

genres, hey, no problem. Stylus RMX has a 

similar sound palette, but with more 

adventurous percussion, and sounds 

that work well for world music. 

However, the ability to accept Xpander 

packs and REX/Groove Control files pret-

ty much removes any musical limitations. 

If you have some great rock loops in REX 

format, they're welcome in RMX-land. 

The only complaint I have is the exclusive 

reliance on video tutorials (aside from an 

installation guide) for documentation. The 

problem isn't that they're not helpful — 

essentially, you get Eric Persing and 

some other folks from Spectrasonics 

sitting down and giving you a one-on-one. 

That's cool, and gives a welcome, personal 

vibe. But for random access, it doesn't 

fly. Want to learn about automation? 

You'll have to wade through a bunch of 

videos in the hopes you'll find the info. 

And nowhere dici I find out ulcr,ot samp[6? 

rates Stylus RMX supports, although I 

tested it at both 44.1 and 96kHz and it 

worked. Nor is there info on internal bit 

resolution. ( However, as we go to press 

Spectrasonics has posted searchable 

PDF file indexes for the Video 

Tutorials, which helps.) 

Anyway, the point is probably moot 

because Spectrasonics will be making a PDF 

reference manual available on their web site, 

which will likely be there before this hits 

print. Besides, it's still worth watching all the 

videos if you want to be a power user. 

BEAM ME UP, SCOTTY 

Stylus RMX is a wild ride; this tool is just 

begging to be put in the hands of creative 

crazies who want to take loops to places 

that no one, and I mean no one, has ever 

taken them before. Speaker-thumping 

sounds, sure; and if all you want are some 

superb loops, that alone justifies RMX's 

existence. Then throw in lots of ways to 

use them — great. Fantastic effects? Even 

better. But when you can drag and drop 

MIDI files into your host sequencer, 

introduce chaos that essentially lets 

loops improvise (and capture chaotic 

effects that spin your crank), then set up 

edit groups to micromanage editing on 

a super-detailed level — the only option 

is an E0 Award. 

Strengths: 

• Great sounds from core library, great grooves 

• Trigger kits via MIDI 

Ill Import RE)( and Groove Control files 

• Highly editable 

• Excellent effects 

• Flexible operation 

• Expandable with SAGE Xpanders 

Limitations: 

• Inconsistent documentation 

• CPU-hungry 
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worldwide education 
www.sae.edu • 877-27-AUDIO 

o o o (Do(Dmmima@ Individual Lab Lab Time 

Hands-on Training 

Over 40 Schools Worldwide 

Full and Part Time Courses 

Financial Assistance for Those Who Qualify 

Job Placement Assistance for All Graduates 

u 
INSTITUTE 

New York City 
1293 Broadway, 9th Floor 

New York, NY 10001 
212-944-9121 

Miami 
16051 West Dixie Highway 

Suite 200 
North Miami Beach, FL 33160 

305-944-7494 

Nashville' 
7 Music Circle North 
Nashville, TN 37203 

615-244-5848 

Los Angeles* 
6565 Sunset Blvd., Suite 100 

Los Angeles, CA 90028 

323-466-6323 
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" programs not offered at all locations 
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Every new student enrolling in our Audio Technology Program at SAE Institute in the 
US receives their own Apple iBook and Pro Tools LE digital recording system! 
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by Randy Poule & 
Mitch Gallagher 

Contact Aviom, Inc., 

www.aviom.com  

AN-1611 

Type: rackmount line- level 

input module 

Price: $899.95 

Channels: 16 

Inputs: 16 TRS 1/4" or EuroBlock 

Outputs: A-Net Out (CAT-5), A-Net 

Expansion (CAT-5), 16 IRS 1/4' 

audio thru 

AN-16/1-M 

Type: rackmount mic- and line- level 

input module 

Price: $1,999.95 

Channels: 16 

Inputs: 16 combo XLR/TRS 1/4" 

mic/lind 

Outputs: 2 A-Net (CAT-5), 

16 XLR mic thru 

Inserts: 16 IRS 1/4" send, 16 IRS 

1/4' return 

A-161I 

Type: personal mixer 

Price: $499.95 

Mixer channels: 16x2 

Inputs: A-Net (CAT-5) 

Outputs: 1/4" headphone/line, A-Net 

(CAT-5) 

Presets: 16 

A-16R 

Type. rackmount personal mixer 

Price: $799.95 

Mixer channels: 16x2 

Inputs: A Not (CAT-5), IRS 1/4" aux 

stereo mix input, A-Control (CAT-5) 

Outputs: 1/4" headphones, stereo XLR 

and IRS 1/4" 

Inserts: stereo balanced IRS 1/4' 

MIDI: in, out, thru 

Presets: 16 

A-16CS 

Type: control surface for A- 16R 

Price: $399.95 

Inputs: 1/4" footswitch (for preset 

selection) 

Output A-Control (CAT-5) 

r,. 
I—IUIOM Personal 
Monitor Mixing System 
Can you hear me now? U./hat about noui? 

usicians are a strange 

lot. For some reason 

they like to hear 

themselves when performing. 

It's even worse when they're 

recording. Then they want to 

not only hear themselves, 

but to have a decent mix of 

the other musicians in their 

headphones. And since each 

musician is special, they 

want to have their own 

independent headphone mix 

to reference. What a bunch of 

prima donnas. . . 

But if you're recording 

musicians in your studio, 

sooner or later you're going 

to actually need to provide 

them with a dedicated monitor 

feed. If you only want one 

headphone mix, most mixers 

and DAWs are capable of 

creating a cue mix and feeding 

it to an aux send or output. 

But if you need multiple, 

independent headphone 

mixes, and you want to provide 

each musician with control 

over what they hear in their 

phones, then you need a 

more powerful solution. 

Aviom manufactures their 

modular Personal Monitor 

Mixing System to address 

exactly this situation (among 

others, such as creating a 

digital snake or splitter, a 

distributed audio system, 

and so on). 

The Aviom system uses a 

Local Area Network (LAN) 

protocol called "A-Net" as the 

means for transmitting up to 

16 channels of digital audio 

to an unlimited number of 

outputs. At its most basic 

level, here's how it works: an 

AN- 16h i input module accepts 

up to 16 channels of line- level 

analog audio from your mixer 

or DAW, via 24-bit/48kHz 

analog-to-digital converters. The 

digitized audio signals are 

sent via CAT-5 cable to A- 161I 

Personal Mixers. Each A- 161I 

can independently mix the 16 

channels of audio down to 

stereo, which can then drive 

headphones, in-ear monitors, 

or other monitors. The A- 161I 

provides control over the 

level, pan, mute, and solo for 

each channel. There's also 

master volume, bass, and 

treble controls. Pairs of 

channels can be linked for 

stereo inputs, and channels 

can be grouped. Sixteen 

presets store and recall 

mixer settings. Multiple 

Personal Mixers can be 

connected, so each musician 

can have their own A- 161I, 

and therefore control over 

the mix they hear in their 

AN-16/o 

Type: rackmount output module 

Price: $899.95 

Channels: 16 

Inputs: A-Net (CAT-5) 

Outputs. " 6 TRS 1/4" or EuroBlock, A-Net 

Out (CAT-5), A-Net Expansion (CAT-5) 

A- 16D 

Type: A- Net distributor 

Price: $349.95 

Inputs: A-Net (CAT-5) 

Outputs: 8 A-Net (CAT-5) 

A-16D Pro 

Type: rackmount A- Net distributor 

Price: $999.95 

Inputs: A- Net (CAT-5) 

Outputs: 8 A-Net (CAT-5) 

Other: one power supply input, eight 

power supply outputs 

AN-16SB 

Type: A- Net system bridge 

Price: $249.95 per pair 

Channels: up to 64, in groups of 16 channels 

Connections: 4 A- Net (CAT-5), one 

4-stream A-Net (Cat-5) 

Aviom-16/o-Y1 

Type: Yamaha output card 

Price: $549.95 

Format: mini-YGDAI 

Channels: 16 

MT-1 

Type: mic stand mount for A- 161I or 

A- 16C5 

Price: $24.95 
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Create. 
You supply the inspiration. 
We'll supply the gear 
Finding that precise musical nuance to evoke your mood. Nailing the exact 

phrase that gives voice to your feelings. Searching for a tone that expresses your 

vision. That's the creative process. And it doesn't come easy. 

At Musician's Friend we have the tools to fuel your creativity 
Our enormous selection of instruments, recording gear, software, and other 

music tools offers the building blocks to bring your musical inspirations 

into reality 

Visit us online to discover over 30,000 creative tools at the lowest prices anyplace, 

guaranteed. You'll also find countless product reviews, tips, articles, and fun stuff. 

Call us to receive our catalogs brimming with the gear to give voice to your ideas. 

Find out what millions of musicians already know—when that moment of 

inspiration arrives, we're here with the tools to help you give it full expression. 

• d AtMusicians Friend For Youi FREE Lataiogs 
800-436-6981 • musiciansfriend.com/free 

• 
The Worlds Largest Musk Gear Company 

• Lowest Price Guarantee • Satisfaction Guarantee 
• Free Shipping on Most Orders Over $199* • Call or Click 24/7 
• Huge Inventory of In-Stock Gear Ready for Immediate Delivery 

tirnitO Iv slosh on hand nines VII111111 to rh,nge, eanda,d ,,ptyroy clapping 'ales apply 
'Some exceptions apply, call or go online lor details; limited time only 
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phones. The A- 161I can either sit on a 

tabletop or be mounted to a mic stand 

with an optional MT-1 adapter. 

The Aviom system can be expanded from 

there, in modular fashion. The rackmount 

A-16R mixer and a complementary 

remote control surface, the A-16CS, 

are offered as an alternative to the 

"desktop" A- 161I. The AN-16/-M input 

module can accept either mic- or line-level 

inputs. The A-16/o output module acts 

as a digital-to-analog " breakout" box, 

converting the A- Net signal back to 16 

line- level analog outputs. 

The A-16D is a 1-in/8-out A-Net distrib-

ution box, allowing one A- Net input 

module to feed up to eight mixers or 

output modules. It can also provide 

power for eight A- 1611s. Any number of 

A-16Ds can be chained together to create 

a massive system. For really big systems, 

the AN-16SB System Bridge allows up 

to four 16-channel A-Net streams to be 

carried over a single CAT-5 cable for a 

total of 64 channels of bidirectional 

audio. For example, you could create 

a digital snake with 48 " sends" and 

16 " returns." 

For users of Yamaha digital mixers, the 

Aviom-16/o-Y1 mini-YGDAI card allows 

16 mixer signals to directly feed an A-Net 

system in the digital domain. The 01V96, 

DM1000, 02R96, DM2000, PM5D, and 

PM1D are supported. 

Each device in an A-Net system can be 

located up to 500 feet from the next 

device. Aviom specs A-Net as having 

"sub-millisecond" latency, so audible 

delays aren't a problem. Because A-Net is 

carried as digital audio over CAT-5 cables, 

ground loops aren't an issue. 

IN USE 
For this review, we took an Aviom system 

to Nashville's Dark Horse studio, replacing 

the facility's normal headphone distribution 

system. The system we installed consisted 

of an AN- 16h i Input Module, an A- 16R 

rackmount mixer with A-16CS Control 

Surface, three A-16 Personal Mixers and 

two A- 161I Personal Mixers (the A-16 was 

Viretech 
IntroducestIi X731! 

We put this piece head to head with vintage Neve 1073's at this 
year's AES show. It is 100% guaranteed to meet your expectations 
and is an incredible value. List price $1595 Special $1 375 

The Vintech X73 features custom hand wired concentric style 
switches with gold plated pins. Swiss made military grade atten-

uator switch. List price $1995 Special $1795 

The "X81 CLASS A" 

The Model 473 
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HOW THE STARS CREATE 

HITS AT HOME 

[Softcover, 192 pages, 250 photos, $22.95 

Get hands-on advice on setting 
up your own recording studio 
from chart toppers like No 
Doubt, Sonic Youth, Crystal 

Method, Snoop Dogg, and 
Kom as these artists open their 
homes to reveal their personal 
studios. Whether you're a 
novice or an experienced 
producer, Wired: Musicians' 
Home Studios offers invaluable 
insight and inspiration. You'll 
get an up-close look at these 
stars' lives and work through 
revealing profiles and 
exclusive photos, and you'll 
listen in on their inside tips for 

studio construction, gear 
choice, and recording 
techniques— information you 

need to know to create better 
music at home. 

Ayallaite in fine book and MU5iC Gtren. free (866) 222-5232' 

q 6600 511aLii Way • Gilroy, CA 95020 USA 
BilKkbeat Phone: (408) 848-8294 • EIJI. 1408) 848-5784 
Books E-mall: backbeatushorder.com • Web: www.backbeatbooks.com 
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Over 100 Grammy®, Dove, and CMA Artists Trust 
Their Sound To ADK. 

• Hamburg 

"I used the ADK TC microphone to record vocals for one of 
my artists I usually use a Neumann® U87 or a Telefunken® 
251 on. It blew me away. I love the " proximity effect" of this 
microphone. The body of the sound, the presence in the 
midrange, the smooth top end; I couldn't believe it! If this is 
any indication of the quality of the rest of the ADK line, you 
have a serious hit on your hands!" 

-Bob Rosa, Grammy—Winning Mixer/Engineer: 
Whitney Houston, Mariah Carey, Ednita Nazario, 
Paulina Rubio 

"After hearing the TT, I was not surprised that Ray Charles and 
Johnny Matthis selected two of the TT Tube mics for their 
vocals. That the TL Decca-Tree set up- up works well on Grand 
Piano was a nice bonus. But what surprised me most was how 
many uses we found for the original model A- 51s. Tracking 
Guitars for James Taylor to Drums and Horns. ADK Mics were 
everywhere on our 80 piece live orchestra sessions. Most mic 
companies have one or two good microphones. With ADK, you 
get an Arsenal!!" 

-Terry Howard, Producer/Engineer: Ray Charles, James 
Taylor, Michael McDonald, Willie Nelson, Barbra Streisand, 
Duran Duran, Merle Haggard, Ellis Hall 

"The Vienna is an absolutely beautiful sounding microphone! 
It has all the warmth of a rare vintage mic, but adds a slight 
presence boost in the high end that just screams 'expensive! 
A producer could have a closet full of ONLY ADK mics, and 
still be ready to record ANY session in ANY style! How 
many mic manufacturers can say that?" 

-Ted Perlman, Producer, Arranger, Composer: 
Ron Isley, Bob Dylan, Burt Bacharach, Young MC, 
Chicago, Kellie Coffey 

"ADK Commemorative Tube Mics aro a Gas! We used them 
with the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra and our Vocals Really Soared!!" 

-Tim Hauser, Vocalist, Manhattan Transfer 

"I've now used the ADK Model " S" on almost everything 
including vocals, guitars, and drums. They remind me of very 
expensive German mics I have tracked with before." 

-Adam Kasper, Producer/Engineer, Cat Power, 
REM, Pearl Jam, Soundgarden, Foo Fighters 

ADK has a strict policy regarding endorsements and testimonials. 

All web or advertised comments, or use of photographs are unpaid, 

Telefunkene and Neumann e are Registered Trademarks of their respective 

companies and have no relationship to ADK Microphones, 

Grammye is a Registered Trademark of the Grammy Foundation, 

THE NEW  GENERATION OF ADK MICS HAS ARRIVED! 

Coming Very Soon: 

STE LTH 
MADE IN U S A AEROSPACE- TECHNOLOGY HIGHLY FEATURE- LADEN 

PSYCHOACOUSTIC DIGITAL AND ANALOG SONIC- IMAGING DEVICES 

marael310) 

MICROPHONES 

1/4 itgi i,e <-41Yotdahée Retto-_Donics. 

800 NE T€NNEY ROAD SUITE 110-215 
VANCOUVER WA 98685-2832 U.S.A. 

TELEPHONE: 1-360-566-9400 
FACSIMILE: 1-360-566-1282 

www.ADKMIC.com Info@ADKMIC.com 
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Ruiorn Personal 
Monitor Mixing System 
an earlier version of the A- 161I), and an 

A- 16D A-Net Distributor. 

From the beginning, the Aviom system 

was easy to implement. The fact that it 

uses CAT-5 cables for interconnect instead 

of analog audio lines made cable runs 

simple — a godsend in a studio like Dark 

Horse, where the recording rooms are 

quite spread out. The various modules are 

well thought out, although in certain 

instances it would be nice to have A-Net 

distribution built-into the input module, 

rather than in the A- 16D. The system was 

immediately put to use on a tracking 

session consisting of drums, bass, piano, 

percussion, and two guitar stations with 

excellent results. 

On a " traditional" headphone distribution 

system, there are faders for adjusting the 

levels for each channel of audio on each 

musician's mixer. On the A- 161I, settings 

are adjusted by selecting the desired 

channel, then changing the parameter you 

want. The session musicians had no problem 

adapting to using the Personal Mixers, 

although some found having to select a 

channel before adjusting channel volume 

slowed them down a bit. 

The original A-16 Personal Mixers 

weren't powerful enough to drive 

headphones to the levels required by 

some musicians. The newer A-161I 

Personal Mixers were much more powerful; 

only one hearing-challenged individual 

was disappointed with the levels he 

could achieve in his Fostex T-20 phones. 

The A-161I worked fine with all other 

headphone models we tried. 

The sound quality of the system was 

good; there were no complaints from the 

session musicians. Even better, the system 

has proved to be durable and completely 

reliable. It's been in constant use at Dark 

Horse for four months at this writing 

without a single problem. 

When all was said and done, the 

Aviom Personal Monitor Mixing System 

performed exactly as advertised. The 

fact that it's modular and configurable 

makes it useful in a wide variety of 

applications, and scalable for use in 

small to large studios. Long cable 

runs, easy expansion, and tons of 

flexibility mean that it will work 

almost anywhere. Unless your 

cue/headphone monitoring needs are 

limited to a single basic feed, the Aviom 

system is a solid solution. 

Strengths: 

III Flexible modular system design 

Ill 16 channels 

• Unlimited number of personal mixers 

• Supports long cable runs 

• Convenient CAT-5 interconnect 

B Easy to install and use 

• Plenty of headphone-driving power 

II Stereo-linking of input channels 

1. Cost-effective compared to "traditional" systems 

(especially when considering cabling) 

111 Not quite as fast as a system with a fader for 

each channel 

learn 
the Art 9f 
Recording 

Powerful 
Practical 
Professional 
•World- class (yet affordable) education in 
Recording Engineering Et Music Production 

•Full-time, two month experience to chart 
your career and change your life 

Recording Workshop 
www.recordingworkshop.corn 

info@recw.com 
800-848-9900 
740-663-1000 outside US 

Founded 1971 • 455 Massieville Rd, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 
Licensed by State Board of Career Colleges and Schools 

The ADAM Audio 

folded 
ribbon 
driver. 

No other pro studio monitor uses anything 
that works like, or sounds like it. 

Distributed in the United States by ADAM Audio USA (805)413-1133 

Come meet the entire ADAM family at www.adam-audio.com 
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"I'm in the studio with P.O.D and 

lovin' vii guitar cabs. 

Great punch in the upper mids 

and perfect for heavy guitars 

that need that special drive. Also 

fantastic on snare - it can sure 

handle some serious SPL's!" 

Travis VVyrick, Producer, 

Engineer, Mixer - 

Charlie Daniels, Pillar 

"So how does it sound? In a word, 

impressive. ... and on snare drum, 

it rocked hard. Overall, there's a 

clarity and openness to this mic 

that you don't hear from a lot of 

dynamics..." 

Phil O'Keefe, ED Magazine 

"On the road I use it with The 

Dead and Phil Lash and Friends. 

At home, I use it at the Phoenix 

Theatre in Petaluma with 

every act imaginable. 

From the top to the bottom, the 

i-5 sets a new standard!" 

Ian DuBois, Monitors - 

Phil Levi, and Friends, The Dead 

"Audix really delivers with the 

i-5. Performing well in about 

every application on which I tried 

it, the i-5 does justice to 

many sources both on 

stage and in the studio." 

Karen Stackpole, Electronic Musician 

"During our recent tour, I was 

very pleased with the results 

using the i-5 on guitar cabs. The 

sound was smooth and clear with 

great presence in the mix. The i-5 

is rugged and solid. 

It qualifies as THE all-purpose 

dynamic workhorse in any 

mic collection." 

Gary Hartung, FOH - 

Crosby, Stills & Nash 

"The i-5 is an awesome utility 

mic—it is much tougher and 

sounds better than the 'old 

faithful' I am now able to replace." 

Dave Rat, Rat Sound 

"I've used the same mic on snare 

drum for recording and live sound 

applications for 30 years. I've 

tried other mics from time to 

time but always returned to the 

old favorite. Recently, I tried the 

Audix i-5. No matter what style 

of music, the i-5 sounds great 

and now has become my new 

choice for snare drum." 

Tom Edmonds, Engineer - 

Lenny Kravitz 

'Slam min'!' 
Anthony Roberts, Monitors - Tower of Power 

"W E WANTED TO COMMEND YOU ON YOUR NEW 1-5 MICROPHONE. IT 

PROVED BE THE CREW'S FAVORITE FOR THE YOUNG SCIENTIST M USIC 

CHALLENGE, CONSTANTLY ADAPTING TO ANYTHING WE COULD THROW AT IT. 

W E USED IT IN A VARIETY OF SITUATIONS - RECORDING VOCALS, OVERHEAD 

M1KING OF DRUMS, TO REINFORCING THE THEREMIN AMPLIFIER. W E FOUND 

THAT IT PROVIDED US WITH A VERY CLEAN SOUND IN EVERY SITUATION 

DESPITE THE DIFFICULTY OF RECORDING IN A VERY NOISY ENVIRONMENT. 

O VERALL, THE l-5 IS AN EXCELLENT ALL PURPOSE MICROPHONE THAT 

WE'LL BE USING IN FUTURE PROJECTS." 

W ILLIAM W HITE, PROJECT COORDINATOR - THE D ISCOVERY CHANN EL 

"I have dreamed of this day—I 

can now retire the last of my 

SM57's. Now that I've been 

exposed to the future, why 

would I want to live in the past?" 

Eugene "Gino" Mulcahy, Lead 

Audio Engineer - Mohegan Sun 

"This mic is slammin"! And if 

you're tired of having the cap of 

your snare mic being blown into 

pieces from a heavy stick hit— 

you'll love the i-5!" 

Anthony Roberts, Monitors - 

Tower of Power 

"On guitar amps the i-5, 

compared to the 57, was less 

hyped in the high mids, but had 

a fuller overall tone...I'm really 

digging using the i-5 and will be 

buying the review mice; I was 

sent, if that tells you anything." 

Larry Crane, Tape-Op Magazine 

"The i-5 is very impressive as a 

bass mic. It handles the 5PL's 

and captures the clarity of the 

notes while still maintaining the 

warmth of the low end. It's a 

great new tool." 

Deanne Franklin, FOH - Tom Waits 

"With the on my snare drum, 

there's just no going back. I've 

just started using it on guitar 

with very good results there too. 

The i-5; it's my new little weapon." 

Neil Citron, Head Engineer - 

The Mothership 

"The i-5 is truly a multi-purpose 

microphone. It sounds great on 

a wide variety of sources, but it 

particularly shines on snare 

drums and toms... Sounds like 

a winner in my book." 

Mark Parsons, 

Modern Drummer 

"The i-5 is more than an 

impressive upgrade to my usual 

snare and guitar cab 

mic—it's a big leap forward." 

Ed Tree, Studio Engineer - 

The Spencer Davis Group 

"Who needs a condenser when 

you can get this sound out of a 

dynamic. Audix has again come 

up with a winning microphone." 

John Gatski, Pro Audio Review 

"The best thing to happen to snare 

drum since Charlie Watts!" 

Paul Hagar, FOH - American Hi-Fi 

"qualifies as THE all-purpose dynamic workhorse in any mic collection." 
AUDIX 

FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU CALL: 800-966-8261 

TEL: 503-682-6933 FAX: 503-682-7114 vvvvvv.audixusa.com 

Gary Hartung, FOH - Crosby, Stills & Nash 

Audix Corporation, PO Box 4010, Wilsonville, OR 97070 

In Canada, C-Tec, Tel 604-942-1001, Fax 604-942-1010 

Audni Corp 2005 All rights reserved. Audi, and the Audio logo are trademarks of Andix Corporation. 



by Phil O'Keefe 

Type: Discrete solid-state microphone 

preamplifier 

Price: $1,429 

Contact RTZ, mein/audio:corn 

Channels: 2 

Inputs: XLR (mid, 1/4' ( DI) 

Outputs: XLR and unbalanced 1/4" 

Recommended input impedance: 

200 ohm balanced 

Recommended output load: 600 

ohms 

Nominal line level output: ,4dBm 

into 600 ohm 

Maximum input level: OdBu 

Maximum output level (1% THD): 

+27dBu bridging or +27dBm into 

600 ohms 

Maximum gain: 75dB 

Frequency response: 20Hz-50kHz, 

±1.5d8 

Distortion (1 kHz): Less than 0.2% at 

+4 output at 20Hz 

Input sensitivity: —75 cl8u to —20 dBu 

for +4 dBu output 

EACH CHANNEL HAS A "TERM" 

SWITCH THAT AFFECTS THE TER-

MINATION ON THE OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMER. TURNING OFF 

TERMINATION ADDS A BIT OF 

HIGH-END "AIR" TOTHE SIGNAL. 

RTZ 3162 
Taking a classic preamp one step beyond 

hen is a clone not a 

clone? Why, when it's 

different of course. And 

while the RTZ 9762 is based on 

classic Neve preamp designs, 

it's not an exact clone, and has 

some interesting differences in 

features and sound. 

Housed in a single rack-

space, the 9762 comes across 

as a high quality product. The 

case is solid, the graphics are 

tastefully done and easy to 

read, and the knobs and 

switches have a solid feel. On 

the front panel, each of the two 

channels has a stepped input 

gain sensitivity switch (-20 to 

—75, in 5dB steps) and a variable 

output level control. There are 

switches for 48V phantom 

power, polarity reverse, mic/DI 

selection, and two switches 

that deserve special mention: 

The first, " Lo-Z," switches the 

Lundahl input transformer's tap 

from 200 to 50 ohms; useful for 

tailoring the preamp to different 

microphones. The second, 

"Term," switches the output 

transformer termination resistor 

in and out. The preamp is a bit 

flatter with termination enabled, 

and has a slight amount of 

24V 
DI 

• • 
+4BV LO•Z POL 

SP OL 

-40 

-30 

25 

20 - 75 

GAIN 

45 Si) 

+6 .3 0 - 5 - 10 

VU 

LEVEL 

\ 1/, , 

• 
TERM 

-9U OdB El 

THE RTZ 9762 OFFERS TWO CHANNELS OF NEVE-LIKE PREAMP - WITH SOME NICE EXTRAS - ATA REASONABLE PRICE. 

added high-frequency " air" 

when disabled. I found the 

effect of the Term switch subtle, 

while the Lo-Z switch seemed 

to have more effect on the 

sonics, depending on what mic 

I was using. There's a level jump 

of about 6dB when you engage 

the Lo-Z switch, which is to be 

expected when switching taps 

on a transformer. 

Rounding out the front 

panel is a 1/4' unbalanced hi-Z 

DI input and a + 24V power 

indicator for each channel. On 

the rear you get standard 

balanced XLR I/O as well as 

unbalanced 1/4' outputs. True 

balanced 1/4' out capability 

would be a nice addition. 

The ability to switch imped-

ance is nice, though I would 

have preferred more options, 

such as 50, 200, 600, and 1,200 

ohms. This would allow more 

flexibility, but it's a trade-off as it 

would also add to the price. 

The metering on the 

review unit was somewhat of 

a mixed bag. The inclusion of 

signal present and input 

overload LEDs and 2-color, 

5-segment LED VU meters is 

cool, but the VU " ballistics" on 

the review 9762 were a little 

goofy. The response was too 

fast and inade setting levels 

difficult. RTZ tells me this has 

been addressed on new units. 

Speaking of levels, this thing 

has great headroom and high 

output, and can easily overload 

other elements of the signal 

chain if you're not careful. 

Internal iumpers can be set to 

knock 6dB off the output level 

PVIS p. ,, at GM et • 

PI St 
UWE. 

The 9762 bears strong sonic 

resemblance to the classic Neve 

modules such as the 1073 and 

1272, but has more sparkle and 

detail. It retains the classic girth, 

but adds clarity to the upper 

mids and highs. Sometimes I 

missed the slight rounding off of 

highs that you get with Neves, 

but I appreciated the added 

high-frequency reach and extra 

definition of the 9762 because it 

just sounds so juicy. 

This is a seriously good 

sounding preamp, folks. Noise 

was never an issue. Multiple 

tracks recorded with the 9762 

"stacked" well, without the 

low-mid buildup that you get 

when stacking lots of tracks 

through a vintage Neve. The 

9762 sounded good with a 

wide range of mics and sound 

sources, but it excelled on 

guitar amps, drums, and 

vocals. The DI sounded tight 

and punchy with my Ibanez 

bass, and worked well for 

recording keyboards direct. 

Available direct from RTZ for 

$1,429, the 9762 is a good value, 

and should be high on the audi-

tion list for anyone who is looking 

for a slightly different take on 

the classic Neve sound. 

Strengths: 

• Classic tone with extended highs 

and definition/detail 

• Plenty of gain and headroom 

• Impedance switching 

• Excellent value 

Limitations: 

II Unbalanced 1/4' outputs 

RTZ 9762 
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Resource. 

B&H Pro Audio is your resource for brand name gear, in-depth 

information, and comprehensive product support. On site at our 

newly expanded New York Superstore, come test drive the latest 

in microphones, studio monitors, and desktop audio technologies. 

Online, visit our interactive Web site, bhproaudio.com. 
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138tH Pro Audio 
For more about B&H Pro Audio, call us toll free at 800-871-3872, 
click to bhproaudio.com, or visit us at 420 Ninth Avenue, New York, NY. 

Check out all the in-depth product and technology information you can handle in our two-volume, 
1,500 page Pro Audio Hardware & Software SourceBook. 
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by Craig Rnderton 
Kjaerhus Audio GCO-1 Compressor 

Price: $118 

Contact Kjaerhus Audio, 

www.kjaerhusaudio.com 

Strengths: 

• Extremely versatile 

• Accurate vintage models 

• Multiple envelope types 

• Detector controls 

• Excellent sound quality 

Limitations: 

• May be too much for 

non-tweakers 

by John Krogh 

ometimes its 

smaller software 

companies that 

produce the real gems — and 

this is one of them. For a bit 

over $ 100, the GCO-1 

("Golden Compressor") VST 

plug-in for Windows 2K/XP 

gives you more than just a 

kickin' compressor/expander. 

It's almost a " compressor 

construction kit" where you 

can pick the best vintage (or 

modern) compressor 

characteristics you like, and 

create a preset incorporating 

that particular sound. 

For example, there are five 

envelope types, which 

emulate the different gain 

control elements used in 

various compressors. Each 

has its use; you even emulate 

the two-stage release of some 

opto-based compressors, or 

make the sound " pump" like 

compressors did during the 

psychedelic 60s. Technically, it 

hits the target too: 64-bit 

floating point processing, 

sample rate support up to 

192kHz, and a CPU-friendly 

level of efficiency. 

With extra goodies like a 

subsonic input filter, the ability 

to adjust curve linearity, 

variable knee, and 3-band EQ 

in the detector section for 

frequency-dependent 

compression (along with a 

variable filter to remove 

ultra-low frequencies), you 

have a tweaker's dream. In 

fact, the only possible 

drawback is that unless you 

know what you're doing, you'll 

have a hard time getting the 

most out of the various • 

options. Fortunately there's 

good documentation, and the 

controls are laid out in a 

hierarchy — the top ones are 

the essentials, while the 

lower controls provide the 

detailed editing — so 

neophytes can grow into the 

feature set over time. 

Sound interesting? Don't 

take my word for it. Go to the 

web site and download the 

14-day demo, but don't do it 

unless you're prepared to spring 

for the unlimited registration. 

The more you use the GCO-1, 

the more you'll realize just how 

versatile it really is. 

10Gear MiniView Extreme KUMP Switcher 
Price: $179.99 

Contact:10Gear,vwmiogearcom 

Strengths: 

• Cross-platform compatible 

• Switching can be done via key 

commands 

• USB peripherals can be shared 

• Small footprint 

Limitations: 

• Doesn't support digital video 

monitor connection 

IN Mouse port not compatible with 

Kensington USB mouse 

hese days, it's not 

surprising to find 

multiple computers in 

a modern project studio. But 

this creates an all-too-familiar 

problem: lack of surface 

space. Giving each machine its 

own dedicated keyboard, 

video display, and mouse isn't 

practical in most cases, so 

what to do? Borrowing a page 

from their computer-geek 

brethren, savvy studio cats 

have discovered the benefits 

of KVM switchers. KVM 

being short for " keyboard-

video-mouse," these 

accessories allow multiple 

computers to share the 

same video monitor, 

QWERTY keyboard, and 

mouse. Thus, precious 

desktop space is conserved 

for control surfaces. 

Admittedly, I'm part geek, 

so I'm no stranger to KVM 

devices. The problem with 

many of these is that when 

switching from one computer 

to another, audio programs 

tend to hiccup, causing 

crashes and hangs. Not so 

with 10Gear's MiniView 

Extreme. Switching among up 

to four computers is seamless 

and seemingly unobtrusive to 

whatever programs are 

running on each machine. I've 

been using the MiniView for 

three months now, and I 

haven't had a single problem 

switching among multiple 

audio programs (e.g., Logic, 

Reason, Kontakt, and 

GigaStudio3) running on 

dedicated computers. 

MiniView can be used with 

as many as four computers, 

and sports connections for 

USB and PS/2 keyboards, VGA 

monitors, mini-jack audio, and 

USB peripherals (that's 

where the " P" in KVMP 

comes from). The two 

peripheral ports are intended 

for use with digital cameras, 

USB hard drives, and such. I 

discovered these ports also 

work with iLok USB dongles, 

which meant I could run 

iLok-protected software on 

multiple machines without 

having to physically repatch 

the dongle. An added bonus. 

Unfortunately, my 

Kensington Turbo Mouse 

wasn't recognized through the 

USB mouse port, which meant 

I had to connect it through 

one of the peripheral ports. No 

biggie, but a bummer 

nonetheless. On a positive 

note, switching among 

computers via key commands 

worked flawlessly. 

Minor compatibility issue 

aside, the MiniView Extreme 

has made working with 

multiple computers much 

easier and more manageable. 

If you're short on surface 

space and have several 

computers in your studio, the 

MiniView is a must. 
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BSW's Coital Trr . . . 
. Laptop Recording Package•'  . 
I I The perfect input package for your laptop computer recording setup! 

•—• MOTU 

"o 'Job 

MOTU 
MOTUS Traveler pictured 

Front, Rear and Side 

LowestPrice@bswusa.com 

O MOTU Traveler Digital Interface (NEW!!) 

nit ML)iU r‘l...•Lyer turf o yuu: iaptop WI:Iputer alto a crotale 24- bit, 192 kh: 
digital audio workstation, with renowned MOTU audio quality. Powered by I 
your computer's FireWire bus, the Traveler easily fits into a travel bag and givt. 
you eight channels of pristine 192 kHz analog recording and playback with to,)! 
mic inputs, combined with all of the digital I/O you need: ADAT optical, AES/ g 
EI3U and S/PDIF (both TOSLink and RCA). Expand your system by connecting " 
additional Traveler, 828 or 8% FireWire audio interfaces. No mixer is requited, I 
thanks to CueMix DSPTM, the Traveler's latency-free, 8-bus digital mixer. 
Monitor via the Traveler's main outs, headphone jack and/or any other output I 
- even create separate monitor mixes for the main outs, headphones and other 
outputs. The Traveler provides cross-platform compatibility with Mac OS X 
(102.3 or higher), Windows Me/2000/XP and all of your favorite audio software I 
and host-based effects via WDM/ASIO/Core Audio drivers. Or you can use the • 
included AudioDesk workstation software for Macintosh, with 24-bit recording/ 
editing and 32-bit mixing/processing/mastering. Tres cool! 

O Sony MDR 7506 Headphone 
i he Sorry MDR-750ó11eadpnone 15 a best-seller at BSW and has been for 
the last 15 years! It delivers a wide frequency response of 10 Hz-20 Piz ,n 
comfortable, sealed-ear format that provides excellent isolation. 

O AKG C2000 Packages (Two of em!) 
The C2000B ;Htt,lcoro r, an -cellent . I 
condenser recording microphone. It offers almost ruler-Flat response providir 
a crystal-clear, 'up-front" sound. Features a switchable bass roll-off filter and 
dB pad and a built-in pop screen and shock mount. BSW's exclusive packan , 
includes the mic, a boom stand and 25 ft. XLR cable! 

Package Only $1,299! 
You Save $506 AND get FREE SHIPPING when you order on the wPhi • Older Item Number:TRAVELERPKG 

Save A LOUA CAKE with BSW on these cool thingies: 

Behringer B2030A 
Active Studio 
Monitors 

Behringer has developed a line of 
affordable new actiw and passive 
studio monitors, sold in matched 
pairs with individual response 

curves. The 82030A is a compact 

List $ 339.99 

tr7=7) only S279"/pr!! 

PreSonus 
Central Station Studio 
Monitor/Input Switch 
The Central Station is the ultimate studio-monitoring interface for the modem digital studio, with switching between 
three sets of stereo analog inputs and two digital inputs. The 1U rackmount Central Station also features three sets of 
monitor outputs, each with their own set of passive trim controls, and a purely passive signal path for ultimate sonic 
performance. Talkback is includ, ,- ' , ; ' ', --,i.e lets you leave the unit in .. ., ,-,- k 24-bit/192 kHz DAC 
(>117 dB dynamic range) via Si, . ,râble is the CSR1, an cp' ,le remote control with 
input output talkback and volt.. List $799.95 • PreSonus  AIL. 
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Audio-Technica 2000 Series Wireless 
Rock-solid dependable performance is coupled with two. 
ideal for both entry-level users and those wishing to rUn ' • 

hassles.You get a robust all-metal receiver housing with rack kit and renio 
antenna% automatic frequency scanning and more. Features: true 
operation for reduced dropouts; automatic frequency scanninr. - 
channel at the touch of a button; rackrnount receiver with rem, 
antennas for fled* installation ToneLock squelch and simple onc 
switch for transmitters. Bodypack systems mic sold separately. 

ATW21 20 -andheld system List $ 499.00 

ATW2110 -3odypack systen'. List $429.00 tJL.. audio technica. 

Lavalier Mia 

AT831CW 'ardioid lapel mi List $ 120.00 
MT830CW ,inni lapel mic List $ 116.00 

I,* ere nn en OR. 

SoundSoap Pro 

• 

Bias SoundSoap Pro 

List $599 

only $4998 

( FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $18911! lust make your purchase on our website and we'll cover the shipping!  

Same Day Shipping 

Free Shipping on Web orders over 5189 

Lowest Prices at: www.bswusa.com 

MI» 

Knowledgeable Staff 
Our, safes proresuoods real-world stud.° 
expenence to offer expert nee with your 
Elu,r,rrer or.rchme 

LowestPrice bswusa.com 
• 

1-800-426-8434 



Sounds 
BEST SERVICE 
Artist Drums & Artist 
Grooves 

Contact Best Service, U.S. dist. by 

East West, www.soundsonline.com 

Format NI Kompakt or Intakt 

instrument/Kontakt-format 

library; pop/rock drum loops and 

multisampled drum kits 

Price: $199 

Arust Grooves and Artist 
Drums are perfect 

examples of tried-and-true 

concepts in sample library 

development. Start with 

four world-class drummers 

bringing their kits into a 

top-flight studio. Next, 

record them performing a 

bunch of pop, rock, Latin, 

and shuffle grooves, and 

then playing each drum and 

cymbal separately. Finally, 

edit these raw recordings 

into a marketable product. 

And this is where things 

get interesting, because 

Best Service decided to 

program the loops and 

drum kit elements into NI's 

Intakt and Kompakt, 

respectively. This way, you 

can to manipulate, process, 

and program your own 

grooves in your audio/MIDI 

sequencer. Way more flexi-

ble and customizable than 

a conventional CD-ROM 

loop library. 

The drummers in ques-

tion? Dennis Chambers, 

Kenny Aronoff, Simon Phillips, 

and Mel Gaynor. A veritable 

super-star lineup whose col-

lective session credits read 

like a who's who of rock and 

pop icons: Steely Dan, Mick 

Jagger, The Who, Tina Turner, 

Toto, Ricky Martin, Santana, 

to name a few. 

In Artist Grooves, loops 

and fills are organized by 

drummer and tempo. The 

Intakt engine allows you to 

change tempo effortlessly, 

and will automatically sync 

the performances to your 

sequencer's clock. I found 

that I could slow the tempo 

by as much as 25 BPM with-

out introducing artifacts. 

For Artist Drums, each 

drummer's kit is mapped 

across the keyboard with full 

kit, hi-hat only, snares only, 

and so on. This way, you can 

build hybrid kits that com-

bine elements from various 

kits. In addition, a number of 

MIDI file loops and fills are 

included, allowing you to 

"recreate" the live sessions. 

The MIDI tracks are well 

programmed, and as is, 

they're a solid resource for 

songwriters. Because it's 

MIDI, though, you can cus-

tomize the grooves to a 

great extent by applying 

some creative editing. 

Sonically speaking, the 

samples were expertly record-

ed, with a fair amount of room 

tone around the snares, toms, 

and cymbals, while the kick 

and hi-hats are drier and 

tighter. Overall, AD and AG 

have a slick, " LA" produced, 

and refined sound. There's 

nothing punk rock about these 

samples, so if you're looking 

for "edge" and close-miked 

rawness, you should look 

elsewhere. But if you're look-

ing for a clean, punchy, well-

produced set of pop/rock 

drum grooves and kits, Artist 

Drums and Grooves deliver 

the goods. — JOHN KROGH 

SONY 
Soul Jazz Experience 

Contact: Sony, 

wwwsonv.com/mediasoftware  

Format: CD-ROM (44.1kHz/16-bit 

Acidized WAV) 

Price: $59.95 

This is 100% organic, free-

range electric piano phras-

es. Stylistically, think mid-

70s Miles Davis, when 

Herbie Hancock, Joe 

Zawinul, and Chick Corea 

punched out concise, funky 

keyboard lines. Although this 

CD-ROM migrates back and 

forth between funk and 

jazz, it's compatible with a 

lot of rap, hip-hop, and 

dance music as well. 

Stats, front and center: 

452MB of data, 568 files 

(74 funk and 58 jazz phrases, 

246 funk and 190 jazz pro-

gressions). The short, 

melody-oriented phrases 

don't really lend themselves 

to endless repetition, but the 

CD sidesteps this by including 

variations on most of the riffs, 

which you can mix ' n' match 

to create longer phrases. 

Sound-wise, I often rolled 

off some low end and peaked 

the upper mids so the loops 

would " speak" better in a 

track. Acidization seems opti-

mized for slowing down from 

the original tempos (which 

hover in the 120BPM range); 

when speeding up, it's pretty 

much essential to edit the 

slice markers for the best 

audio quality. Generally, this 

means erasing markers that 

fall between transients. 

This is not a construction 

kit, and is designed to work 

with other sample CDs or 

musicians. In that context, 

SJE provides a solid slice 

of soul, with the right 

combination of grease and 

bark. It's serving a somewhat 

limited market — but serves 

it well. — CRAIG ANDERTON 

The Electric Piano Collection 

Soul Jazz Experience 
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Download the fully functional demo Q:1) http://www.fIstudin corn 

Re Wire ASI DX 

New in FL Studio) 

Time stretching 

High quality time-stretching 
and pitch-shifting ( Elastique). 
Just ' drag' your clips to the 
desired length. 

Automation clips 
••••••• 

•iwietwe nape • 

Automate any parameter using 
our multi- point automation 
(envelope & LFO) clips. 

Our Video Player (included 
in FL XXL) plays any video or 
Flash file in sync with your 
song for perfect scoring, 

ewe) 
ei 0 0 

¡Milli@ = 0 MI 

@line@ —.,ofl 

finding  

IM   

Hook up any midi controller 
or use the pianoroll to play our 
multi- velocity drummachine. 

ReViike Host Client Low latency ASIO support VST, Host & Oh& DA Host & Client 

The most popular software studio ... one step further 

Step Sequencer 
The FL Studio Step Sequencer is 

without competition the fastest 

way to quickly compose a tune, 
drumtrack or bassline. 

64 channel mixer 
Mix your tracks using the 64 channel 
mixer using over 25 built-in high 

quality effects and countless VST 

and DX effects 

wi UP 110 NMI et, 

1111111111111 
RIM to. 11•11re 

MM. 

=en 

ewe • 
• 

•I• 

• ••• • • 

1•ME 

IIMI00111101•118:= 

BM Man nan 
IBM inn 

*foe- .4+ «i*, 
• • • 1> • L-

NRIPseARIIIIIII 

Pianoroll • 
Our pianoroll is widely acclaimed as 
being the most flexible arid featured 

way to refine your melodies 

• Record 8 edit 
Record edit & process any ASIO 

input and arrange the result using 
our new audio and automation clips 

compose record edit mix 

Mike Oldfield 

(Composer) 

"I am using FL Studio as more 

than a ccratchpad fur the new 

album. The disk recording abilities 

mean that it can completely 

replace the studio next door." 

FL Studio Fruityloops Edition : $139 
FL Studio Producer Edition : $209 

FL Studio XXI Edition : $399 
SRI' of the boxed versions 

Available In all major music outlets 
(check at www.fIstudio.com/shops) 

FL Studio is a trademark of Image-Line Software ( www.image-line.com). VST & ASIO are trademarks of Steinberg GmbH. Rewire is a trademark of Propellerhead. 
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by John Krogh 

Roxio Jam 
DRO discs with seamless transitions 

Objective: Create "DJ compilation-style" CDs with tracks that seamlessly flow from one to the next. 

Background. • When burning CDs, you typically have the choice of burning track-at-once or disc-at-once. 
If you're trying to create a disc where tracks seamlessly transition or cross-fade from one song to the 

next, you need to use DAO. Otherwise, there will be a short gap between each track, even if you set 

the pause time to zero. But choosing DAD is only half of the solution. To tailor the transitions 

between tracks, you'll need to set the cross-fade time and type for each track, which you can do using 

Jam's built-in stereo cross-fade editor. 
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Preview Crossfade 

gas, Advanced Pane, OVO-RW DVS-LOS 

After Wrrttnq Ask 

Wr,te 4SSiOn Write Disc 

SanulittOn Mode 

4 Buller Undere,sn Prevention 
Ave° Wnte Mode 4 ` DAD TAO 

DIsoi ay Recorder Sett ngs Before Wnüng 

1 Load several tracks for your compilation 

I by dragging and dropping them into Jam's 
playlist window. 

2 Pick a track whose ending you'd like to 
cross-fade into the next track and click its 
cross-fade button (right-hand side). The 
cross-fade editor will appear. 

You should now see the tail end of the 
selected track and the beginning of the 
next, To make a cross-fade between them, 
drag the fade envelopes (dark purple).Your 
changes are reflected on the center 
waveform display. Zoom in to fine-tune 
the fades. 

1+ Optional: If one or both of the tracks were 
faded out/in originally, there may be 
"dead space" at the beginning or end. In 
which case, you'll need to move the track 
markers (green and red vertical lines) and 
adjust the fades accordingly. 

To audition the transition, click the yellow 
Preview button. If you like what you hear, 
click Apply. If not, adjust the fades until 
you're satisfied. Repeat this process for all 
the tracks in your playlist. 

B With each track's transition set, click the 
big blue " Bum" button, You'll be presented 
with a dialog box for the recorder's 
settings. Click the Advanced tab, choose 
DAO, and then click Record. 
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Cakewalk Sonar 

by Craig Anderton 

Play back banks of sys ex data from ‘_vithin Sonar 

Objective: Send sys ex data to external devices by playing back data stored in Sonar's Sysx View. 

Background: If System Exclusive is checked under Options > Global > MIDI, Sonar can record sys ex 

data into a track in real time, then play it back. However, this technique is limited to 255 byte messages. 

Fortunately, there is a way to "embed" triggers in a track that will play back sys ex banks (stored in 

Sonar's Sysx View) of virtually unlimited length — yes, set up all your outboard MIDI gear with the click 

of a mouse. 
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1 Place the Now time where you want Pro 
Tracks Plus to send the data, then open up 
the MIDI track's Event List view by going 

View > Event List or typing Alt-4. 

,D Hit the computer keyboard's Insert key. 
This inserts an Event into the Event List at 
the Now time position. 

• Double-click in the Event's " Kind" field. 
`---) When the " Kind of Event" window 

appears, check " Sysx Bank" under Special, 

then click on "OK." 

L Go View > Sysx to call up the Sysx view, 
I and determine which number represents 

the sys ex bank you want to send. 

E Double-click on the Event List's Data field, 
enter the number of the Sysx View bank 
you want sent at the current Now time, 
then hit Return. 

B Repeat steps 2 and 5 until you've entered 
1/4-.) all the sys ex banks you want to send, 

then close the Sysx and Event List 

views. Done! 
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Playing back an entire sys ex dump takes a while. If possible, 

store and play back only what's needed (e.g., a single preset 

instead of a whole collection of presets). 

MI The Sysx View bank data is saved wItn the project, so backing 

up your Sonar project backs up all related sys ex data as well. 
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

Q Series Equalizers 
Furman Sound, Inc. 
Now Available 

The Q-Series equalizers includes 5 different models to suite various 
needs. All feature constant Q circuitry with 4% center frequency accuracy; 

1/4" TRS and XLR balanced I/0s; and RCA unbalanced I/0s for maximum 
interface flexibility. 

SRP: $ 179 - $299 
www.FurmanSound.com 
707-763-1010 

Gefell M296 
thin metal omni 
Gefell 
Now Available 
High resolution large 
diaphragm condenser 

features ultra-thin 8 micron 

nickel diaphragm for most 
natural sound. Ideal for 
stage and studio, the M296 
is also available in two 
cardioid models. 

SRP: $ 1600 US 
www.gefell-mics.com 

604-942-1001 

RackBags with Wheels 
RockBag by Warwick 
Now Available 

RackBag effects racks are now available with luggage-style wheels 
and retractable handles, and come in 2,3,4,6,8 and 10 space versions. 
SRP: $139.95 and up 

www.warwickrockbag.com 
800-741-0109 x1705 

System 4 MIDI and 
Audio Recording System 
Steinberg 
Now Available 

System 4 is a complete audio recording and MIDI 
sequencing solution featuring Cubase SL software and 

the MI4 LISB bus-powered audio/MIDI interface. Featuring 
high quality 24bit/96kHz mic and guitar inputs, System 
4 is professional, portable, and affordable. 
SRP: $899 / street $399 
www.steinberg.net 
877-253-8900 

AEA R88 Stereo 
Ribbon Microphone 
AEA 
Now Available 
The AEA R88's large ribbon 
geometry design is optimized 
for natural frequency response 

and precise stereo imaging. The 
888 is an excellent orchestral 

and choral recording microphone, 
and shines in studio applications 
SRP: $ 1895 
www.WesDooley.com 
800-798-9127 
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

Expansion Tank", 
SampleTank® 2 LE 

Sound Modules 
IK Multimedia 
Now Available 

Expansion Tank", is a powerful 
new sound module plug-in 
series of over 20 titles. It 
combines SampleTanke 2 LE 

with sample libraries from 
world-class sound designers, 
AMG, Sonic Reality and more. 
SRP: $99, $249 3- Packs 
www.sampletank.com 
954-846-9101 

Hear Back I Personal 
Monitor Mixer System 
Hear Technologies 
Now Available 

Hear Technologies has designed a 
personal monitor mixer system called 
the Hear Back. It changes the way 
monitor mixing is accomplished on 
stage or auditorium, as well as in 
the studio. 
SRP: $ 1495 
www.HearTechnologies.com 
256-922-1200 

*op, 

Model 1R - 1KVA Balanced Power System 
Egui=Tech Corp. 
Now Available 

The Model 1R is Equi.Tech's precision balanced power system 
designed for the small studio or musicians rack. Its 10-Amp capacity 
is an ideal fit for most pro-tools and small recording applications. 

SRP: $759 
www.equitech.com 
877 EQUITECHor 877-378-4832 

RSM-2 Ribbon 
Studio Microphone 
Nady Systems 
Now Available 

Breakthrough affordability, with the 
uncompromised performance of a 
classic ribbon mic: figure-8 pattern, 
smooth audio with natural low 
and high ends, ultra- high SPL 

capability, unmatched transient 
response and stunning realism. 
SRP: $349.95 
www.nady.rom 
510-652-2411 

TruTrapsTm Genesis Broadband 

Absorption System 
Auralex Acoustics, Inc. 
Now Available 

The TruTrapsrm Genesis Broadband System is a " one-
product- fits- all" solution that includes four 3" 
thick, 2'x4' TruPanels'', 3" thick TruSpacersT" 
for offset mounting, and 4 Q'Fusor diffusors 

providing a total of 46 square feet of coverage. 
SRP: $329 
www.auralex.com 
317-842-2600 
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Tech Bench by Todd G. Tatnall 

XP MIDI Troubleshooting 
ast month, we looked at how to make 

sure your MIDI interface was functioning 

properly in Mac OS X with AudioMIDI 

Setup. This time, we'll look at some tips 

to make sure your MIDI interface is 

working properly in Windows XP 

The easiest way to make sure your 

interface is working properly is to check your sequencer 

application. Are you getting MIDI input and output? If 

not, there are two crucial factors to check: First, is the 

MIDI interface connected properly and powered up? And 

second, are the drivers installed correctly? 

The best place to check this is within Windows Device 

Manager. Click the Start menu, right-click My Computer, 

and choose Properties from the pop-up. In Properties, 

click the Hardware tab and choose Device manager. 
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In the list of device categories, click the [-F] next to 

Sound Video and Game Controllers. If your MIDI interface 

is listed by name, it's likely that the hardware is recognized 

and the software installed. If the device isn't named 

and there's a "!" or a "?" on the device, It could be 

installed improperly or have a problem. 

If this is the case, but the interface is still not 

functioning properly, right-click the device and choose 

"Uninstall." It's important to uninstall the drivers first. 

Reinstalling the same driver over and over without first 

uninstalling rarely fixes the problem. 

- video and game condolers 

ti!) Audio Codecs 

• Legacy Audio Drivers 

e Legacy Video Capture Devices 
e Media Control Devices 
e SoundMAX Integrated Digital Audio 
;el Off' 
e VIdec .4 System d 

• Universal 

Update Driver.. 

Casabie 

Scan for hardware changes 

Properties 

Restart the computer. Once it's restarted, you should 

be prompted by XP's New Hardware Wizard that a new 

device has been detected. Follow the Wizard to reinstall 

the driver software. 

If your MIDI interface isn't listed in Sound Video and 

Game Controllers, check the category Other Devices in 

Device Manager for an unnamed " USB Device." 

+ Modems 

+ Monitors 

+ 1111  Network adapters 

- 4 Other devices 

USB Device 

+ PCMCIA adapters 

+ 41111 Processors 
+ (t) Sound, video and garr 

System devices 

If you're unsure if this unnamed device is your MIDI 

interface, simply disconnect the USB cable between 

the computer and the interface. If the unnamed device 

disappears in Device Manager, it's the MIDI interface. 

This indicates that the computer sees the interface, but 

the necessary drivers aren't properly installed. You can 

right-click the " USB Device" and choose " Update Driver." 

The New Hardware Wizard should appear and take you 

through driver install. 
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In addition to following the New Hardware Wizard's 

instructions, you'll also want to check user guides for 

install steps. Some MIDI interfaces need some specific 

steps to be followed for installation to be successful. You 

may need either the software CD that comes with the 

MIDI interface, or internet access to download the latest 

version of the interface's drivers. 

NOTE: Some USB MIDI interfaces require that the 

device be disconnected while installing the drivers, 

others require the opposite. To prevent problems, be 

sure to read instructions carefully before connecting the 

hardware and beginning driver installation. 

Special thanks to Sweetwater's Dave Federspiel for 

teaching me how to troubleshoot MIDI interfaces in 

Windows XP 

Todd G. Tatnall is the Senior Tech in Sweet water's 

Technical Support department. 
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MARKETPLACE 
To Advertise in Marketplace please contact Derick Joy at 650.513.4403 or djoy@musicplayercoin 

lasssisintaiarsow 
Semoussionas 

The Industry Leader in Studio Furniture 

SPI,11F S.PXn XL 
ti« at. Mewls DX.Ii 

ogagalmbe,eaml 
mèdowiel., 

nersenimem. 

The Synergy X1.1s are 
designed to provide 
beautiful and ergonomic 
console housings for all 
the popular mixers, 
providing you with 
optimum functionality 
to accommodate these 
mixers and associated 
periphei ais. 

P 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 9496e) 
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2(107 
www.omnirax.com info«, oinnirax.com 

..."The sound was perfect: huge, 
creamy and tightly focused.. the 
sound was so rich and full that I 
would've sworn that this was a 
tube pre, except that the sound 
also had a solid-state focus " 
- PEO1 /PEO 1 R review. Mix June 04 
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PEG)! R i wuncler 
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v.wunder oudio 
main number new york 
512.338-6777 516.505-0544 

wunderaudio corn ! 

www.Fleildámusicco.com 

Music Pc ' s 

Music Software 

- and Hardware 

PROSCREEN XL 

NEW' 
EXTENDED CLAMP 
ADVANCED DESIGN 

6 INCH DIA. SCREEN 

STEDMAN 
888-629-5960 

www.stedmancorp.com 

MASTERING 
YOURSELF? 
THAT'S LIKE HOME 

DENTISTRY! 
4 

wi 

11, 

TREELADY 
Lb/STUDIOS 

www.treelady.com 
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MARKETPLACE 
CLRSSIFIEDS 

Manufacture your 
CD at Oasis and get all of these 

onal s —FREE: 

• OasisSampler adio Promotio - • - 
• Distribution. CD Baby, Borders com, CD Now, 
Amazon.com, Virginmega, Waldenbooks 
• XM Satellite Radio Airplay 
• Sonicbids - Electronic Press Kit 
• CD-ROM of 14,000 Music Industry Contacts 

• Direct SoundScan& Upload 
• Patent- Pending Retail Display Rack 

. . 

:OASIS :1 CD MANUFACTURINC 
www.oasisCD.com 

tel (888) 296-2747, (540) 987-8810 

email info@oasisCD.com 

1 
ei• 

.•• • 

To Advertise in 

IVIarketplace please 

contact Derick Joy at 

650.513.4403 

djoy@musicplayencom 

CATEGORIES 

MASTERING 

GEAR FOR SALE 

DUPLICATION 

SOUNDS / SEQUENCES / SOFTWARE 

ACCESSORIES 

EDUCATION AND TUTORIAL 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

MASTERING 

MASTERING 
"BIG LABEL" Sound...Guaranteed! 
Located In New York $ 475 (,,,mplete 

ServIng the U.S 
« %Ilium Deal! SInce 1984 

rE 1-800-692-1210 71 
www.musichousemastering.com 

WWW. World(' lassMasteri ng.com 
CALL TOLL FREE 1.877.507.0130 

High End Audio Mastering 

S150 flat fee 

High End ADAT-Pro Tools 

Transfers S25 flat 

(800) 370-5089 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Specialist 

You will have the fat, slarnmin' major-label 
sound that sells discs.., or the work is free. 
Custom gear. First-class results. Free 16-pg brochure 

800-884-2576 www.drtmastering.com 

"One Minute Free" Mastering 

www.audiorecordingandservices.com 

GEAR FOR SALE 

Used Music Equipment, 

30-Day Money Back Guarantee. 

www.hammerheadmusic.net 

Visit www.midi-classics.com 
helping musicians since 1993 

Low prices, Selection, Service r 

Pro audio, software, samples _ _ 
Call 800-787-6434 NOW1 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND OF EVERYTHING. 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF MUSICAL GEAR IN 

STOCK. 

ALTO MUSIC 

Guitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers. 

drums, pro sound, new & used. One of the 

largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere. 
(845) 692-6922 • sales@altomusic.com 

180 Carpenter Ave., Middletown, NY 10940 

Ask for Uncle Freddy — He loves Ya! 

P p bluffs that adjust to YOUR voice „.. 
before th lophone 

z • 

Variable  4A05'tic Compression 

adjustable filter settings 

ORDER TODAY! 

Popless Voice ScreensTel: 1(800) 252-1503 

WHAT PART 
OF THE WORD ::Or:;;I:1: 

AGONIZER ;We. 
DON'T YOU GET. •10_ 

MONKEYBOY-r? 

WWW.METASONIX.COM • --t-

ThoPerfectliassa. 
Exceptional selection, service C price 
on EXOTIC bass pearl Find your PERM- BASS! 

866.751.32iu I into u iiaPerfectliass.com 
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DUPLICATION 

Lonely 
RECORDS 

CD & OVO Manufacturing 
10% National Price Guarantee 

tur de• 99C Retail Ready 

CD Package 

PRINTING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 

AUDIO MASTERING 
DVD AUTHORING 

POSTERS 
BUSINESS CARDS 

POSTCARDS 
BARCODES 
AND MORE 

Get a FREE Catalog 
1.800.409.8513 

www.lonelyrecords.com 

100 FULL RETAIL REACT CDS $244.00i 
PRODUCTIONS 

Includes 4/0 Full Color Cover and 4/0 Full Color Traycard. Assembly and Shrink VVrapl 

Quality CD Duplication 50 to 500 copies in 24 to 48 hours! 
VISIT US ON THE WEB 

www.elsproductions.com 1-800-927-3472 
Call for more info or free sample packet 

CD • OVO • CD=RUNI • SHAPED CD • CASSETTE • PACKAGING 

NEED CC's? 
the choice is 

CRYSTALCLEAR 
DISC & TAPE 

Trusted experience for over 30 years. 

1000 CDs • $999! (complete, Retail Ready) 
1090 Promo CD Pack • $599! 

1000 DVDs • $ 1899! (Cornpletel Retell Reedy) 

1 -800980-00 73 
vvvvvv.crystalclearcds.com 

OddsCN.- 
CD 8, DOD Manutarturine 

2500 CEPffs 
Only $ 1999 
Includes: On Disc Printing • Bar Code 

Full Color Printed Booklets • Cello Wrapping 

1-877-633-7661 
www.OddsOnRecording.com 

Visa • Mastercard • Amex • Discover 

Complete CD Packages in lust 710 Days' 

CD& DVD14anutactining 

Short- Run CD'DVD Duplication 

Commercial Printing 
MEWS•Mietee. 

Full-Service Prepress 

be 714 704-1733 s web httpi/nernongeneche , orr 

FIEIM:11111111111ERWPIIIKT 

800-964-DISC 

CD Replication, Fulfillment & Internet Distribution 

Bulk CD Replication as Low as .29 ea./1,000 . 54 ea. 

1,000 CD's in Full Color Jacket / 5.99 ea. 

2 & 4 Panel 4/1 Color Package / $1.09 & $1.29 ea. 

Retail Ready with Bar Code and Cello Wrap 

MADE IN USA - 

www.faultlineaudio.com 

831-338-6005 or sales@faultlineaudio.com 

0Mastertrack 

e
RETAIL READY CO PACKA 
Price rncludes replicated stamped disc NOT CD-1,1, 

300 500 1000 
4835 $950 $ 1095 

888.5513348 www.mastertrack.com 

www.EQmag.com 

You should care 
who makes your CD. 

•the best customer service in the business* 

•instant online quote 

• inhouse mastering, design & multimedia 

quality finished CDs, DVDs & vinyl 

1  MUSIC 
MANUFACTURING 
SERVICES 

www.musicmanufacturing.com 

US: 1-800-293-2075 

Canada: 1-800-667-4237 

New York • Toronto • Montreal •St. Johns 
'Read our client survey results to find out more. 

www. ourmusiconcd.com 
iJC0 
ilCX) 

50. F LL C-OLOR 
1)R PiteClekGE $799 

100 EULL 0,0 012_ 
PACWAGE Y1%9 IGITAL 

SNS 

INC 

300 FULL 
COLOR 

PACKAGE 
$549 

SOUNDS / SEQUENCES / SOFTWARE 

www.soundboyz.net Bangin Hiphop/ 

R&B Drum Samples CD in Way format. Low 

intro price. WE DOTS DAT FIRE! 

www.SOUNDandMIDI.net 

Musician's Fleamarket 



CLASSIFIEDS 

ACCESSORIES 

tiIn I theme Is 

• R.,..ord till O in,tru 
multi- tract lit Ike +au 

e levin 
on HeacloyffiesTm 

( 

• itecord 11%I drums nett to tour 
multi- grad 

• hrerl lo, ousruplione placement lo lied 
the suent spots of ill,trument, 

www.extremeheadphones.com 
or search the web 

Toil Free 1-877-962-2832 

JustStrings.com 
World's Largest Selection of Guitar & Bass Strings! 

www.juststrings.com (800) 822-3953 

Cases Cases Cases Factory Direct! 

Any ATA Case For 599 Mixers, Amps, 
Heads, or Keyboards 

www.discount-distributors.com 

800-346-4638 

um.eqmag.com 

TALENT AND EMPLO`IMENT 

PASSIONATE. DRIVEN. COMMITTED. MOTIVATED. WINNER. Does 
this describe you? Then team up with Sweetwater Sound, the nation's top 
professional audio retailer. 

We are currently seeking qualified candidates to join our elite and award-
winning team of Sales Engineers. As a Sales Engineer, you will be working in 
a very fast-paced, high energy environment in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Working 
with the leading retailer of music technology, you will have the rewarding 
task of helping the 'Who's who* in music with all of their music technology 
needs. Sales Engineers at Sweetwater are not just order takers — they're sale( 
professionals who have a passion and strong knowledge of the gear, consulta r, 
and friends of our customers. If you're a self-starter with a musical background and 
strong customer service ethic, then Sweetwater is the right place for you. 

Sweetwater Sales Engineers have the best compensation package in the industry, 
plus other great benefits like 401K, profit sharing, health and dental insurance, cash 
incentives, and the best training program of any retailer. Additionally, Fort Wayne is a vibrant city with a 
strong arts scene, great schools, a low cost of living and much, much more. 

If you're interested in putting your talents to work, then contact Kristine Haas, 
Director of Human Resources at 1-800-222-4700, 
ext. 1051 or by e-mail at careers@sweetwatercom. 

5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 • FAX 260-432-1758 
www.sweetwater.com/careers 800-222-4700 

EDUCATION FIND TUTORIAL 

lECORDING ENGINEER 
M TRAIN AT HOE ,nh 

( 4  

Easy Horna•Sltd pra °cal Ira, mg in 

Utd1F-trank Record ny. Join our succoulul 

working graduates or build your own studio. 

FREE INFORMATION.-

tudio Institute of America 
,•••. A,rar Svtee, Se^ E•ancistro.0 9J12, 

•,* Or Vied us at www.atedlolnatotute.com 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS FIND SERVICES 

Quick and Easy Isolation 
Portable and Free-Standing 

CLEARSONIC PANEL 
Drum Shields 

LID SYSTEM 
with AX12 Height Extenders 

SORBER 
Absorption Baffles 

VocalBooth.com 
MODULAR SOUND REDUCTION SYSTEMS 

Listen to your dreams. 
Follow your heart. 
Don't ever stop. 

- Calvin Mann 

541-330-6045 
VVVVW.VOCALBOOTH.COM 
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ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

INC 

SOUE.[: ,^à ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 14 years of reducing 
sound to o Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MIX 102126S 
(8 SX10 

19 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

New! SoundWave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 
www.whisperroom.com 

l'H: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

ACOUStiCSFirStru 

Toll-Free 
Number: 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

SUPLEN To 3) SILI-T1114 FAX 

INFO 

(413) SBA-2377 

Se Nonotuck St. Northempron. MA01062 
ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 

infosflÊnleiouice.com • www.silentsource.com 
Acoüsticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 

Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence VVallcovering • VVhisperVVedge 
Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R. PG. Diffusors • Sonex - Sound Quilt 

RE,r1 TRAPS® 
MINITRAPS — Affordable Acoustic Treatment 

Rave Reviews 
— From 
- Top Pros 

'Our control room at Le Crib 
ios needed serious help. After 
installing MiniTrapS the room 

ounds better than we believed 
ible, with clear, round bottom 
and vastly improved imaging. 

Fantastic product, great company." 

—Nile Rodgers 

866- www.REALTRAPS 

YAuralex' w1w_ 8w0. so u_ 9r a5 xE. el) oGmE 

daccri.e.stfc•-s• • FREE Acoustical 

Room Analysis • Widest Range of Sound Control 
Products • Exceptional Customer Service 

TOTAL SOUND CONTROL 

b.. ACOUSTIC 
soundcontrolroom_ 

toll free 866-788-1238 

Control the Power of Sound 

ECH 
BUSTE 
DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS Viwtv echobusters com 

• Improve Acoustics 
• Noise Control 

® 1-888-ECHO BUST 

AD ORDER FORM 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

Gear racks, 
media drawers and more 

The RACKITT" System 

Factory direct since 1984 

Free brochure (please mention EQ) 
Per Madsen Design (800) 821-4883 

www.racichtm.com 

SINGERS:101'2ff 
Unlimited Free Backgrounds 
from Original Standard Recordings! 
Thompson Vocal Eliminato,'. 
VE-4 Free Brochure/Demo 
24 Hour Demo/Info Line 
(770)482-2485 - Ext28 
LT Sound Dept EQ1 7#80 LT Pa "ffUe, *la" 58 

vvvv vv.Vocal E //mina tor. com/g.o/EQ 
Better Than Karaoke For Over 25 Years! 

An ad in EQ's Classifieds reaches more than 40,000* serious musicians for only $2.15 per word plus $ 7.00 for an address. Minimum charge: $25.00. Please underline words to appear in bold type and add $0.50 
per every bold word. Please indicate clearly any words to appear in all caps and add $0.25 per every cap word. Each phone number, e-mail address, or website address counts as one word. Display Classifieds are 
1.138.00 per vertical column inch. Color (Display Classifieds only): 25% extra. Deadlines are the 10th of the month, 2 months prior to cover date (for example, April 10th for the June issue, on sale in early June). 
All Classified ads are also posted on our Website (www.egmag.com) at no additional charge. Businesses must list business name in ad. All ads must be received in writing, paid in full in advance. All ads must be 
music-related. Retail advertisers may not list discounted prices or percentages on specific models, unless items are used or discontinued.Advertisers must provide us with complete name, street address, and phone 
number, whether or not included in the ad copy (you may list a PO Box address in your ad, however). Mail ads to: EQ Classifieds, Attn: Derick Joy, 2800 Campus DE San Mateo, CA 94403. FAX (if paying by MasterCard, 
Visa, or American Express): (650) 513-4616. For more information, call Derick Joy at (650) 513-4403; E-mail: djoy@musicplayer.com. (*Audited circulation; does not include pass-along rate.) 

Company Name 

Address  

Telephone  

  Contact Name  

City State  Zip 

E-mail  

Please print your ad clearly. Use a separate sheet of paper if you need more room. 

(do not include address when counting words) 

Category: ZI Guitar Shows I Instruments 0 Parts/Accessories 0 Duplication/Replication I Websites 

1 Schools I Instruction I Software I Songwriting I Records/CDsNideos I Employment I Other 

EQ 

TO COMPUTE COST OF AD 

 words x $2.15 -   

St bold words x $ . 50 =   

# ALL CAPS wds x $ . 25 =  

Address $7.00 =  

Total cost per issue =  

(minimum 525 0th 

x number of issues to run x  

Total payment =  

I Payment enclosed, or Charge my 

I Visa I MasterCard I American Express 
Card # 

Expiration date: 

Signed:   

www.eqmag.com FEBRUARY 2005 EQ 91 
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Bus-powered 

MOTU Studio 

recording is 

now more 

powerful 

and portable 

than ever 

Apple 
A sleek, lightweight and powerful mobile recording studio 

Starting at just $1,599, the newest PowerBook family offers more. More power. More speed. 

More Digital Performer — as in more tracks, more plug-ins and more virtual instruments. 

Whether you prefer the ultra-compact 12-inch model, the coveted 15-inch powerhouse or the 

breathtaking 17-inch stunner, every new PowerBook G4 features faster PowerPC 04 processors, 

with speeds topping the charts at 1.5GHz. Want to create your own CDs and even DVDs? 

The new PowerBook models offer 4x-speed SuperDrives. The PowerBook 04 is the ideal platform 

for Digital Performer, the all-new Traveler, and a host of third-party plug-ins and add-ons. 

00000001.....seleeia 
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Authorized Reseller 
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MOTU 
Bus-powered high definition FireWire audio 

The Traveler is the first bus-powered FireWire audio interface to offer four mic inputs 

and exceptionally high-quality high definition analog recording and playback. Just plug 

in the FireWire cable and power everything off the battery in your computer — you can 

operate you studio anywhere! At only 3.8 pounds and 14.75 inches wide by 9 inches 

deep, the Traveler slides easily into your knapsack or back, next to your PowerBook. 

TC Electronic 
This portable processing powerhouse slides easily into you bag 

PowerCore Compact is the perfect way to add a dozen world-class TC Electronic 

effects plug-ins to your MOTU portable studio, while freeing up your PowerBook 

to run plenty of native plug-ins and virtual instruments. That's because the 

12 included TC plug-ins run entirely on two 150MHz Motorola DSPs in the 

PowerCore Compact, via convenient plug-and-play FireWire connection to the 

computer. And thanks to Digital Performer 4.5's new automatic plug-in latency 

compensation features, timing is sample accurate. The included plug-ins deliver a wide 

array of effects — all with TC Electronic quality and pedigree: classic reverb, mega reverb, 

delays, chorus, E0, compression, guitar amp simulation, vocal processing, vintage 

synthesis, the renowned Master X3T", Filtroicfm and the innovative CharacterTM plug-in. 

MEEMMITIM. CUUD) 0.7© 



Audio Ease "'I'll' unTm 
Your first choice for convolution reverb 
Altiverb broke new ground as the first ever convolution reverb plug-in, delivering 

stunningly realistic acoustic spaces to your MOTU desktop studio. Altiverb V5 continues 

to lead the way with cutting edge features. Altiverb V5's ever growing Impulse Response 

library provides the most diverse and highest quality acoustic samples on the market. 

Recent additions are shown below from the Altiverb Fall 2004 East Coast Tour. 

Version 5 delivers more seconds of reverb, more instances, and less CPU overhead 

than any other convolution reverb. And its new adjustable parameters are a snap to 

use! Altiverb takes full advantage of the Attivec" processor in your PowerBook G4 or 

desktop Power Mac G4 or G5. THE must-have reverb for every MOTU studio. 

• Highest quality samples on the market. 

• Legendary concert halls and studios. 

• Versatile damping and hires-EQ section. 

• Click-and-drag 3D sound placement. 

• ' Size' parameter shifts resonances and room modes. 

• Gains and delays for direct early-reflection and tail. 

• Waterfall diagram shows time-frequency behavior in 3D. 

• Surround up to 192 kHz. 

• Snapshot automation for mixing and post-production. 

• Available for MAS and all other Mac plug-in formats 

The new multi-channel waveform overview 

during the first tenth of a second of a reverb 
reveals crucial detail about gain levels and timing 

tail. The rotatable and zoomable 'waterfall' (3D b e 4.. Ai IF  
time/frequency diagram) reveals even more 
about Damping, EQ and resonances. •fts the frequency behavior 

TEST 

o .7. 

PRESETS 

IMPULSE RESPONSE 

CPU Control — Altiverb is the most 
efficient of all convolution reverbs 

ing reverb times. 
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A rotating VR 
(Virtual Reality) 
movie helps you 
feel the presence 
of each room. 

INPUT 

Snapshots let you 
automate complete 
preset changes. 
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altiverb 

BYPASS 
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Speaker Placer — Put the violins stage left, cellos EQ — Use up to four bands of EQ, tailored for 
stage right, and percussion in the back, all in stereo. reverb tail adjustment, to fine-tune the sound. 
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Forest Austerlitz. Netherlands 

wwwallairestudios. corn Clubhouse Studio, Rhinebeck. NY www.mechanicshall org — Photo by Steve Rosenthal 
www clubhouseinc corn 

Sound on Sound Studios. NYC 
wwwsoundonsoundsludios.cOM 
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Focusrite Liquid Channel -. 
A Console Master Section Without the Console! 
Every MOTU personal studio deserves luxurious outboard gear. And what better than a 

piece that delivers the sound of 40 classic mic pres and 40 vintage compressors in one 

box! The Focusrite Liquid Channel is a revolutionary professional channel strip that can 

replicate virtually any classic mic-pre and compressor ever made! Combining radical new 

analog pre-amp technology with special Dynamic Convolution techniques, 

the Liquid Channel fuses cutting-edge analog design with lightning fast SHARC DSP. 

Augmented by fully digital controls, the Liquid Channel provides unlimited possibilities 

with available FREE LiquidControl software, which allows for remote control of the Liquid 

Channel and future FREE pre and compressor replica downloads for unlimited additional 

sound expansion. The Liquid Channel provides the ultimate fluid vintage collection. 
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BIAS Peak 4.1 Mastering & Restoration Edition 
Peak 4.1 plus SoundSoap Pro and SuperFreq. Imagine the world's most popular stereo audio 

editing, processing, and CD mastering program for the Mac, combined with unparalleled noise 

reduction and restoration technology — all at a jaw dropping low price. You get Peak 4.1 

(including ImpulseVerb, Sqweez, Vbox SE, Jam 6, SFX Machine LT, and more), SoundSoap Pro 

(combines four state of the art restoration and noise reduction tools in a single plug-in), and 

the SuperFreq suite of mastering Ms all in one great package. Launch Peak directly from DP4 

for more editing and processing power. Run SoundSoap Pro within DP4 or in Peak as an AU 

plug-in. For the very best in sample editing, batch processing, file conversions, loop creation, 

sound design, restoration, and Redbook CD mastering on OS X, pick up the Peak 4.1 Mastering 

and Restoration Edition today — the perfect mastering and restoration companion for DP4! 

Native Instruments Absynth 3 
Bend, mold, meld and morph sounds! 

ABSYNTH was used extensively, together with Digital Performer, on the Matrix 

Reloaded soundtrack by electronica mastermind and Juno Reactor founder Ben 

Watkins. And now, this award-winning synthesizer hits the scene for the third time 

armed with a host of new and unique features. ABSYNTH 3 brings dozens of new 

features that greatly expand its already extraordinary sound spectrum. The powerful 

synthesizer now incorporates a new user interface with convenient one-window 

editing, envelope-controlled surround sound features, live audio inputs, real-time 

fractalization, unison mode, advanced envelope control, 2 new special effects and 

256 additional presets. Combining FM and subtractive synthesis, ring modulation, 

a live stereo input, classic and granular sampling with the most advanced envelope 

control ever implemented, this unrivalled synthesizer will take you on the most 

outrageous sonic adventures. There's really nothing else like ABSYNTH 3. 
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Spectrasonics Stylus RMX 
The power of groove production 

Stylus RMX is the first product to offer the combined power of Groove Control"' with 

Spectrasonics Advanced Groove Engine (S.A.G.E.1 giving users dramatic new control 

over groove production. Dozens of new features include a completely redesigned interface, 

a new 7.4 GB core library of cutting-edge grooves and sounds produced by Eric Persing, 

and the ground-breaking, always changing Chaos Designer. Real-time groove creation 

has never been 

so simple, and 

has never 

sounded so 

good! Kits and 

over 10,000 new 

single- hits, too. 

RMX is the 

ultimate Remix-

oriented sound 

module for 

building millions 

of grooves. 

ieML »ErNeraq , 800 -e7oo 



PreSonus -:entral Station' 
A Console Master Section Without the Console! 

Special limited time offer! 
get a CSR-1 remote with your Central Station 

for only S99! Save $50! 

The PreSonus Central Station is the missing link between your MOTU recording interface, 

studio monitors, input sources and the artist. Featuring 5 sets of stereo inputs (3 analog 

and 2 digital with 192kHz D/A conversion), the Central Station allows you to switch 

between 3 different sets of studio monitor outputs while maintaining a purely passive 

signal path. The main audio path uses no amplifier stages including op amps, active IC's 

or chips eliminating coloration, noise and distortion enabling you to hear your mixes more 
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Mackk. 
Automated hands-on control for the DP4 studio 

Imagine the feeling of touch-sensitive, automated Penny & 

Giles faders under your hands, and the fine-tuned twist of a 

VPotTM between your fingers. You adjust plug-in settings, 

automate filter sweeps in real-time, and trim individual track 

levels. Your hands fly over responsive controls, perfecting 

your mix — free from the solitary confinement of your mouse. 

Mackie Control delivers all this in an expandable, compact, 

desktop-style design forged by the combined talents of Mackin 

manufacturing and the MOTU Digital Performer engineering 

team. Mackie Control brings large-console, Studio A prowess 

to your Digital Performer desktop studio, with a wide range 

of customized control features that go well beyond mixing. 

It's like putting your hands on Digital Performer itself. 

MAIN , 

INPUT SELECT 
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Mackie HR-serie, Ar.:tive Studio Monitors 
Nearfield monitors for your MOTU studio 

Mackie's HR-Series Active Studio Monitors are considered some of the most loved and 

trusted nearfield studio monitors of all time, and with good reason. These award-winning 

bi-amplified monitors offer a performance that rivals monitors costing two or three times 

their price. Namely, a stereo field that's wide, deep and incredibly detailed. Low frequencies 

that are no more or less than what you've recorded. High and mid-range frequencies that 

are clean and articulated. Plus the sweetest of sweet spots. Whether it's the 6- inch HR-

624, 8-inch HR-824 or dual 6-inch 626, there's an HR Series monitor that will tell you 

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 

Sweetwater weetCareTM 
Your personal MOTU studio expert advisor 

When setting up and maintaining a MOTU desktop studio, there are many considerations to factor 

in to your decision making. Both the hardware and software landscape are constantly changing, and 

it's hard to keep up with all of the advancements. That's where Sweetwater comes in. Your personal 

Sweetwater sales engineer offers much, much more than just a great price. They do the research, 

day in and day out, to ensure that you'll fine-tune your MOTU system to fit your exact needs. 

clearly and minimize ear fatigue.ln addition, the Central Station 

features a complete studio communication solution with built- ---=--=--- r 
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in condenser talkback microphone, MUTE, DIM, two separate 

headphone outputs plus a cue output to enhance the creative 

process. A fast-acting 30 segment LED is also supplied for 

flawless visual metering of levels both in dBu and dBfs mode 

CENTRAL STATION 

Call now for your MOTU Studio To Go 
7,1 personal consultation: 800-222-4700 
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STUDIO NAME: Cliff's Walk-In Closet 

CONTACT: www.cliffaoldmachercom  

LOCATION: Nashville, TN 

KEY CREW: Cliff Goldmacher 

CONSOLE/MIXERS: Yamaha 01V 

RECORDERS/PLAYERS: Alesis Masterlink, ADAT XT-20; 

Panasonic SV3700 

MONITORS: Event 20/20 bas, Mackie Big Knob, Sony MDR-7506 

headphones [3], Bose Quiet Comfort headphones 

MICROPHONES: Lawson 1,47MP, AKG C414, C391 B ( 21; Rode 

NT-2, Shure SM57, PG 52 

MICROPHONE PREAMPS: Manley Voxbox 

COMPUTERS: Apple Power Mac G4/1.25GHz, PowerBook G4/800, 

Viewsonic G810 21' monitor 

DAW: Digidesign 001, Mbox 

SOFTWARE: Digidesign Pro Tools 

SYNCHRONIZATION: Rosendahl Nanosync Audio Reference 

Generator, JL Cooper Data Sync 

KEYBOARDS/MIDI: Kurzweil K2500 

AC POWER: Furman AR- 1215 Isolation Transformer, APC 

BACKUPS 1400 

STUDIO NOTES: Cliff Goldmacher is literally beside himself: " Cliff's 

Walk-in Closet," his current studio, occupies the apartment 

next to the one in which he lives. No problems with the 

neighbors here. 

Located about five minutes off of Nashville's famed Music 

Row, the studio offers a range of recording services ranging 

from publisher song demos to television and film master 

productions. Goldmacher has also recorded/produced more than 

3 dozen CDs in the Walk-in Closet. In addition to engineering 

and producing, Cliff is a multi-instrumentalist/session musician 

with numerous credits to his name. As a singer/songwriter, 

he's released one CD under his own name, Songs I've Written 

and Memorized. 

Gear-wise, Goldmacher placed his primary focus on 

equipping Cliff's Walk-in Closet with a world-class vocal 

chain, citing his Lawson L-47MP and Manley VoxBox as his 

vocal-recording tools of choice. A Mackie Big Knob provides 

monitor level control, as well as "a much-needed talkback 

mic instead of yelling through the door. . . ." While a 

Digidesign 001 running Pro Tools LE software is the studio's 

main recording tool, Goldmacher also puts his Apple 

PowerBook, Digidesign Mbox, and Bose " Quiet Comfort" 

headphones to good use for remote recording and audio 

editing at the nearby Starbucks. 

HEY. Ell READERS. WANT US TO FEATURE YOUR STUDIO? SEND 

PICS AND INFO TO miallagberOmusicplayetcom. 
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All the Hardware you need for your SOFTWARE based studio 

Listen to the 40 PER TS! 

nREVIEWERS_  ' 
PICK :: Aug. 2004 

The Yamaha Olx ▪ is▪ the answer to all my needs 

for integrating everything I do with audio and 

music. Its bargain price makes it a no-brainer 

purchase for anyone who wants a DMA/ con-

trol surface, high-quality audio interface and, 

of course, a hardware digital mixer. 

Macworld Oct. 

KEYBOARD Jan 2004 

After using the Olx for a few months, the 

coolest aspect is that it blurs the lines between 

a traditional digital mixer, control surface and 

audio/MIDI interface — it's all three. 

Electronic Musiciou :: Nov. 2004 

Electronic Musician 

2005 
EDITORS 
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Considering all the functionality 

packed into the Olx's silver-gray 

front panel, its user interface is 

a miracle of modern ergonomics. 

necoRuin  D ec. 2004 
t^e 

Quality inputs and effects and the ability to 

integrate into your computer setup could make 

it the perfect centerpiece for your project studio. 

1=1TT1IX :: Dec. 2004 

The converters are great, and the subsequent 

digital signal processing is fantastic, including 

the Egs and, particularly, the compressors. 

The Olx now features 
For more details go to 
www.studioconnections.org 
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www.yamaha.corn I www.Olxray.corn 
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See your authorized Yamaha dealer for details. 
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You probably won't record your next song -« 

-4 \ in Central Park. But it's nice to know you could. 
%.N.‘, 

Or just about anywhere else. Because all it takes i 1 

ve‘e is one powerful connection between your 
1/4.i 

battery-powered laptop and the bus-powered Traveler. 

So plug in, start recording and enjoy the liberation. 

TRAVELER 
BUS- POWERED HIGH- DEFINITION FIREWIRE AUDIO INTERFACE 

MOTU 
motu.com 




